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THE CHAIRMAN'S REPORT 
The Twentieth Annual Conference on Historic Site Archaeology was 
held at Government House, St. Augustine, Florida, on October 19-20, 
1979. The Conference was jointly hosted by The Historic St. Augustine 
Preservation Board and Florida State University. 
The pape~s presented here are those presented .. at that Conference 
and others submitted as contributed papers. 
The John M. Goggin Award for Method and Theory in Historical 
Archaeology was not offered this year so no award paper is presented 
in this volume. 
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pology for their assistance in the preparation of this volume: Mary 
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SETTLEMENT AND ACTIVITY PATTERNING ON TWO RICE PLANTATIONS IN THE 
SOUTH CAROLINA LOWCOUNTRY 
Kenneth E. Lewis 
The study. of plantations has long attracted the interest of historians 
geogra~hers, and an~hrop?logists. Archeological investigations have also ' 
been dlrected at thls unlQuely adapted institution, but only recently have 
they sought to explore the plantation as a settlement unit. In the past 
year, the Inst~tute of Arc~eology and Anthropology of the University 
of South Caro11na has carr1ed out research at two rice plantations in the 
South Carolina lowcountry (Fig. 1), Niddleton Place on the Ashley River 
near Charleston and Hampton on the Santee near Georgetown (Lewis and 
Hardesty 1979; Lewis 1979).* In order to examine each site as a unit 
~he work was des~gned to investigate large areas so as to reveal patt~rning 
1n the archeolog1cal record capable of reflecting the form and function 
of the past settlement. The interpretation of the archeological record 
was guided by a comparative model of plantation settlement synthesized from 
available data relating to the plantation as a settlement type in the 
American South. The purposes of the archeological work, apart from the 
interpretive and management needs of the sponsors, were to examine the appro-
priateness of the model for dealing with rice plantations and to provide 
additional information relating to this specialized agricultural occupance 
type. 
The plantation model stresses the organization and layout of these 
settlements, which are related directly to the role they play in the world 
economy. A plantation is intended chiefly to efficiently and cheaply produce 
staples on a large scale for a substantial non-domestic market (Wagley and 
Harris 1955: 435). The competition of agricultural staples for suitable 
land, labor supplies, and markets favor the location of plantations so as to 
minimize cost while maximizi .ng access to markets. These conditions are 
found in frontier regions on the periphery of a world economic system 
(Wallerstein 1974), where native resources may be cheaply exploited to obtain 
raw commodities to be shipped directly from a colonial entrepot to markets 
in the parent state (Thompson 1959: 20-30- Smith 1973: 2). 
A plantation may be seen as lIa capitalistic type of agricultural 
organization in which a number of unfree laborers are employed under unified 
direction and control in the production of a staple cropll (r4intz 1959: 43). 
The organization of a plantation is marked by: (1) a relatively large 
population and territorial size, (2) an emphasis upon the produ~tion of 
specialized cash crops, (3) a use of labor beyond the owner-famlly, and (4) 
a dependence upon the authority principle as the basis for collective action 
(Pan American Union 1959: 190). To these may be added (5) a centralized 
control of cultivating power, (6) a relatively large input of cultivating 
power per unit of area, and (7) the necessity of producing subsistence crops 
*The investigations at Middleton Place were sponsored by the 
Middleton Place Foundation and those at Hampton by the South Carolina Depart-
ment of Parks, Recreation, and Tourism. Both projects were funded through the 
Historic Preservation Program of the South Carolina Department of Archives and 
History with the assistance of matching grants from the United States Department 
of the Interior under provisions of the Historic Preservation Act of 1966. 
1 
Figure 1: Locator map .of Middleton Place· and 
Hampton plantations in South Carolina. 
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to support at l~as~in part the plantation population (Prunty 1955: 460). 
These cha:acterlstlcs :ef1ect the manner in which agricultural activities 
are ?rganlzed to expedlte production. The plantation not only provides a 
settlng for t~ese activities~ but also an arrangement to facilitate carrying 
them ou~. ThlS arrangement lsref1ected in the form and content of the 
plantatlon settlement. 
The most common form of plantation layout in the colonial and 
a~tebel1um southern United States may be described as a compact settlement 
wlth the owner or manager's house customarily situated near a cluster of 
service.bujldings and slave quarters. The latter would be grouped com-
pactly 1n rows along short roads or in a rectangle of buildings to the side 
or rear of the main house (Prunty 1955: 465:466}. The plantation settlement 
centered around the main house, and often a pair of symmetrically placed 
dependencies (Waterman and Barrows 1969: xiv). Dependencies often did not 
possess the same function on every function on every plantation and served 
variously as offices, officers' kitchens, overseers' quarters, libraries, 
and servants' quarters, as we 1.1 as hous i ng for other support acti vi ti es 
re 1 ated to the mai n house (\~aterman 1945: 61, 259, 341). 
Farm and service buildings, consisting of shelters for work stock 
and plantation tools, were situated in a cluster apart from but adjacent to 
main house complex. They were generally placed in a linear or geometric 
arrangement (Waterman and Barrows 1969; Phillips 1929: 332). The proximity 
of these structures to the main house complex, which also placed them near 
pasture, cropland, and labor quarters, insured that cultivating power was 
centrally located within the area to which it was applied and among the 
human elements whose effective employment depend on- it (Prunty 1955: 466). 
The slave ~uarters were generally situated near the agricultural 
buildings to one side-of the main house. They were commonly arranged in rows 
facing a cleared square at one end of which the main house and its depen-
dencies stood. Quarters varied in size and method of construction (Rawick 
1972: 70-71), and their proximity to the main house often reflected the 
status of the structures' occupants (Anthony 1976: 13). 
As a result of the Civil War and its accompanying social and economic 
dis-ruption, the antebellum slave plantation was transformed into a 
"fragmented" plantation, farmed by the tenants whose residences were dispersed 
across the arable land (Prunty 1955: 469). This settlement pattern is 
entirely different from that of the antebellum period and represents an adapta-
tion to conditions of economic improverishment and an uncertain labor supply. 
Because of the labor-intensive nature of rice growing in the Carolina lowcounty, 
tenant farming and its accompanying settlement pattern did not become common-
place on the rice plantations, although many former slaves continued to work for 
their previous owners as wage laborers. The drain of skilled labor that 
accompanied emancipation was a factor that contributed to the decline of rice 
and the plantations that produced it (Ravenel 1936: 44). 
Both of the plantations investigated archeologically (Fig. 1) arose 
prior to the middle of the eighteenth century and functioned as centers of 
rice production until the Civil War, after which Middleton Place was burned then 
3 
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later reoccupied as a residence and Hampton became a farm producing 
only a limited amount of rice as a cash crop (Lewis and Hardesty 1979: 18-19; 
Rutledge 1918: 43). Because the bulk of their occupations occurred during 
the colonial and antebellum periods, settlements at both sites were expected 
to exhibit those characteristics common to slave plantations with little 
disturbance due to substantial post-bellum settlement. Consequently, an -
examination of each was expected to provide archeological data capable of 
revealing the attributes of the plantation model. 
In order to examine the sites of Hampton and Middleton Place a research 
strategy had to be employed that was capable of discovering behaviorally 
meaningful archeological patterning over an extensive area. A stratified, 
systematic, unaligned sampling technique was used to gather a representative 
sample of the archeological materials distribution over the areas to be 
surveyed. It has been suggested that this technique is the best for revealing 
artifact patterning because it prevents the clustering of sample units and 
assures that no parts of the survey area are left unsampled (Redman and Watson 
1970: 196-198). Recent studies have also demonstrated its ability to discern 
archeological patterning on historic sites (Lewis 1976, 1978, 1979; Lewis and 
Hardesty 1979). The areas explored lay adjacent to the main houses at . 
Middleton Place and Hampton and were arranged so as to encompass most of the 
accessible portions of the sites. The sample areas contained 137,500 square 
feet at Middleton Place and 150,000 square feet at Hampton. Sample units 
consisted of 5x5 foot squares excavated within larger 50x50 foot strata. 
Several aspects of plantation settlement were examined at this stage 
of the archeological investigations. In order to determine the degree to 
which the composition and layout of the two sites corresponded to those 
specified in the plantation model, three archeological hypotheses were examined 
in light of the material evidence recovered from Middleton Place and Hampton. 
If the patterning at these two plantations _reflected that in the model, then 
it was felt that -the following prepositions should be supported by the archeo-
logical record. 
1. The arrangement and layout of structures should be in a geometric 
pattern situated to the side of the main house. Because of the proximity of 
the main house at Middleton Place to its fonmal gardens and that at Hampton 
to Wambaw Creek, it was not anticipated that the plantation settlement would 
have extended to the rear of either structure or to the north side of the 
former. A nineteenth century plat of Hampton also reveals no occupation to 
- the east side of its main house at that time, but shows the anticipated settle-
ment pattern to the other side of that structure. Although it was not neces-
sary to rely on archeological data to support this hypothesis in the case of 
Hampton, information produced by the material record could shed light on the 
nature and distribution of activities at their plantation. -
2. Buildings and activity areas situated to the side of the main house 
should be identifiable as sites of workers' living area, as well as those 
devoted to animal husbandry, and agricultures, processing, and storage activities 
related to plantation production and upkeep. 
4 
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3. Areas of domestic occupation situated apart from the main houses 
should re!lect the low status of their laborer tenants, while the vicinity 
of the maln houses should reflect the high status of the plantation owners. 
~it~ regard to the first hypothesis relating to the overall layout 
of b~lldlngs, structural artifacts h~ld the key to understanding the settle-
ment s form. At both Hampton and Mlddleton Place, the relative distributions 
of two types of structural artifacts, brick rubble and nails were used to 
plot structure locations. ' 
.The distrib~tion of the~e artifac~s were plotted using a SYMAP program 
to dlsplay ~elatlve frequencles of thelr occurrence. By combining the maps 
of both artlfacts, patterns of structure locations were obtained for both 
sides. At Middleton Place evidence of the main house and its dependencies 
a structure just south of this complex, and a cluster of five buildings to' 
the southwest were noted. The Hampton site revealed a structural 
concentration adjacent to the main house and two clusters of three and two 
buildings to the west of it. These archeological structures cor-
responded to those in the plat of Hampton plantation and here as at Middleton 
Place served as the basis for defining spatial units upon which to base 
comparisons of archeological materials (Fig. 2 and 3). 
The second hypothesis states that archeological evidence will reveal 
the presence of areas devoted to domestic activity and other plantation 
activities. In an attempt to identify them archeo10gica1ly, variation in 
the occurrence of artifacts comprising functionally significant classes was 
observed. The distribution of the archeological byproducts of such activities 
permitted the observation of their spatial arrangement within each of the 
plantation settlements. 
A comparison of artifacts associated with domestic, animal husbandry, 
and agriculture processing, and storage activities was inconclusive because 
of the relative absence of artifacts representing the latter two classes. 
The predominance of domestic material is very likely a result of the differing 
rates at which the' material output of the three classes of activity enter 
the archeological record. With the exception of a few small-scale manufactur-
ing activities, little non-organic refuse is produced by non-domestic plan-
tation activities, and the artifacts associated with these are subject to 
a high rate of retention and recycling. Only one area, Area 5 at Middleton 
Place, was identified as the site of a specialized activity by the presence 
of a high precentage frequency of smithing refuse. 
On the basis of the sample evidence, nearly all of the structure-based 
activity areas appear to have been the sites of either domestic or mixed 
domestic-specialized activity. The presence of the latter was not uncommon 
on plantations; although most slaves lived in separate domestic structures 
(Fogel and Engerman 1974: 115), those slaves associated with industries and 
crafts were often housed adjacent to buildings devoted to these activities 
(Anthony 1976: 13-14). This mixed occupation is likely to be reflected in 








Figure 2: Map of structure-based activity areas at 
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Figure 3: Map of structure-based activity areas at Hampton plantation. 
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In order to distinguish between the domestic and domestic-specialized 
activity areas, an attempt was made to measure the relative degree of sub-
sistence activity in each area. A comparison of faunal remains, assumed to 
have been deposited as the byproduct of the preparation and consumption of 
animal foods revealed that within each site significant variation between 
areas occurred in the relative percentage frequency of this artifact. At 
Middleton Place faunal material was recovered in the greatest quantities in 
the two areas comprising the main house complex and in one area lying adjacent 
to it, suggesting their more intensive use as living areas. Similarly, at 
Hampton the main house and one other area exhibited a markedly higher per-
centage occurrence of faunal remains than the other areas (Fig. 4). At both 
plantations the discrepancy in the occurrence of this artifact appears to 
indicate that most of the areas apart from the main house represent sites 
of mixed specialized and domestic activity. 
Finally, it was predicted that the relative status of plantation 
inhabitants would be reflected in the archeological record, with the occupants 
of the main house clearly discernible from their servants and slaves. 
Certainly the most obvious clue to status is architecture. The size, layout, 
and composition of both the main house ruins at Middleton Place and the 
standing structure at Hampton reflected the high status of their occupants, 
while the insubstantial structural remains elsewhere testified to the smaller 
and less durable nature of the buildings occupied by lower status inhabitants 
of the plantation. 
Individual objects are also a clue to the status of an area or building's 
past occupants. At both Middleton Place and Hampton the distribution of 
these artifacts revealed that they were deposited only in the area of the main 
house and nowhere e1s~ on the plantation. 
Another artifact linked to status in a plantation context is porcelain. 
Although used by all classes of british society by the second half of the 
eighteenth century, its association with the tea ceremony (Roth 1961: 70) and 
its relatively higher cost would have tended to restrict its use largely to 
the European element of a plantation. Consequently, its occurrence archeo10gica11y 
is likely to be highest in the vicinity of the main house complex where refuse 
generated by its occupants was discarded. At both Hampton and Middleton Place 
this pattern was evident. Although present in all parts of the sites, its 
occurrpnce in the main house areas was markedly greater than in all other areas 
( Fi g. 5 ) . 
Archeological investigations at the sites of two colonial and antebellum 
rice plantations have yielded evidence to support a comparative model of 
plantation settlement. The characteristics of the model are related to the 
organizational aspects of plantations as a settlement type adapted to conditions 
encountered on the frontiers of an expanding world economy. They are also 
related to the agricultural technology prevalent at the time the plantation came 
into being. Consequently, more modern plantation settlements would differ from 
those upon which the model is based and those discussed above. Within the con-
text of the colonial and antebellum economy, however, the plantations of the 
American South appear to have followed a pattern established in the eighteenth 
century, a pattern broken only by the drastic social and economic changes of the 
mid-ninetheenth century. 
8 
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AFRO-AMERICAN SLAVERY AND THE "INVISIBLE" 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RECORD OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
LELAND FERGUSON 
In the prologue of Ralph Ellison's book "Invisib1e t4an" the main 
character, a young black man, says (1952: 3): 
I am an invisible man. No, I am not a spook like those 
who haunted Edgar Allan Poe; nor am lone of your Holly-
wood movie ectop1asms. I am a man of substance, of flesh 
and bone, fiber and 1iquias--and I might even be said to 
possess a mind. I am invisible, understand, because people 
refuse to see me. Like the bodiless heads you see some-
times in Circus sideshows, it is as though I have been 
surrounded by mirrors of hard distorting glass. When they 
approach me they see only my surroundings, themselves, or 
fi~ments of their imagination--indeed everything and any-
thlng except me. 
It seems that like Ellison's "Invisible Man" the archaeological 
record of Afro-Americans in South Carolina, and other areas, has gone 
unrecognized as we have interpreted what we have seen in accordance with 
our imaginations. We have imagined a European and Indian past, and we 
have it in the archaeological record. Unfortunately, in some cases, 
this bias has prevented us from identifying and studying the very people 
who created most of the archaeological record we excavate! 
The record of archaeological activity in South Carolina reveals little 
direct study of Afro-Americans. Whereas there have been numerous investi-
gations of historjc sites, there has been, with only a few exceptions, 
little reference to the Afro-American contribution to the creation of 
these sites. This lack of recognition is in contrast to explicit state-
ments of the importance of Afro-American archaeology in South Carolina. 
In the first report on Charles Towne Landing, Stanley South (1969) men-
tioned the value of studying the slave cabins associated with that site. 
Almost a decade ago Robert L. Stephenson (1970: 6) pointed out that the 
investigation of slave dwellings was an important research goal of the 
Institute of Archeology and Anthropology for the decade 1970-1980. 
Not only have we been slow to investigate slave dwellings, we have 
also been slow to recognize the value of artifacts related to slave 
activity. Since the original description of Colono-Indian Ware (Noel 
Hume 1962), material fitting this general rubric has been recorded from 
South Carolina. Consistently it was referred to as an "Indian trade 
ware. II However, as more and more sites were excavated, archaeologists 
began to notice that often this pottery comprised a substantial amount 
and in many cases the majority of ceramics on the sites (e.g. South 
1974; Lewis and Hardesty 1979; Lees and Kimery-Lees 1980). The ware 
appeared to be found most frequently on plantations of the coastal plain 
where the slave population was high. Exposure to modern West African 
ceramics and analysis of the growing information (Polhemus 1977; 
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Ferguson 1978) led to an hypothesis that perhaps this ware was more 
revealing of Afro-Americans than of Indians. 
This story constitutes a case of the reluctance to acknow1ege the 
existence of a range of alternative hypotheses concerning aspects of this 
ware. This situation is usually corrected by a more rigorous application 
of the scientific method, however in this instance there is an added 
ideological component which acts to further narrow our views and maintain 
a lack of awareness. The result has been that even though the study of 
black slave sites was and remains an explicit goal of organized archaeo-
logy in South Carolina, there has been little attention paid to this 
area of research. The reasons are obvious: 
1. We came from a social tradition that has de-emphasised the 
important of black people in America. 
2. American archeologists have traditionally been interested 
in Indians and European colonists. 
3. Historians have dealt primarily with the written history of 
white people. 
The result has been that black people have usually been forgotton or 
overlooked in consideration of the archaeological record. 
Perhaps this awareness would develop more fully if there were an 
interdisciplinary effort toward the study of the Carolina past. Histo-
rians and folklorists have begun to concentrate on describing vital sta-
tistics of black population as well as considering the degree to which 
this population segment has influenced the entire culture of South Caro-
lina and the remainder of the South (Wood 1974; Vlach 1978; Morgan 1978; 
Joyner 1978). They have pointed out that blacks were the majority of 
South Caro1ina l s colonial inhabitants. It seems that historians and 
folklorists are beginning to phrase questions and provide information 
that is vital to archaeology. It now seems necessary for archaeologists 
to follow through with their contribution. 
Archaeologists have not dealt with the demography of South Carolina 
even though the demography has important implications for the study of 
the historical past through archaeology. Peter Woodis Book "B1ack 
Majority" (1974) explores extensively the Afro-American aspect of 18th 
century South Carolina, and clearly illustrates the size of the 18th cen-
tury population of people in bondage. The population of slaves, equal 
to that of whites in 1708, grew so that before 1720 it was approximately 
twice that of free whites. This great difference in population continued 
into the 17401s. Through the remainder of the 18th century the white 
population began to grow relative to the black (especially after the 
Revolutionary War and in the Piedmont) until 1790 when the two groups 
were nearly equal (Petty 1943: 63). By the end of the second decade of 
the 19th century, the black population was again greater than the white 
and remained so until the 19201s. At one point in the 19th century, 
the black population was greater than the white population by more than 
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200,000 people. Mary Boykin Chesnut illustrates this disproportionate 
popu1a~;on ;n her famous "Dia~y from Dixie" (Williams 1949: 63-64). 
Referrlng to Mulberry P1antatlon near Camden, South Carolina Mary Chesnut 
wrote in 1861 that the yard of the Chesnut home was a UNegro'vi11age II 
and that there were "sixty to seventy" people kept there to wait on the 
household. 
After looking at these figures and reflecting upon Mary Boykin Ches-
nut's comments, it is obvious that when we find material in the archaeo-
logical record from the 19th century in South Carolina, especially within 
the coastal plain the probability is greater than fifty percent that 
Afro-Americans created this record. Considering the 18th century, the 
chances become two to one that slaves rather than Euro-Americans or Amer-
ican Indians created the archaeological record. Stated another way, if 
we consider the archaeological record to be quantitatively proportional 
to the size of the population producing it, then much more than half of 
the entire record of South Carolina for the 18th and 19th centuries was 
created by Afro-Americans. 
The work of hi stori ans 1 ike Peter ~Jood and the grow; ng body of 
archaeological data is rapidly stimulating a heightened awareness among 
archaeologists of the importance of the Afro-American contribution to the 
development of the colony and the state and, hence, to the archaeological 
record. However, the biases of the past are deeply entrenched. During 
the summer of 1979 the field school of the Department of Anthropology of 
the University of South Carolina was held at ~1u1berry Plantation near 
Camden, South Carolina. Our focus was on a group of mounds that had been 
occupied by Indians in late Mississippian times and again by slaves in 
the 18th and early 19th century. The wider focus of our study was chang-
ing human-land relationships in the Wateree Valley. The pervasiveness 
of our biases was well illustrated by a revelation during that project. 
The site has been treated several times in the archaeological litera-
ture. In 1848 it was reported by Dr. William Blanding in Squier and Davis' 
IIAncient ~1onuments of the Mississippi Valley." Blanding illustrated his 
report with a sketch of the site. He showed two major mounds, one of 
which was eroding away due to action of the Wateree River. Another large 
mound to the east was surrounded by eight smaller mounds, and all of this 
complex was surrounded by a ditch and embankment. 
Later i.n the 19th century, Henry Reynolds of the Smithsonian visited 
the site and excavated portions of two of the mounds. His work was re-
ported by Cyrus Thomas (1894: 326-327) in the 12th Annual Report of the 
Bureau of American Ethnology. 
In the early 1950's A. R. Kelly (1974: 67-87) of the University of 
Georgia investigated portions of the site. Kelly cleaned the profile of 
the western mound and excavated several Indian burials from south of the 
mounds. 
In the late 1960's Robert L. Stephenson reviewed all past informa-
tion concerning the site and nominated it for placement of the National 
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Register--it was accepted. Later, in 1973 with Stephenson's encourage-
ment, the author (Ferguson 1973) spent two weeks at the site conducting 
a controlled surface collection and excavating test pits in anticipation 
of future work at the site. 
This detailed information on the history of the site provides back-
ground for a very unexpected recognition during the recent field project. 
During the first two days of the field school much of the 5 ODD-acre 
plantation was toured on foot. Students looked at other sl~ve occupation 
sites, at prehistoric sites, the site of the "main house" that burned in 
1800 and the main house, still standing, that was completed in 1820. As 
they walked along the Wateree River they saw portions of the old levee 
s~stem ~hat was constructed by slave labor during the antebellum period. 
D1Scusslons led to other levees, cattle-mounts, swamp causeways, rice 
dikes--a11 monumental earthen architecture constructed by Afro-Americans. 
During the discussion a student mentioned the enbankment around the mound 
site--cou1d it have been built by Afro-Americans? Was it an embankment 
to protect their houses from the floods? What about the mounds? Were 
some of them built up for the same reason? (Certainly the one washing 
into the river was one of prehistoric Indian construction as well as the 
other one excavated by Henry Reynolds). But what about the others? 
Blanding's remarks (Squier and Davis 1848: 105) were reviewed: 
It (the site) was long under cultivation in corn, then 
indigo, and in 1806 when I first saw it, in cotton, which 
is still cultivated on it. On the large mound stood the 
overseer's house; around it, on the smaller piles, were 
the negro quarters. 
There was nothing to deny the possibility that slaves had built a portion 
of the earthworks~ The other archaeological reports on the site were 
reviewed. No archaeologist has every suggested that the very people 
occupying the mounds during the early 19th century might have built some 
of the earthworks, even though these people have been well known to have 
constructed North American earthworks that may well be more extensive than 
all of the Indian mounds of this country combined! 
Thus, one of the most obvious hypotheses concerning the construction 
of this archaeological site that has been under scientific consideration 
for more than 150 years has only recently been posed, and that hypothesis 
was constructed quite by accident. It does not matter if it if proven 
that Indians-or Afro-American slaves built the earthworks. The most impor-
tant point is that for so long we failed to consider the obvious possibility. 
We have always imagined Indians carrying basket loads of dirt under the 
direction of a high priest. As Ralph Ellison reminds us, it is as though 
we looked but saw only figments of our imaginations. This sequence of 
events tends to underscore the fact that we are not fully considering the 
Afro-American aspect of our archaeological record, not because we do not 
care but because we do not have a perspective and awareness sufficiently 
wide to deal with the scope of the past cultural processes. 
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In conclusion, the archaeological record of Afro-American in South 
Carolina has been "invisible" to archaeologists. We have looked at it 
and seen ourselves or figments of our imaginations. On the other hand, 
we are beginning to see a glimpse here and there of the record--the kind 
of glimpse we might see of a mountain as a morning fog lifts away. The 
archaeological record of slavery is present in South Carolina. We have 
been touching it, but we are just beginning to see it. Our developing 
awareness coupled with rigorous research should give us a more scien-
tifically valid view of the development of culture during the historic 
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DISCERNING PATTERNS IN AN URBAN CONTEXT: 
AN EXAMPLE FROM PHILADELPHIA 
Kenneth J.Basalik and John P. McCarthy 
Recently archaeologists involved with investigations of historic 
sites have begun to apply quantitative methods in the analysis of recovered 
materials. At the forefront of this movement is a group which is attempting 
to discern frequency patterns and other quantitative relationships between 
artifact types, classes, and groups (South 1977a, 1977b, 1978). By comparing 
this data and delineating patterns in the archaeological record, it may be 
possible to construct predictive models which define and explain past behavior. 
It is our desire to test these concepts in an urban context and determine the 
general applicability of this approach to the interpretation of material 
remains. 
Urban archaeology poses some special problems. Due to the frequency 
and degree of change related to urban development, archaeologists usually 
have difficulty finding closely defined, sealed contexts to study. The filling 
and sealing of well/privy structures as part of the process of urban change and 
development serves to protect these features and the contexts they contain 
from disturbance. The material chosen for analysis in this test of the quant-
itative approach was recovered in the excavation of a number of wells/privies 
at Franklin Court in Philadelphia. These features date from the mid-eighteenth 
through the early nineteenth century. Franklin Court was chosen as the 
"microcosm", representative of the early city, not only for its location in 
the early urban complex, but also because the necessary data for our study is 
readily available from an extensive report (Cosans 1974) on file at Independence 
National Historic Park. 
The identification of features as either wells or privies may seem at 
first, essential, as the functional aspects of the structures would, in many 
ways, determine the nature of the deposition. A discussion of the identifica-
tion and process of deposition in well/privy structures is included in Hunter 
and Levy (1976) and Cosans (1974). Hunter and Levy suggest that the functional 
identification of wells and/or privies can sometimes be made based on the depth 
of the feature. This devise is often an unreliable indicator, as many wells 
went dry and were subsequently utilized as privies and some shafts may never 
have reached the water table to serve as a well. While the pit was in use as 
a privy (or a well for that matter) it may have been emptied and cleaned several 
times before it ceased to function and was filled with debris. After a period 
of settling a second and sometimes even a third deposition occurred before 
final filling and capping. While off-site deposition of the contexts of the 
well/privy structures took place due to this cleaning process throughout the 
eighteenth and ninetheenth centuries, the recovered materials are the result 
of a relatively short term deposition in a process of purposeful fill. The 
result is a tightly datable, sealed context within which the relative quantities 
of material can be compared. 
Cosans (1974: 63-81) views the depositions found in the Franklin Court 
structures as primarily of materials considered suitable as drainage fill 
and stress therein the presence of extra-site materials (such as pottery waste 
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in conjunction with the Philadelphia privy depth regulations instituted 
in 1769. It is her contention that all the recovered material is the re-
sult of a single deposition in the bottom of a cleaned privy (paqe 75). 
The concern expressed is with site relatedness of the fill. She does not 
deny the possibility of culturar-fnferences being drawn from the data, but 
she views the describing of privy contents as a description of suitable 
fill rather than the content of the community's material culture (page 81; 
see also Liggett, 1971: 58). On this account cultural inference has been 
avoided in regards to this type of feature. 
Since Franklin Court, Benjamin Franklin's family home in Philadelphia 
from 1765 to his death in 1790, is a site of outstanding importance, a num-
ber of archaeological investi9ations have been carried out at the site 
(Schmacher 1955; Powell 1962; Liggett 1970, 1971, 1973; Cosans 1974). The 
excavations directed by Jeff Kenyon and reported by Cosans in 1974 center 
on Franklin's rental properties which face Market Street between Third and 
Fourth Streets (Franklin Court IV). This report, describinq in detail the 
features excavated and the material recovered, forms the basis of our analy-
sis. 
Features #9, 10, 22, 24, 25, and 26 contained 85% of the recovered 
material from the Franklin Court IV collection. The remalnlnq features, 
containing in a loosely dated context mid-nineteenth to early twentieth 
century materials, were excluded from the analysis. 
Feature #9 contained two contexts which were analysed. Material from 
the first context date from 1700 to 1820 with a mode of 1790. The second 
context has a model, range of 1740-1860. 
Feature #10 was excluded from the analysis as the quantitative data 
was not recorded in a manner comparable with the other contexts. 
Feature #22 contained two contexts. The first with a modal of 1800 
and the second with a modal range of 1740-1760. 
Feature 24 was not a tightly dated context; no date range was given 
it as it contained mixed material and may have been disturbed. It was not 
included in the analysis. 
Feature #25 contained a single analysed context with a modal date of 
1740-1760. 
Feature #26 also contained a single analysed context ·with a modal 
date of 1800. 
South (1977a) analyses data from a number of southern sites using 
42 classes of artifact types based on function (see Table 1). These classes 
are consolidated into eight broad functional groups: Kitchen, Architecture, 
Furniture, Arms, Clothing, Personal, Tobacco Pipes, and Activities. Using 
these categories South was able to delineate several patterns of British/ 
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Table 1 
ARTIFACT CLASSIFICATIONS FOR ANALYSIS (AFTER SOUTH, 1977) 
Artifact Feature # 9 9 22 22 25 26 
GrauE Context 1790 1750 1800 1750 1750 1800 
KITCHEN GROUP 681 1791 1268 2385 2170 1426 
1. ceramics 292 1106 1070 1926 2094 954 
2. wine bottles 209 326 179 270 54 348 
3. case bottles 2 
4. tumbler 11 
5. pharmaceutical 85 136 3 
6. glassware 94 223 19 178 21 118 
7. tableware 1 1 1 
8. kitchenware 
BONES 106 438 907 967 911 422 
ARCHITECTURE GROUP 446 451 286 200 122 654 
10. window glass 417 447 158 143 72 553 
11. nails 28 4 127 57 50 100 
12. spikes 1 
13. canst. hardware 1 
14. door lock parts 1 
FURNITURE GROUP 1 
15. furniture hardware 1 
ARMS GROUP 1 
16. musket ball, shot 1 
17. gunf1ints 
18. gun parts 
8 10 5 5 CLOTHING GROUP 3 
19. buckles 2 1 
20. thimbles 1 
21. buttons 3 8 6 1 5 
22. scissors 
23. straight pins 2 1 
24. hook/eye fasteners 
25. bale seals 
26. glass beads 1 
PERSONAL GROUP 1 3 
27. coins 1 2 
28. keys 
1 29. personal items 
30. tobacco pipes 33 93 96 30 61 17 
ACTIVITIES GROUP 8 37 5 5 12 
31. canst. tools 1 
32. farm tools 
33. toys 1 
34. fishing gear 
35. stub-stemmed pipes 
36. co1ono-Indian pot. 
37. storage items 
38. ethnobotannica1 1 5 
39. stable and barn 2 40. misc. hardware 
41. other 7 31 5 5 9 
42. military objects 
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North American occupation in the colonial period. These eight groups were 
used to structure the quantification of the materials. The group totals 
for each context were expressed as percentages of the total for that unit 
enabling comparative analysis (see Table 2). ' 
~ ~attern. e~erges from this ordering of the data. The Kitchen Group, 
contalnlng m~terla1s related to food preparation and consumption activities, 
seems to deflne the assemblages through time. The mid-eighteenth century 
contexts contain percentages for the Kitchen Group as follows: Feature #9, 
75.25, Feature #22, 90.82; and Feature #25, 91.75. In contrast, the nine-
teenth century contexts contain the following percentages: Feature #9, 58.11; 
Feature #22,76.16; Feature #26,67.71. These percentaqes clearly fonm two 
distinct groups with means of 85.94 and 67.66 respectively. There isa "_ 
definitive decrease in the percentage of Kitchen related materials from the 
mid-eighteenth century to the early nineteenth. As may be expected, the 
architecture shows a similar increase over this same period. This suggests 
that the set of culturally determined behaviors regarding privy maintenance 
and waste disposal, and by inference other cultural behaviors, were changing 
dramatically towards the end of the eighteenth century. This can be viewed 
as either a response to the particular cultural epoch related to fluctuations 
in ceramic and glass prices, and changes in the distributive system, or an 
expansion of world views and subsequent proliferation of artifacts. That 
is to say, that, although the general tenor of family life was not altered 
in regards to the type of artifacts utilized in its execution, alteration is 
exhi"bited in the quantity of artifacts available for that uti.1ization. A 
support of this postulate that these patterns are indicative of cultural 
behaviors other than the filling of privies can be seen in a comparison 
with the work of South. 
South (1978) has indicated that cultural and behavioral attributes are 
manifested in quantitative differences. A comparison of the nineteenth cen-
turn contexts to the Carolina Pattern established by South (1977a, 1977b, 
1978) from a variety of sites and contests reveals close similarities, par-
ticularly in the Kitchen and Architecture Groups. This seems an indication 
that these well/privy deposits share in a unified British/North American 
cultural complex along the Atlantic Seaboard during the later portion of the 
eighteenth and early nineteenth century. 
It is important to consider that the temporality of the contexts is 
expressed by modal dates, not absolute ones. If we further consider process 
as a continuum rather than an abrupt change, we can perhaps account for the 
slight overlap among the temporal contexts as a reflection of the continuum 
of cultural change. The exclusion of these two contexts would make the dif-
ferential between time frames even more dramatic and tie the nineteenth cen-
tury grouping to a close approximation of the Carolina Pattern mean (see 
Table 3). This notion of a definable continuum in the British/North American 
culture is encouraged by work in later nineteenth century contexts in Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, and Wilmington~ Delaware, which tenatively suggests. 




FRANKIN COURT IV - QUANITATIVE ANALYSIS, 1979 
Feature II 9 9 22 22 25 26 
Group Context 1790 1750 1800 1750 1750 1800 
Kitchen 681 1791 1268 2385 2170 1426 
Architecture 446 451 286 200 122 654 
Bones 106 438 907 967 911 422 
til Furniture 0 0 0 0 0 1 
~ Arms 1 0 0 0 0 0 
:::> Clothing 3 8 10 5 0 5 0 
u Personal 0 0 0 1 0 3 
Tobacco Pipes 33 93 96 30 61 17 
Activities 8 37 5 5 12 0 
N Total 1278 2818 2572 3593 3276 2528 
~ 
Kitchen 53.29 63.56 49.30 66.38 66.24 55.75 
Architecture 34.90 16.00 11.12 5.57 3.98 25.81 
til Bones 8.30 15.54 35.26 26.91 27.81 16.69 ~ 
~ Furniture .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .04 
ffi Arms .08 .03 .00 .00 .00 .00 
u Clothing .23 .28 .40 .14 .00 .20 
~ Personal .00 .00 .00 .03 .00 .12 ~ 
p.. 
Tobacco Pipes 2.58 3.30 3.73 .83 1.86 .67 
Activities .62 1.31 .20 .14 .37 .00 
T.\BLE J 
ARCHITECTURE GROUP ARTIFACTS 
Percentage and Temporal Context 
% DATE % Fea. % Fea. DATE % 
{1790 
38.05 (9)} 
28.76 1800 31.05 (26) 34.55 
1800 17.18 (2~8.95 (9) 175~ 
6.39{;:~~ (22) 1750 10.58 (25) 175 
Note the percentage increase in time. 
% DATE 
{;790 67.33 1800 
1800 
KITCHEN GROUP ARTIFACTS 
Percentage and Temporal Context 
% Fea. ts/ DATE 19 
58.11 (9) J; 




91 29£°·82 (22) 
1750} 
1750 85.94 
. 91.75 (25) 1750 
Note the percentage decrease in time. 
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Patterns occurring in the archaeological record reflect oatterns in 
behavior. In this sampling of contexts from an urban site, limited pat-
terning is present. It is suggested that broad historical/cultural forces 
are responsible for these patterns. Variation evidenced in the archaeoloqi-
cal record reflects personalized response to localized effects of historical 
and socio-economic trends. Further there patterns can be seen to change 
through time in response to changing cultural forces. 
Our objective in this study has been to test the applicability of the 
quantitative method to interpretation of small urban contexts. While this 
sample is too small to produce earth shaking revelations of early Philadel-
phia culture, what we have shown is, in fact, the changing behavior of a 
particular socio-economic group within an extremely limited area through 
time. Similar behavioral patterns can be discerned throughout the eastern 
seaboard as well as the city in the context of a unified British/American 
cultural complex. Future study should prove the truth of this matter. 
Our most significant find was the method used in this brief analysis. 
Although widely utilized, its applicability has always been considered in 
a larger spatial context. We have attempted to show the utility of South's 
methodology in the analysis of smaller features. By structuring artifacts 
into logical groupings, societal behaviors can be ascertained and cultural 
inferences made from materials that may otherwise only be subject to formal, 
descriptive analysis. The method thus permits greater nuances to be dis-
cerned from recovered materials. Its use in structuring data of any context, 
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AGRICULTURE, INDUSTRY AND NATIONALITY: 
Their Influence on the 
Material Culture of Recent Settlements 
by 
Michael R. A. Forsman 
. Agriculture, industry and nationality in this paper are broadly con-
sldered here by the author as end products of certain technological and 
polictical evolutionary processes. The geographical spaces that these 
activities and entities occupy have traditionally been important components 
of many cultures. Competition for natural recources, opportunities for new 
development, the need for expanded markets and the weioht of national "senti-
ment ll have long b~en among the factors contributing to-population movements 
and technological changes, which often finds expression in the archaeological 
record. There has been little examination of how agriculture, industry 
and nationality have been represented in the material culture of different 
sites. Of particular interest in this paper is how these influences may be 
manifested in artifact assemblages from North American townsites dating to 
the early twentieth century, and what cultural differences could come to light 
by making assemblage comparisons. 
The recovery of archaeological data from contemporaneous early twentieth 
century communities has recently begun in northwestern North America. Artifact 
samples have now been recovered from two geographical areas that meet criteria 
of agricultural and industrial distinction. An added difference between 
these areas is that they are separated by an international boundary. The two 
areas and their communities are southeastern Washington with Silcott, and the 
Crownest Pass area of Alberta with Passburg and Frank (Fig~ l). 
The gross national product of a nation is calculated on the basis of 
its total economic output. This includes goods and services. Agricultural 
and industrial regions differ in the nature of the contributions they make to 
the level of a country's economic achievement. One region can have a higher 
value output than another. The difference will be due to a complex mix of 
factors i'nvolving georgraphy, climate, transportation, communication, population 
and technological capability. The importance of a particular region and its 
economic contribution can shift through time, either gaining or declining in 
strength, and it may even change in character. Agricultural areas have tradi-
tionally supplied the food for populations in industrial regions. The rural 
areas, in turn, have been consumers of industrial output. The potential 
variability in goods, services and adaptive strategies, or lifestyles, may 
be very great under the influence of different economic bases and different 
nationalities. 
Having given some indication of the diverse forces acting on people in 
separate places, the historical archaeologist can then ask, "00 agricultural 
and industrial communities have identifiably different components to 
their material culture?" Certainly we expect to uncover artifact-specific 
evidence which will be more appropriately related to an activity in one area 
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Figure 1. Early twentieth century sites in North America. 
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produced in an industrial setting but their use, maintenance and final disposal 
is more appropriate in a rural agriculture context. This example is an 
obvious one because the artifact is related to a particular economic process. 
We are more uncertain, however, whether or not broader material culture 
differences and similarities will be as easily noticeable. 
More subtle distinctions in artifact assemblage components can also 
have other implications for historical archaeology. Through the attempt to 
identify material cultural differences that can be associated with communities 
having distinct economic bases, we may expand our recognition of specific 
cultural patterns. Not only can this lead to newer avenues of research, but 
it can also contribute to our understanding of the relationship between 
material culture and culture process. In a comparison of, say, kitchen 
group artifacts, what similarities and differences occur in the artifact classes 
from agricultural and industrial communities? To even begin answering this 
question, we must consider the comparability of the artifact sample and the 
problem of cultural similarity in the assemblage record within each community. 
Silcott has been identified as a humble agricultural community" ... composed 
mostly of farmers trying to make a living on limited, marginal land" (Adams, 
Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 7). Furthermore, Silcott was a " ... secondary node 
in the communications and transportation network" (Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 
1957: 7), i.e., it was not on a highway or rail line. 
Passburg and Frank owed their existence to nearby coal deposits. 
Coal mining, coking and smelting activities formed the industrial bases of 
this area. When the industries declined in productivity, their associated 
communities also withered and died (Cousins 1952: 140; Fraser 1963: 2-3). 
They were small urban communities or towns, never cities. Passburg and 
Frank were both on a major road and were stops on a rail line. 
The excavated building sites and features of Silcott, Passburg and 
Frank all dated between 1900 and 1930. The archaeological investigations of 
these communities had a number of similarities and differences in overall 
objectives, and in excavation and laboratory methods. The objectives were 
quite different. The Silcott archaeology project wasil ... designed to provide 
a representative sample of artifacts and information about structures" (Adams, 
Gaw, and Leonhardy 1975: 11). Excavations at Passburg and Frank were under-
taken for particular mitigative, assessment and research purposes. In meeting 
these objectives, however, a sample of artifacts was also obtained, and much 
of the data was comparable. 
Surface surveys at Silcott were one step prior to exploratory test 
activity using heavy earth-moving machinery, which was followed by controlled 
excavation techniques (Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 13, 22, 49). At 
Passburg and Frank, surface surveys were also important and some I shove1-hole" 
tests were completed prior to carrying out more controlled excavations. 
Testing activity at Passburg and Frank, and apparently at Silcott, have not 
been calculated as part of the total areas excavated. Excavations at Silcott 
(Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 19, 25, 68) and the other two sites involved 
shovel, trowel and screening methods. The placement of excavation units 
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at Silcott was arbitrary or judgemental and focused on cultural features 
(Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 13). At Passburg and at the Union Bank 
site in.F~ank, excavation un~ts were also arbitrarily positioned with regard 
to obtalnlng a sample of artlfacts from specific cultural features. An 
exception was the Imperial Hotel site in Frank. Here 1 m2 excavation units 
were spaced on the basis of a 5 per cent stratified sample strategy. 
. Archa:010gica1 i~vestigations at Silcott focused on five building 
slte locatlons or thelr associated yard and refuse deposits. These included 
Bill Wilson's Store, Trapper Wilson's House, the Ireland Place, the Weiss 
Ranch Dumps and the Ferry Tender's Site (Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 11, 
12). At Passburg, excavations were carried out at three building sites 
including the Passburg Hotel, the Nichel House Site and the Passburg Presby-
terian Church and Manse. Two commercial building sites at Frank were 
partially excavated: The Imperial Hotel Site and the Union Bank Site. 
Approximately 727 m2 were excavated at Silcott and over 16,000 arti-
facts were recovered (Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 14, 28,48, 56,66, 81, 
109). On the basis of an examination of the Silcott excavation profiles 
(Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 43, 57), the apparent depth of cultural 
deposits may not have been much different from that in the crowsnest Pass. 
Consequently, the assumption is made that the frequency of artifacts per 
square meter for the three communities would not change much in relation. 
to each other if we were using strictly volumetric data. At Passburg and 
Frank, about 103 m~ (53 m3) were excavated. As window glass fragments are 
not enumerated in the published Silcott Data Inventory (Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 
1975), they are deducted from the total number of artifacts recovered at 
Passburg and Frank. Nevertheless, over 55,000 artifacts were recovered at 
these two communities. 
While on the topic of excavation areas and artifact sample size, 
these results are presented in Table 1. The table shows a higher artifact 
recovery rate for both of the industrial sites, Passburg and Frank, than for 
Silcott. Although the two industrial sites are located in the same region, 
they are 5 1/2 km apart. The relationship between the size of excavated areas 
and the frequency of artifact recovery can also be explored in greater 
detail. This is done by looking at the individual building sites in each 
community. 
Table 2 illustrates the size of the excavated areas and the artifact 
yield for each building site at Silcott, Passburg and Frank. The artifact 
recovery per unit area at each building site in Silcott is consistently 
much lower than for any of the Passburg or Frank sites. At Silcott, the 
artifact recovery rate is very similar from one building site to another. 
It may have been anticipated that differential lengths of occupation, the 
number of occupants or visitors to each site, diverse breakage factors and 
arbitrary sampling would have resulted in a more variable rate of artifact 
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1. Data obtained from Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 14, 28, 48, 
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Silcott, Passburg and Frank 
Silcott1 
Bill Wilson's Trapper Ireland Weiss Ranch Ferry 
Store W. House Pl ace Dumps Tender 
411.0 60.0 112.5 54.0 89.0 
7,490 1,267 2,818 1,111 3,513 




Passburg Nickel Church & Imperial Union 
. Hote 1 House Manse Hotel Bank 
56.0 11.0 8.0 20.0 8.0 
26,492 6,319 2,295 7,944 12,581 
473.07 574.45 286.88 397.20 1,572.63 
1. Data obtained from Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 14, 28, 48, ' 
56, 66, 81, 109. 
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Regarding the higher artifact frequencies at Passburg and Frank, I 
would not expect a cause for greater fragmentation, resulting in smaller 
and more artifact pieces, to operate so consistently for all of the 
building sites when they are so widely scattered. Similar shovel, trowel 
and screening techniques were used at all of the sites. Yet the fact remains 
that the artifact recovery rate at Silcott was consistently low, while at 
Passburg and Frank it was consistently high. This implies that we may antici-
pate a higher frequency of artifacts per excavated unit in the industrial 
sites than in agricultural sites. Is this because the residences and 
businesses of early twentieth century industrial communities actually con-
tained significantly greater quantities of material culture than their 
agriculturally based counterpart? How does this relate to the difference in 
the economic base? Certainly we need additional data from other agricultural 
and industrial communities. In the meantime, it is nevertheless postulated 
that the differential artifact recovery rates are reflecting the different 
historical realities of these areas. 
Although slight differences existed between the Silcott and Crowsnest 
Pass projects in objective, methodologies and results, some artifact 
comparisons could be undertaken. These are based on similar classifications 
of like objects. Some of the better preliminary material culture data from 
Passburg and Frank consists of kitchen group artifacts. For the purposes 
of comparison between the three communities, this group is composed of eight 
classes. These are: ceramics (including stoneware crocks), alcoholic 
beverage containers (including liquor, beer, wine and champagne bottles), 
glass food containers (e.g., mustard jars, pickle jars, ketchup bottles, milk 
and pop bottles), pharmaceutical and spice bottles, canning and preserving 
jars, tumblers and stemware, cutlery and kitchenware (including serving spoons, 
ladles and pots and pans). 
The quantities of kitchen group artifacts and relative percentages per 
artifact class for Silcott, Passburg and Frank are shown in Table 3. Ceramics 
form a consistently high percentage component of this assemblage for both 
of the industrial sites. In the other artifact classes, Passburg and Frank 
are also fairly similar. At Silcott, pharmaceutical and spice containers 
form the largest kitchen group component. This artifact class is followed 
by a variety of food and alcoholic beverage containers, ceramic artifacts and 
canning and preserve jars. The differences between the Silcott, Passburg 
and Frank kitchen group profiles are worthy of still further exploration. 
The high frequency of ceramics in the two industrial communities tends 
to obscure the relative frequencies between the glasswares of all three 
areas. Table 4 provides a comparison of the five glassware classes only. 
As an aside, the glassware artifacts of the kitchen group from Silcott represent 
a considerable part of the total site artifact assemblage, 9.15%, whereas 
they are much less important at Passburg, 1.25%, and Frank, 1.23%. At Silcott, 
pharmaceutical and spice containers are the most numerous, followed by a 
variety of glass food containers, alcoholic beverage bottles and canning and 
preserving jars. Tumblers and stemware glasses were least numerous. At 
Passburg and Frank, however, the relative importance of the same artifact 




Kitchen Group Artifacts Recovered From 
Silcott, Passburg and Frank 
Silcott! Passburg 
N % N % 
Ceramics 308 16.37 2843 86.20 
Alcoholic Beverage 325 17.27 122 3.70 Containers 
Food Containers 353 18.75 45 1.36 
Pharmaceutical and 491 26.08 28 .85 Spice Bottles 
Canning and 248 13.18 14 .42 Preserve Jars 
Tumblers & Stemware 66 3.51 230 6.97 
Cutlery 18 .96 6 .19 
Kitchenware 73 3.88 10 .31 
















Glassware Artifacts, Kitchen GrouE, Recovered from 
Silcott, Passburg and Frank 
Silcott1 Passburg Frank 
N % N % N % 
Alcoholic Beverage 325 21.92 122 27.79 64 25.30 Containers 
Food Containers 353 23.80 45 10.25 17 6.72 
Pharmaceutical & 491 33.11 28 6.38 5 1. 98 Spice Bottles 
Canning and 248 16.72 14 3.19 6 2.37 Preserve Jars 
Tumblers & Stemware 66 4.45 230 52.39 161 63.63 
Total 1483 100.00 439 100.00 253 100.00 
1. Data obtained from Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 92-98. 
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stemware and alcoholic beverage containers. The least nUMerous are oharma-
ceuti~al and.spic~ bottl~ containers and canning and preserve jars. 'Aqain, 
both 1ndustrlal sltes eVldence an artifact pattern similar to the other vet 
different from agricultural Silcott. As the artifact classes are relat~d' to 
d~fferent functions, it can also be interestinq to examine the same assemblage 
w~th r~gard to the diffe~ent building sites. Initial seoaration of the buil~ing 
s~tes 1S made on the basls of commercial versus residential distinctions. At 
S11cott, however, two of the building sites are known to have served a dual 
function. Bill Wilson's store had living quarters on the upper floor (Adams, 
Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 18), and so is partly residential in nature. The 
Ferry Tender's site, essentially a residential site, was sliqhtlv commercial 
in that a repair shop for the ferry was also located there (Adams, Gaw and 
Leonhardy 1975: 15). 
Table 5 presents the glassware kitchen artifacts from the commercial 
sites of Silcott, Passburg and Frank. The glassware assemblage from Bill Wilson1s 
store exhibits a profile similar to that for all of Silcott given in Table 4. 
The quantity of artifacts recovered from the store was much qreater than that 
from any of the other Silcott sites, and is obviously a majo~ contributing 
factor to the total community pattern. 
At the two industrial communities, the Passburg Hotel and the Imperial Hotel 
show similar glassware profiles. These two sites also are the only ones ha vin9 
a truly comparable commercial function. It may be recalled that the Passbura 
Hotel was excavated by arbitrary placement of units, but that a sampling strategy 
was employed at the Imperial Hotel site. At both sites the most prominent 
artifacts are tumblers and stemware and alcoholic beveraQe containers. Food 
containers and oharmaceutical and spice containers are ciearly unimportant, 
and canning and ' preserVe jars least significant. The Union Bank site diverqes 
from the hotel profiles but it is more similar to them than to Bill Wilson's store. 
At this point, it appears probable that buildin9 areas of different commerci,al 
functions may exhibit distinct assemblage profiles whereas buildinq sites of like 
function have similar profiles. Until more archaeological data is forthcoming 
it is premature to read too much interpretation into these results, but the 
possible directions of such investigations are promising. 
Table 6 indicates the quantities and percentages of glassware kitchen 
group artifacts from the residential sites of Silcott and Passburg. The Silcott 
residential sample is well represented by four different building sites. The , 
artifact recovery from the Weiss Ranch dumps, however, constitutes 83.50% of the 
Silcott residential samnle and may unduly overshadow the other contributors 
to the assemblage profile. The only Crowsnest Pass residential data comes from 
the Nickel House site, and the Presbyterian church and manse site, both in Passburq. 
The artifacts from the Nichel House site comprise 68.02% of the Passburq residential 
sample. In recognition of the influence that numerous artifact recoveries from 
one site can have on the overall community profile, Table 7 gives the artifact 
counts for each residential building site. At this level of comparison, some 
diversity begins to appear in the assemblage profiles. This could be an indicator 
of idiosyncratic individual and family behavior affecting material culture 




Glassware Artifacts z Kitchen GrouEz Recovered from 
The Commercial Areas of 
Silcott, Passburg and Frank 
Si1cott1 Passburg Frank 
Bill Wilson t s Passburg Imperial Union 
Store Hotel Hote-1 Bank 
N % N % N % N % 
Alcoholic Beverage 218 20.13 106 43.80 42 38.53 22 15.28 Containers 
Food Containers 315 20.09 9 3.72 6 5.50 11 7.64 
Pharmaceutical & 431 39.79 17 Spice Bottles 
7.02 2 1.84 3 2.08 
Canning and 67 6.19 3 1.25 2 1.84 4 2.78 Preserve Jars 
Tumblers and 52 4.80 107 44.21 57 52.29 104 72.22 
Stemware 
Total 1083 100.00 242 100.00 109 100.00 144 100.00 




Glassware Artifacts, Kitchen Group, Recovered From 






Canning and Preserve 
Jars 
Tumblers & Stemware 
Total 
Silcott and Passburg 
Silcott1 
Trapper W. House 
Ireland Place 








400 . 100.00 
Passburg 
Nickel House 












Glassware Artifacts, Kitchen GrouE, Recovered From 
The Residential Sites of 
Silcott and Passburg 
Silcott1 
Trapper W. Ireland Weiss Ranch Ferry 
House Place DumEs Tenders 
N % N % N % N % 
Alcoholic Beverage 2 7.41 9 42.85 94 28.14 2 11.11 Containers 
Food Containers 1 3.70 4 19.05 32 9.58 1 5.56 
Pharmaceutical & 1Q 37.04 4 19.05 43 12.87 3 16.66 Spice Bottle~ 
Canning and 10 37.04 3 14.29 157 47.01 11 61.11 Preserve Jars 
Tumblers and 4 14.81 1 4.76 8 2.40 1 5.56 Stemware 
Total 27 100.00 21 100.00 334 100.00 18 100.00 
Passburg 
Presbyterian Nickel House Church & Manse 
N % N % 
Alcoholic Beverage 15 23.81 1 0.75 Containers 
Food Containers 13 20.63 23 17.16 
Pharmaceutical & 8 12.70 3 2.24 Spice Bottles 
Canning and 2 3.18 9 6.72 Preserve Jars 
Tumblers and 25 39.68 98 73.13 Stemware 
Total 63 100.00 13 100.00 
1. Data obtained from Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 92-98. 
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thro~gh that res~dential Silcott is different from residential Passburg. 
At Sllcott,.cannlng and preserve jars form an important component of the 
glassware kltchen assemblage. Least numerous are food containers and 
tumblers and stemware. At both the Passburg Presbyterian church and 
manse site, and the Nickel house site, tumblers and stemware are the most 
~ignificant class in the assemblage. Food containers are also generally 
lmportant at both sites, but canning and preserve jars are either least 
or nearly least important. 
The indicated differences in the glass ware kitchen assemblages may 
have several implications for interpreting the lifestyles in agricultural 
and industrial areas. On the basis of available archaeological evidence, 
the use of home canned and preserved foodstuffs played a more important 
role in the life of Silcott residents than it did to the people of Pass-
burg. Still in a foodstuff's context, this is counterbalanced by a great-
er reliance by Passburg residents on foods in glass containers that were 
purchased in stores. For some reason yet unknown, tumblers and stemware 
were more important to the residents of Passburg and Franks, both at home 
and at business, than to the people of Silcott. This is presently unex-
plained because there is no support for a correlation to the frequency 
occurrence of either alcoholic beverage containers or food co~tainers, 
which included milk, juice and pop bottles. Whatever the possible explan-
ations for assemblage orofile differences, a picture is emerging that 
continues to show distinctions between agricultural and industrial regions. 
A review of the identifiable glassware and ceramic manufacturers by 
country is summarized in Tables 8 and 9. Almost all of the identifiable 
glassware products at Silcott were made in the U.S.A. Only a few items 
are from England and Germany. None had been imported from Canada. At 
Passburg and Franl most glassware products were of Canadian manufacture. 
The U.S.A., however, was clearly a large exporter and was distantly 
followed by England and other European countries. 
There are no more prepared tables on glassware, but many of the 
European glassware imports to Passburg and Frank consist of a variety 
of liquor containers. These include English and Dutch gins, Irish and 
Scotch whiskies, French benedictine and pernod fils. Silcott farmers 
leaned more towards the consumption of American beer than imported liquor. 
There was a similar heavy reliance on American pharmaceutical and spice 
products, food containers and canning and preserve jars. Many of these 
same items also appear to have been exported to Canada. None of the 
Canadian products, however, including a variety of liquor, pharmaceutical 
and spice bottles and food containers were exported to the U.S.A. or, if 
they were, they did not make it to Silcott. 
Regarding ceramics at Silcott, the largest proportion of different 
manufacturers represented were English, closely followed by American. 
Most of the identifiable ceramic items, which is a slightly different matter, 
were however made in the U.S.A. No ceramics could be attributed to 
Canadian manufacture. At Passburg and Frank, most of the ceramic manufac-
turers identified were English. A few Canadian, European and Asian ceramic 
makers were also represented. None of the identifiable ceramics at Passburg 




Numbers of Identifiable Glassware Product Manufacturers 
By Country 
for Silcott, Passburg and Frank 
Silcott1 Passburg & Frank (Combined) 
~ % N % 
U.S.A. 73 96.05 29 37.66 
England 2 2.63 7 9.10 
Germany 1 1.32 0 0.00 
Canada 0 0.00 31 40.26 
Scotland 0 0.00 4 5.19 
Ireland 0 0.00 1 1.30 
France 0 0.00 4 5.19 
Holland 0 0.00 1 1.30 
Total 76 100.00 . 77 100.00 













Numbers of Identifiable Ceramic Manufacturers 
By Country, For 
Silcott, Passburg and Frank 
Silcott1 Passburg 
N % N % N 
7 35.00 0 0.00 0 
0 0.00 2 11.11 1 
8 40.00 13 72.21 11 
2 10.00 0 0.00 3 
1 5.00 0 0.00 0 
2 10.00 1 5.56 0 
0 0.00 1 5.56 0 
0 0.00 1 5.56 0 












1. Data obtained from Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 1975: 265. 
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Many of the glassware and ceramic items at Silcott, Passburg and 
Frank had been manufactured at sites remote from the three communities. The 
diversity of identifiable objects clearly indicates that there was no 
great transportation problem in bringing products of the industrial world 
to these areas. Many of the glassware ar~ifacts at Passburg and Frank 
had been made in the U.S.A., but none at Silcott came from Canada. Most 
of the ceramics at Silcott were made in America, but none were present 
at Passburg and Frank. At this time it is difficult to conclude that 
the national origin of certain kinds of artifacts that are present in these 
communities represents any important difference between agricultural and 
industrial areas. It may, instead, indicate a distinction due to the 
complex regulations governing trade barriers, tariffs and business activity. 
In other words, we may be seeing aspects of politically inspired national 
differences. 
The intent of this paper was to determine the existence of recogniza-
ble material culture patterns assignable to early twentieth century western 
communities. One of the communities had an agricultural base and was 
located in the U.S.A. The other two towns had an industrial base and 
were located in Canada. Several different artifact patterns were found 
to exist. There was very little correspondence in the patterns from 
agricultural Silcott to industrial Passburg and Frank. Passburg and Frank, 
however, were similar in their assemblage profiles. At a more detailed 
level of analysis, the artifact patterns from one building site to another 
within each community showed a considerable degree of correspondence. This 
appeared to be particularly true if the function of the building site was 
taken into consideration. Some of the dominant characteristics of the 
various assemblage profiles appear to be attributable to the different 
ecomonic bases of the community. Still others are interpreted as being 
due to factors of nationality. At least one characteristic, the high 
incidence of tumblers and stemware at Passburg and Frank, is not yet 
explained. 
The foregoing study has focused only on the kitchen group of artifacts, 
particularly glassware. The potential for similar analyses of other material 
culture groups is considerable. Economic and political forces are major 
agents affecting what happens, where it happens and how it happens. The 
continuing recognition of different artifact patterns can only serve to 
highlight the importance of these processes and their relationships to 
material culture and human behaviour. 
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FORT CHRISTANNA AND 
THE FRONTIER AND EARLY FUR TRADE 
ARTIFACT PATTERNS: A TEST 
Mary Beaudry 
When Alexander Spotswood, Lt. Governor of Virginia, established 
Fort Christanna in 1714, he had several motives for doing so.l He 
ordered that the fort be built on high ground overlooking the Meherrin 
River. It would be located close enough to the North Carolina Border 
to provide uneasy settlers along Virginia's western frontier with a 
measure of protection from hostile Indians. The border area was 
especially dangerous for settlers because the North Carolina Indians 
took advantage of the dispute over the Virginia-North Carolina boundary, 
believing that neither colonial government would defend the colonists who 
settled in contested territory. 
Spotswood's plan for protecting settlers involved resettling 
remnants of several Indian groups, known as the "tributary Indians", near 
the fort. He signed a treaty with the Saponi, Stenkenocks and Tute10 
on February 27, 1713. The Indians consented to live on a six-mile square 
tract of land on the Meherrin, where they would have the protection of the 
fort and of the twelve Rangers who would be stationed there. In the 
spring of 1714, Spotswood laid out five large log houses as bastions 
connected by a curtain of wooden palisades and earth. Each bastion was 
armed by a 1400 pound cannon. 
By resettling the tributaries along the western frontier, Spotswood 
in effect established one of the earliest Indian reservations. For the 
time being, the Indians would be comfortably out of the way of westward 
expansion of the Virginia Colony. Moreover, Spotswood intended for the 
tributaries to serve as a buffer between the settlers and the hostile 
tribes to the west and south. Perhaps even more valued than their role 
in defense, however, was to be their role in the fur trade. 
When Spotswood set up Christanna, he made it the headquarters of the 
monopolistic Virginia Indian Company, in which he was a major shareholder. 
The Indians at Christanna were to be active in trading and were to serve 
as 1iasons for other tribes who came to trade at the fort. As a form 
of "recompense" for the Indians' service to the Colony, Spotswood arranged 
for the education of a number of the Indian children. 
Children of the chiefs of the tributary tribes were taken from 
their families in order to be catechized at the Indian school at Christanna; 
the Virginia Indian Company funded the school, but Spotswood himself paid 
the lSO for the salary of Charles Griffin. Griffin was the teacher at the 
Indian school. In 1717, Spotswood reported that Griffin had 78 Indian 
pupils including 11 who were hostages from the southern tribes. Educating 
the Indian children, Spotswood reasoned, would give them respect for the 
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?en~fits of civilization. Removing them from their families served the 
lncldental purpose of assuring that their families would neither wander 
away from the vicinity of the fort, nor attack it. 
When John Fontaine visited Fort Christanna in 1716, he said of the 
fort.that "It is.an incl?sure of five sides, made only with pallisadoes, 
and lnstead of flve bastlons, there are five houses which defend the one 
the other--each side is about one hundred yards long." (Alexander 1972: 
91). The day after Fontaine arrived at the fort, the weather was rainy, 
so he spent some time "within doors" with Charles Griffin. It is at this 
time that he probably wrote down a list of Indian words collected by 
Griffin (ibid.: 94-95; Alexander 1971; Goddard 1972, 1978). 
Machinations by Spotswood's political enemies, William Byrd among 
them, soon brought an end to the Virginia Indian Company. English 
authorities disallowed the company's monopoly in 1717, and Spotswood was 
unable to convince the Virginia General Assembly to bear the cost of 
mairrtaining the fort. The Virginia Indian Company therefore continued 
its operations and maintained the garrison at its own expense. 
In 1718, Griffin moved to Williamsburg to teach at the Indian School 
at the College of William and Mary. In 1719, Indians remaining at Fort 
Christanna were attacked by a party of Mohawks, who burned the cornfields 
near the fort. Although the Christanna Indians remained at the fort 
for a number of years after the colonists ceased to maintain it, they 
were demoralized by disease and liquor. William Byrd, after a visit to 
the fort in 1727, wrote that contact with the "White Peop1e ... debauched 
their Morals, and ruin'd their Health with Rum, which was the Cause of 
many disorders ... " (Wright, 1966: 310). The fort seems to have been com-
pletely abandoned by about 1740. 
The site of Fort Christanna is one of major historical significance. 
In 1714, it was, in effect, one of the western-most outposts of the British 
Empire. Excavation of the fort will be a valuable contribution to the 
study of adaptations to frontier existence. The 1979 fieldwork can only be 
described as a small beginning. The summer's work grew out of a 1978 survey 
effort by the Virginia Research Center for Archaeology. The VRCA excavated 
hundreds of test-pits on a tract of land south of the Meherrin River and 
were able to pinpoint the fort location to within an approximately four 
acre area. 
The VRCA survey team collected artifacts dating to the time of the 
fort's construction and occupation (pipe stems, wine bottle glass, nails), 
as well as evidence of the palisade which had encompassed the fort. The 
designation "44Br3" was given to this locale. The fort site, along with 
the nearby Saponi Indian village and the private residence built for Spotswood 
have all be nominated to the National Register of Historic Places as the 
Fort Christanna Archaeological District (Figure 1). 
Two areas were opened during the 1979 field season. Both were located 
in places where the VRCA had found evidence of the fort. Area I was a pre-
sumed "blockhouse" location. Excavation produced many artifacts appropriate 
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shot) as well as objects necessary for the daily routines of the Rangers 
and other occupan~s of the fort, such as clay pipe fragments (many with 
maker's marks), Wlne bottle fragments, sherds of English stoneware mugs 
fragments of domestically-produced earthenware and stoneware vessels. ' 
Archltectural evidence consisted of nails, window glass, a strap hinge, 
and so forth . 
. ~ubsurface remains included a number of post holes (although no 
deflnlte pattern to these could be discerned), several small fire-pits 
or hearths, a circular, flat-bottomed pit, and a large root cellar. The 
latter two features contained numerous artifacts, notable of which are 
many well-preserved metal objects (for instance, an iron mortising 
axe, an iron ring, a copper alloy coat button, sheet copper fragments, 
and so on). 
The Area II excavation focused on a section of the palisade line. 
The line consisted of a series of posts, approximately six inches in 
diameter, set closely together in a narrow trench. Careful excavation 
along a twenty-five foot segment of this trench revealed that the posts had, 
for the most part, been pulled up out of the trench before they rotted fully, 
indicating that portions of the fort may have been dismantled before they 
fell into utter ruin. A small feature just inside the palisade line was 
explored; this was a shallow, rectangular depression with two post molds 
near one end. Its function has not been determined, although it may have 
been a support for a catwalk behind the palisade. 
The brief 1979 field season has provided a basis for future work. 
We now know that sections of the palisade trench as well as architectural 
features remain in undisturbed, sealed contexts. We also have a notion 
of the range of artifactua1 material which we can expect to recover. This 
includes impressive ,quantities of metal objects in a relatively good state 
of preservation. On the other hand, results of soil sampling indicate that 
the soil is highly acidic, causing disintegration of faunal material (and, 
lamentably, of glazes on tin-enameled earthenwares). The fire-pits were 
the only areas which produced significant amounts of animal bones. Calcium 
levels determined from chemical analysis provide the only indication of 
the former presence of faunal remains in the areas which have not been 
exposed to fire or used as ash-dumps. 
Identification of faunal remains from Fort Christanna (Miller, 1979) 
reveals that a wide variety of animals were consumed. The meats consumed 
in greatest quantities were beef and pork. Miller's analysis of the 
admittedly fragmentary sample of bones has provided interesting information 
on the food supply at Christanna. Since some of the remains were butchered 
and because waste items were present (this includes hoof phalanges, for 
example), most meat was presumably "on-the-hoof" rather than preserved. 
Wild species were also eaten, venison and turkey among them. It is not s·ur-
prising that inhabitants of a frontier settlement would make use of the 
wild animals available in nearby forests. Indians at Fort Christanna some-
times served as guides for hunting parties, and some of the Indian men may 
have helped to supply the Rangers at the fort with game in addition to skins 
(Wright, 1966: 101, 144). 
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The rest of this paper is devoted to a consideration of just how 
representative the artifacts from the Fort Christanna site, taken as a 
collection, can be assumed to be. Recovery of remains was facilitated by 
careful screening of all excavated earth. Most screening was done with 
1/4-inch mesh, but samples and all feature fill were selectively water-
screened through very fine window mesh. 
I proposed to examine the "representativeness" of the sample of 
Fort Christanna material by comparing the artifact class frequencies with 
the mean percentages as well as the percentage ranges suggested by South 
for the Frontier Artifact Pattern (1977: 145) and by Forsman for the 
Early Fur Trade Artifact Pattern (1979). The latter pattern "is an 
extrapolation of the first. I have employed the artifact classes and types 
outlined by South in his definition of the Carolina Artifact Pattern in 
categorizing my material; this same scheme was followed by Forsman in 
his work. 
The artifact sample from Fort Christanna is, at present, rather small: 
only 5401 artifacts were recovered in the 1979 six-week field season. 
Nevertheless, it seems likely that if the artifact patterns delineated by 
South and Forsman are valid, there should be a high correlation between the 
artifact frequency percentages from Fort Christanna with the percentages 
of the Frontier and Fur Trade patterns. If the Fort Christanna material 
. can be seen to fall within the predicted ranges for either pattern, I feel 
that I can state with a reasonable degree of certainty that the artifact 
sample recovered from only six weeks of digging is sufficiently random to 
represent the site as a whole. To be able to make this statement has 
significant ramifications for any preliminary interpretations of the site. 
In Table 1, I have tabulated the totals and percentages of the Fort 
Christanna artifacts, arranged in the artifacts class groups suggested by 
South, and in Table 2 I have set them against the mean percentage and 
percentage ranges calculated by South for the Frontier Artifact Pattern 
and by Forsman for the Early Fur Trade Pattern. Only 3166 of the 5401 
artifacts we recovered could be included in these tabulations. 
Apart from dropping out prehistoric artifacts and the 1128 bone 
fragments, I found it necessary to eliminate all of the unidentified metal 
fragments. Most of these objects were scrap iron, sheet copper, and so 
forth. I could not assign them to any artifact class with confidence. I 
found it impossible to assign some artifacts to any of the types listed 
under South's artifact groups, even though I was certain of their function. 
The most obvious examples are the crude brickbats and burned clay daub 
found in one of the features. These presumably functioned as parts of a 
brick-based mud chimney, a feature not uncommon to Virginia architecture. 
Since neither of these artifact classes served as construction material ~ 
se for buildings, their presence is especially significant because it points 
to an architectural mode highly suited to a frontier settlement, one which 
employed readily available resources and was not designed for permanence. 
However, even with a substantially reduced total artifact count, my 
results are surprisingly in line with the two artifact patterns. The 
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TABLE 1: FORT CHRISTANNA ARTIFACT CLASS FREQUENCIES (CONT.) 
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perc~ntages of ar~ifacts found in each group fall nicely within the 
predlcted range glven by South for each of these, with especially close 
corr~lation occurring in t~e Architecture and Arms Groups. It is even 
posslble that the Fort Chrlstanna figure of 7.9% for the Arms Group may 
be skewed upwards slightly, due to the fact that I have placed all gun 
parts i~ this group, although some are clearly trade gun parts. I was 
uncertaln as to whether I could state beyond a reasonable doubt that some 
of these items could not have been used by the Rangers at the fort. However, 
the most numerous artifacts in the Arms Group are actually Lead Shot 
and Gunspa1ls (see Table 2). F1int-knapping debitage is not included in 
the total artifact count. 
When the Fort Christanna material is compared with the Fur Trade 
Pattern, however, some interesting discrepancies appear. The most 
glaring of these is the difference in the percentages of the Clothing Group 
for Forsman's Fur Trade sites and that for Fort Christanna. The enormous 
figure of 65.5% which Forsman gives as the mean for the Clothing Group 
at fur trade sites far outstrips the percentage for the clothing assemblage 
calculated by South for structure documented as a tailoring shop (1977: 103). 
In the tailor shop ruin, the percentage of clothing related artifacts was 
13.1% as opposed to the corrected ration of 3.0% which occurs as the more 
"norma 1" mean of the Ca ro 1 ina Artifact Pattern. 
The question which immediately springs to mind is what causes this 
inordinately high percentage of clothing related items in the Fur Trade 
Pattern. One explanation for this could be inclusion of trade objects such 
as glass beads, tinkling cones, and so forth - items which may be used as 
clothing ornaments but which functioned primarily as bartering agents. In · 
other words, fur trade artifacts can be said to function in two ways: first, 
as trade items pure,and simple, and second, as tools, clothing and so forth. 
Another interesting anomaly appears in the Architecture Group; despite 
the fact that the Fort Christanna remains are entirely of timber construction, 
which is at once impermanent and insubstantial in an archaeological sense, 
the fur trade sites Forsman considered yield a very low percentage of 
artifacts associated with the Architecture Group. The Fort Christanna 
artifact frequencies in this group are so close to those predicted for the 
Frontier Pattern,however, that it would seem to support the premise that 
Fort Christanna should, when fully excavated, fall firmly within the 
percentage ranges for the Frontier Artifact Pattern. 
One final comment concerning the inclusion of Colono-Indian pottery 
in the Activittes Group. This seems somewhat unsatisfactory in the Christanna 
case, mainly because the Kitchen assemblage is sparse, especially in the 
Ceramics category. This is made clear by an examination of the vessel forms 
represented by the sherds. These are, for the most part, drinking vesse'ls: 
English Brown and Westerwald stoneware mugs, with at least one coarse earthen-
ware pan. The dearth of eating vessels such as plates or dishes, suggests, 
empirically, at least, that this function must have been served by either 
pewter or treenware, neither of which have survived. On the other hand, 
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27.6 10.2-45.0 
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If this is true, it may make sense to slip the Colono sherds into the 
Kitchen Group, although because the present sample is so small I have not 
bothered to do so. 
By comparing the artifact class frequencies from the site of Fort 
Christanna with the suggested percentage ranges for the Frontier Pattern 
and the Fur Trade Pattern, I have demonstrated that there is a reasonably 
good fit between the abstracted patterns based on several sites and the 
small, incomplete sample of material from Fort Christanna. A better 
fit obtains with the Frontier Pattern, although seemingly the case should 
be otherwise, as Christanna was decidely a fur trade fort and only quasi-
military in function. It is possible that once more if the site is 
excavated, especially for instance specialized activity areas such as forges, 
trade good warehouses, and so forth, that the Christanna artifact frequencies 
will alter. The value of performing this excercise in quantification is 
to increase the level of confidence held in the present sample. Since the 
fit with the Frontier Artifact Pattern is so satisfactory, I feel that my 
preliminary interpretations likely to be expressed in interim excavation 
reports will have added validity. 
It remains to be seen whether this comparison of quantified material 
from Fort Christanna with the patterns extrapolated by South for frontier 
sites (1977) and by Forsman for fur trade sites (1979; see also Forsman and 
Gallo 1979a, 1979b) will have interpretive value in the long run, as 
research at the site continues and as more artifacts are recovered. Whether 
or not this proves to be the case, there is much to be gained from the fact 
that" the comparison can be made at all. While there may sometimes be 
problems in pattern analysis in terms of artifact classes, especially with 
assigning function to potentially multi-purpose objects, it is only through 
providing quantitative as well as qualitative data on all of the material 
from our sites that we will ever truly be able to detect patterning in the 
archaeological record and learn what this patterning has to tell us about 
the lives and behavior of people in the past. 
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EXCAVATION AND EARLY HISTORY OF THE WOODMANSTON PLANTATION 
Jennifer M. Hamilton and Rochelle Marrinan 
. .The LeConte family became involved very early in our nation's history. 
W,ll,am LeConte, one of the first members of this Philadelphia family with 
Georgia land interests, was a member of the first Council of Safety for 
the province of Georgia and of the Provincial Congress of 1775 . (White 1854: 
65, 86). John Eatton LeConte, his brother, the founder of Woodmanston, was 
responsible for the delivery of rice and sterling money collected by the 
people' of Liberty county to the patriots in Boston during the British embargo 
(Black 1976:4). : 
The focus of our studies were the years between 1810 and 1838, the 
years in which the botanical gardens of Louis LeConte were developed. Louis 
LeConte, a foremost Naturalist, and medical doctor was recognized in the ; 
international scientific community. A graduate of Columbia University in New 
York, he studied under Dr. Hosack. Frequently Louis entertained natura1i~t 
friends from the north and contributed to their collections of rare plants 
during excursions throughout the A1tamaha region (White 1909: 105). 
Two of Louis' sons, John and Joseph LeConte, have been called the 
"Gemini of the. Scientific world". Early educators in Georgia, they taught ' 
at Oglethorpe College, the University of Georgia and South Carolina College, 
later to become the University of South Carolina. After Confederate involve-
ment in the Civil War, they moved to California to aid in the organization 
of the University of California at Berkeley .. ·John LeConte became the first 
acting president and Joseph was appointed to the chair of geology, zoology 
and botany and taught there until the turn of the century (LeConte 1903). 
Several species of flora and fauna are attributed to the LeContes. 
Most notable are the LeConte sparrow, Passerherbulus caudacutus; the LeConte 
violet, Viola affinis, and the LeConte pear or Chinese sand pear. 
John Eatton LeConte established Woodmanston around 1760 as a gravity 
flow rice plantation. The 3354 acre tract was located in and around Bul1town 
Swamp on the borders of Liberty and McIntosh counties in Georgia near the 
present day town of Riceboro. John Eatton maintai~ed a winter residence 
there until 1810 (Figure 1, 2). 
The first house was burned by Colonel Provost during the Revolutionary 
War. The second "lodge", was built as a bachelor residence sometime before 
1810 when Louis LeConte, John Eatton's second son, took over management of 
the plantation. Louis married Anne Quarterman, a local girl, and as a part 
of the marriage agreement promised never to take her out of the county (LeConte 
1903: 3-5). In keeping with this agreement, Louis sold his land holdings in 
the north to his ·brother while retaining title ·to Woodmanston (Chatham County 
1825) . 
Unfortunately the appraisals and inventories of the estate of Louis 
LeConte did not include a description of the main house or outbuildings 
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Figure 1: Coastal Georgia. The LeConte-Woodmanston Site is located about 
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Figure 2: LeConte 1659-1979. LeConte kinship diagram as reconstructed 
from existing documents. The focus of this chart is on 
Louis LeConte (1782-1838) and his heirs. 
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that the main house must have been at least a two story structure. He 
describes his father's chemical laboratory fitted up in several rooms in 
the attic. The entry of a staircase carpet in the 1838 inventory supports 
th~s assumption (Liberty County 1838). Emma LeConte Furman (1847-1883), 
Joseph LeConte's oldest daughter, reports that the house was added to and 
much enlarged after Louis' marriage. The plan of the house is distinct in 
her mind, the mantel in the parlor and wallpaper, but that is all she tells 
us (Shaw 1975). , 
Corn and Sea Island cotton, as well as rice were grown and processed 
on the site with horse powered machinery. The plantation also included 
a tannery, a blacksmith shop, a carpent~r shop, and a shoemaker's shop 
(LeConte 1903: 22). Cattle, horses, pigs and sheep were also raised. 
According to the appraisals of the estate made at Louis' death in 1838, 
the plantation was supported by 230 slaves valued at $87,980.00, almost 97% 
of the total estimated value of the entire estate, excluding land value 
(Liberty County 1838). Louis did not employ an overseer but managed Woodmanston 
himself. There is very little information as to the condition of the slave 
settlement on Woodmanston but according to the 1860 slave rolls, John LeConte 
owned 45 slaves and 10 slave houses, and Joseph owned 63 slaves and 13 
slavehouses, an average of about five people per residence. It is probable 
that these two men followed their father's treatment of the slave population 
very closely (U.S. Census 1860). 
Sometime after 1810 Louis "began to develop his botanical garden which 
became internationally known for its many bulbous plants and the early 
cultivation of the Camellia japonica outside the hothouse. A list of 40 
bulbs- and their genmination times has been located and detenmined by Dr. 
Rogers of Georgia Southern College to be in John Eatton LeConte, Junior's 
h~nd (LeConte 1813). 
According to Joseph LeConte, the camellias were the pride of the 
garden. Every morning after breakfast Louis would stroll about giving minute 
directions for its proper care and maintenance (LeConte 1903:9). The " 
camellias were so productive that one tree produced over 2000 blossoms for 
a wedding in Wa1thourwi1le in 1861 (Stokes 1949:178). By 1898, the remaining 
camellias had reached treelike proportions, one measuring 56 inches in 
circumference. This garden was the subject of several articles in major 
horticultural journals of the time. No plan of the original layout of the 
garden has been located. A number of major libraries and bookdea1e~ in the 
United States and England have been contacted in this regard. 
After Louis' death in 1838, the plantation was divided among his six 
children. The area containing the plantation house at Woodmanston was given 
to Joseph LeConte, Louis' youngest son (Liberty County 1844). 
Jane LeConte Harden and her husband, John M. B. Harden, resided in the 
Woodmanston home unitl 1843 when a new house at Halifax, a mile to the west, 
was completed. After that time the house and gardens seem to have been 
completely abandoned. By 1856 a letter from Miss Mary Sharp Jones in 
Children of Pride, indicates the garden had already become overgrown and in 
sad need of care (Myers 1972:195). Emma LeConte Furman also states that in 
1848 the old house was still standing but going to ruin (Furman 1921). 
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The Civil War was responsible for a great many changes in Liberty County 
plantation life. In an 1861 letter from Liberty it was reported that "everyone, 
without exception, was ripe for secession ll (LeConte 1861). Both John and 
Joseph were officers in the Nitre and Mining Bureau during the war between 
the states (LeConte 1903:184). This bureau was responsible for the manufacture 
of ammunition for the Confederacy. Joseph was also a chemist involved in 
the manufacture of medicines for the southern soldiers. 
It is interesting to note the changes in planter-slave relations during 
and after the war. In a letter from Joseph LeConte to his wife in Columbia 
in 1859, he refers to hi s slaves as a "sort of a second fami 1y" and notes 
several incidences in which they showed great personal devotion to the family 
(LeConte 1859). In Emma LeConte Furman's recollections, she says that by 1863 
lithe war was no longer a froli c ... but had grown into a very grim tragi c 
strugg1e". Although emancipation had been proclaimed on January 1, 1863, 
Emma states that, IIff Lincoln expected to have any effect on the slaves he 
was mistaken. They continued as loyal as ever except in a very few cases. 
The slaves were wholly loyal, often feeling a sense of responsibility when 
trusted with the case of their mistress and young girls and children. It 
was very beautiful, this faithfulness of the negroes, and witnessed to the 
affectionate relations of owner and slave" (Funnan 1921). 
By 1865 letters from Jane LeConte Harden began to show a change in 
atmosphere. Most of the cotton and rice in the barns had been stolen by 
former slaves. Freed negroes were not paying their debts, there was no longer 
the feeling of affection between slave and master. Jane writes that she 
hopes that the calvary will be sent and stationed i.n Riceboro soon (Harden 1865). 
As participants in, and supports of, the southern cause, the LeContes 
suffered substantial financial losses. The economic situation in the coastal 
area following the war was bleak. Most of the LeConte's wealth had been 
concentrated in land and negroes. John and Joseph's rank as officers during 
the war and their refusal to take the Oath of Allegiance made it impossible 
for them to regain academic positions in the south. Not long after, they 
took their families to California to begin work at the University of 
California at Berkeley. Documentation recounting the post-war division of 
Woodmanston lands is not yet complete. 
During a visit made to Woodmanston by Joseph LeConte in the late 1890's, 
several photographs were made. Two of these photographs (Figures 3, 4) 
indicate a tenant house, row crops, and several plantation era landmarks: 
several large camellias and two cabbage palms. Additionally, at least 
one decaying structure could be viewed. 
Twentieth century land use has been predominantly lumber production, 
cattle raising, and hunting. In 1971, Colonel Claude A. Black of Savannah, 
a botanical enthusiast, relocated the LeConte property and garden site 
(Ray 1977: 12). A seedling camellia, two large cabbage palms, crepe mYrtles, 
numerous brick fragments, and the remnants of an earthen dike system were all 
that remained in the area believed to be the site of the former house and 
botanical garden. Through Colonel Black's efforts, the owners, LeConte heirs, 
Nature Conservancy, and the Garden Clubs of Georgia combined with Brunswick 
Paper and Land Company to secure a portion of the Woodmanston acreage. 
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Figure 3: Picture of Joseph LeConte, standing under the white camellia 
tree in the old garden of Louis LeConte, Liberty County, Georgia. 
Photograph taken by Dr. Joseph Nisbet LeConte in 1897. 
Figure 4: Photograph of LeConte-Woodmanston Site in 1897. No te the two 
Sabal Palms and the Camellia japonica trees in the background. 
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Of 3,354 acres of the original LeConte holdings, only 63.8 acres were 
deeded to the Garden Club. These acres, because of the presence of the 
camellia and palms were believed to be the original location of the 
botanical garden and house. 
The Garden Clubs of Georgia, through the LeConte-Woodmanston trustees, 
intend to reconstruct Louis LeConte's botanical garden using existing docu-
mentary evidence. Interpretive exhibits are planned to develop the world 
view, lifestyle, and functioning of an antebellum gravity flow rice 
plantation. The site is intended to become a scenic garden spot for public 
enjoyment (LeConte-Woodmanston Trustees Committee 1978). While a number 
of rice plantation reconstructions are available in South Carolina and 
Georgia, the botanical emphasis and the contributions of this family are 
not duplicated by other sites. 
In 1972, Gordon Midgette of the Georgia Historical Commission visited 
the site to provide an archaeological assessment. From surface walkover and 
shovel scraping, his findings indicated that "surface evidence was exten-
sive for bricked pilings, walks, and possibly foundations of floors of the 
late eighteenth, and early nineteenth century (Midgette 1973). Midgette's 
notes do not tie the area of his observations to extant features, parti-
cularly the botanical ones. Consequently, his field notes did not provide 
substantive information for the present study. Because the site has become 
considerably more overgrown in the past seven years, locating Midgette's 
test sites was not possible. Since 1972, the land has not undergone futher 
human modification. Save for a few areas and the access road, the area has 
been allowed to reforest unchecked. 
A development plan was formulated for Woodmanston through the Georgia 
Department of Natural Resources. This plan emphasized interpretation of 
plantation era site components, the natural setting, and use as a habitat 
for endangered plant species. Archaeological goals were two fold: (l) to 
assess the impact of proposed support structures on the cultural resourceS 
and (2) to locate and/or identify the remaining plantation era resources. 
Archaeological investigation of the LeConte-Woodmanston plantation 
began in March, 1979, under the direction of Rochelle Marrinan, Georgia 
Southern College, and Jennifer Hamilton, University of Florida. Preliminary 
inspection suggested a high degree of surface disturbance which ranged from 
outright bulldozer removal of soils for road construction to extensive 
dissection caused by clear-cutting. The problem of providing information_ 
from archaeological evidence to assist the LeConte-Woodmanston trustees with 
interpretive plans was felt to be major. 
The basic research strategy can be characterized as a diagnostic survey 
with a limited amount of formal excavation. A series of linear transects were 
used to control a program of mechanical auger and post-hole testing. The 
test interval was three meters. Test material was screened through 1/2 inch 
hardware cloth, and findings were plotted and the areas containing culturally 
positive tests were noted (Figure 5). Surface clearing for positioning 
of tests required substantial crew hours. 
Three areas were tested using a gas driven mechanical augur with four 
inch diameter and standard post-hole diggers. The central area included 
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the botanical features and comprised approximately two acres. A total of 93 
tests were made in this area. Fifty-four of these were positive for cultural 
material, 58%. The west area, comprising about eight acres, included pro-
perty indicated to have at least one "settlement'! and various fields. A 
total of 217 tests were made with 14% culturally positive. The east area, 
also indicated to have been fields, comprised approximately 12 acres, received 
195 tests with only one half of one percent culturally positive. For all 
the areas, 504 tests were made and 85 or 17% were culturally positive. 
Formal excavation units were opened based on test findings and field 
observations. Two locations within the central area were determined as 
possible locations for structures. Slight surface elevation, concentrations 
of brick fragments, and positive test findings motivated excavation. 
The first group of excavation units was placed approximately 30 meters 
west of the seedling camellia (Figure 5). These units exposed a brick structure 
which was determined to be the base of a double chimney. Evidence of a drip 
line perpendicular to the long axis of the chimney was recorded. This chimney 
may have been part of an outbuilding from the plantation era. 
Excavated fill was screened through 1/4 inch hardware cloth over 3/8 
inch diamond mesh by mechanical shaker screens. The artifact content of the 
structure was relatively high, including ceramics, glass, nails, pipestems, 
household articles, toys, jewelry, and food bone. 
The ceramic assemblage included transfer-printed pear1ware, popular from 
1787 to 1820, annular wares, popular between 1795 and 1850; and Gaudy Dutch, 
popular from 1815 to 1835 (Noel-Hume 1976: 130-131). Stoneware, ironstone 
and porcelain are also represented. One piece of transfer-printed pearlware 
was recovered with a maker's mark. It has been identified as Ridgeway, Morley, 
Wear and Company, of Staffordshire ca. 1836 to 1842 (Godden 1964: 535). 
The second group of fonmal excavation units was located north of the 
crepe myrtle stand and east of the north palm (Figure 5). A linear configur-
ation was observed and from the scattered, fragmentary condition of the bricks 
indicates a robbed brick wall. 
The artifact content of this pit was less numerous but of the same basic 
nature as the first. The size and composition of the bricks differed between 
the two excavation areas. This may indicate different time periods or simply 
different functions. 
The third and final formal excavation unit was located just northeast 
of the southern palm in an area which showed no cultural evidence on the 
surface. As was expected this unit had a much lower content of cultural 
material. 
Two diagnostic trench lines one and a half meters wide, were laid east-
west and north-south across the region which had previously been cleared. The 
fill from these trenches was not screened but was carefully removed in an 
effort to cover as much ground as possible in the time allotted us. The area 
southeast of the palms has good potential for yielding archaeological information. 
Its features are diistinct and it has not been subject to the leaching or 
subsurface disturbance which might have taken place. Numerous postholes and 
other anomalies indicate some sort of activity area but it is not possible to say 
what type without further intensive excavation in the area. 
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In retrospect, one of the most difficult and limiting problems for the 
a rcheo 1 ogi s t confronted wi th a site 1 i ke Woodmans ton .; s the degree of site 
disturbance, surface and subsurface, resulting from land use practices. 
Particularly destructive is timber clear-cutting for pulpwood and lumber. 
Unfortunately archaeological ~nvestigation has only been able to partially 
answer the goals of the Garden Club. Areas of extreme subsurface damage have 
been designated for use as support facilities but the location of specific 
plantation era structures has not been possible during the time available. 
In the case of Woodmanston, archaeology was done at the site, not seven years 
too late, but probably as much as 40 or 50 years too late. But even under 
such circumstances we must be careful not to give up too easily. There is 
still a good potential for yielding interesting cultural information. The 
documents may provide the necessary information for an historic interpretation 
of the site. The most productive aspect of the' documentary research was 
reading the family letters and journals, which were a great source of informa-
tion about the site, Liberty County and the character of the family. Sites 
such asWoodmans ton, as di s turbed as they are, s ti 11 offer the opportuni ty 
to illuminate the past. While extensive documentary research is requisite to 
excavation, excavation poses new problems and new avenues for research. 
It is hoped that a second field session, specifically oriented at 
looking at possible structural information which we know remains through the 
presence of numerous postholes. This would require a different strategy than 
the diagnostic survey conducted last spring. 
It is the intention of the researchers to continue documentary research 
concerning Woodmanston and the LeConte family. 
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HELP! 3.5 BILLION POSSIBLE TWO METER SQUARE 
EXCAVATION UNITS IN ARKANSAS 
or 
A CONSIDERATION OF STATEWIDE RESEARCH 
DESIGN IN HISTORICAL ARCHEOLOGY 
Leslie C. "Skip" Abernathy 
The history of the human presence in Arkansas provides opportun-
ities for research within the entire range of historical archeology as 
practiced and promised in the 1970's (Figure 1). These opportunities 
begin when the late Mississippian peoples of Arkansas, astride waterborne 
and overland communication routes through the heart of prehistoric North 
America, were contacted by the DeSoto expedition in 1641, less than two 
generations after Columbus' fleet penetrated the Caribbean. Unrecorded 
Spanish efforts likely preceded and followed DeSoto, to be followed in 
turn by "feral Canadians" characterized by Faye, and official French 
explorers, settlers, and fur traders (Faye 1943; Ferguson and Atkinson 
1966). By the late 1700's and early 1800's there were others, coming 
in to replace the Quapaw, Caddo, Cherokee, and other Indians being moved 
further west. These included Anglo-American pioneers and merchants, 
planters, Black slaves, and later still steamboat people and railroad 
people. Union and Confederate armies operated throughout the state in the 
1860's, and armies of European immigrants arrived later in the century. 
The most recent changes have involved the development of urban centers 
and the transformation in many rural areas from farming to agribusiness 
and suburbia (cf. Hart 1975). 
This paper is a discussion about plans for the conduct of the 
response to these opportunities and to the attendant responsibilities. 
The contribution is primarily in the form of a statement of guidance and 
organization. In~luded are (1) an anthropological definition of 
historical archeology; (2) a review of settlement pattern as an expanding 
framework for problem formulation and fieldwork; (3) the delineation of 
activity periods to help with chronological ordering and to relate dis-
crete archeological and historical observations to the wider questions 
about human behavior; and (4) the presentation of several general problems 
that crosscut temporal and/or regional bounds. 
The paper is derived from a manuscript of approximately 120 pages 
including 25 pages of standard historical references for the activity 
periods during field survey (Abernathy n.d.). The manuscript was prepared 
as a part of an effort to plan for the best consideration of statewide 
prehistoric 'and historic archeological resources (Abernathy n.d.; Davis n.d.). 
This manuscript was specifically intended to formalize the philosophy and 
practices of historical archeology within the special context of Arkansas 
and the Arkansas Archeological Survey, an official agency of the state, 
government (McGimsey 1972). This context includes a regional institutional 
base consisting of Survey Archeologists stationed at various colleges, 
a contract-wing at the Survey Coordinating Office, integration of Survey 
staff with the Department of Anthropology and the graduate program at the 
primary campus of the University system at Fayetteville, and close ties with 
the amateurs of the Arkansas Archeological Society. The emphasis on state-
wide historical archeology is reaffirmed by the presence on the Survey staff 
of an historical archeologist at the Pine Bluff Station, me, who has respons-
ibility to two other state organizations, the Arkansas Historic Preservation 
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Program, and the State Review Committee for National Register nomina-
tions. 
It is recognized that the state-wide coverage of the Arkansas 
Archeological Survey is unusual. Arkansas is one of the few states with 
the capability of carrying out plans that cover an entire state. However, 
every state is now being faced with the problems of intra-state coordina-
tion, ranging from problems with looting of archeological sites to a 
thorough and consistent reply to questions of significance for cultural 
resource management (Goodyear 1975; King et at 1977; McGimsey and Davis 
1977). This paper is offered as one attempt at beginning to organize 
the historical archeology carried out within an entire state. 
Research Designs and a Definition of Historical Archeology 
One of the most important developments arising from the rethinking 
of archeology in the third quarter of the 20th century is the appreciation 
of making explicit the research goals of a project (Binford 1964; Brim 
and Spain 1974; South 1977; Goodyear et a1 1978). Among other points, 
the preparation of research goals, with accompanying plans to fulfill 
those goals, helps to draw attention to the observational character of 
archeology in particular and of the conduct of science in general. 
Preparing a list of research goals and plans has at least seven 
advantages. First, such a document helps to make clear what data are 
considered significant out of all the data recoverable. Second, the 
interpretive framework implicit in the project is made clear. Third, 
the" researcher is better able to adopt research strategics 'appropriate 
to provide the data defined as significant. Fourth, a research design 
permits a considered and therefore more conservative treatment of the 
archeological record. Fifth, a prepared design provides more information 
for decisions regarding efficient allocation of the scarc'e resources of 
time and money available to archeology as a whole. Sixth, it enables 
better judgement for those inside and outside of the project to gauge 
the success of the project and accuracy of derived interpretations. 
Finally, the use of explicit research designs enable users of recovered 
data, frequently nonarcheologists in the case of historical sites, to 
better understand the extent to which that data represents past behavior. 
When the project is one that may influence archeological work on a 
broad scale, it is crucial that one should indicate the assumptions 
employed. The same is true with this consideration of research design. 
Federal legislation and new definitions of professional work require 
that historical archeology no longer be ignored in cultural resource 
management, but adequate training in historical archeology is still 
available to only a handful of people when compared with the number of 
people primarily interested in prehistoric archeology. In Arkansas, 
people may well have their first important introduction to historical 
archeology through personal use of the guidance and organization of this 
paper. 
The philosophy and practice as suggested in this consideration of 
research design are encapsulated in the following theoretical and opera-
tion definition obviously borrowed from everybody: 
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Historic archeology is the comprehensive study of the 1ifeway 
that accompanied and resulted from the movement of Eur.opeans to 
the New World, through the examination of oral and written sources 
integrated with the study of material remains whether buried or 
not. It is a technique best undertaken in a research environment 
tied to an appreciation of holistic, relative, and dynamic perspectices 
vital to the anthropological point of view (Fontana 1965; Schuyler 1970; 
Deetz 1977). 
There is one parti~u1ar point to be noted about this definition, an emphasis 
on holism. This is the recognition that human behavior reflects a systematic 
integration of many factors. Some of these factors may be more important 
than others in a particular observation, but to ignore the integration is to 
fail to fully understand the behavior. There are powerful internal and 
external pressures that narrow the viewpoint of an historical archeologist 
to a site, an a assemblage of artifacts, or a single artifact category. This 
holism is crucial for it helps us to counteract these pressures. 
Why also emphasize anthropology? Various disciplines concentrate 
on various factors. Some disciplines permit or encourage more experienced 
or imaginative scholars to integrate their specialities with relevant 
aspects from disciplines and thus do not neglect holism. Social history 
and historical geography are good examples (Jordan 1967; Baker et a1 1970; 
Buchanan et al 1971; Jackson 1972; Lemon 1972; Wilhelm 1972; Hart 1975; 
McManis 1975). However, only anthropology by its focus on culture keeps 
this holism as a fundamental disciplinary perspective. The work of historical 
archeology must always be grounded in data from sites and artifacts. By 
. conducting this work within an atmosphere that emphasizes holims, archeologists 
will always be encouraged to look beyond the immediate concerns of working in 
the dirt. 
Settlement Pattern 
The second part of this consideration of research design is a review 
of the utility of settlement pattern analysis (cf. Chang 1968 and 1972; 
Chisholm 1970; Coutts 1976; Langhorne 1976; Abernathy 1977 and 1978; Prioe 
and Price 1978). An important aspect of archeological work in Arkansas, 
whether by the stations, contract projects, or amateurs, is the recording 
of sites. In order to investigate the behavior possibly represented by 
these sites, a context is required. Settlement pattern provides a context 
based on emic and etic segmentation of the landscape. 
Work on historical archeology can take advantage of the underlying 
concept of settlement pattern: the human landscape can be ana1ysized as 
material culture, as an artifact. The landscape is the material result of 
choices made among many alternatives according to a set cultural rules. 
These choices and these rules reflect thebelief and activity of not just 
anyone but a particular set of people at a particular time. Gordon Willey, 
one of the first archeologists to borrow the concept of settlement pattern 
from historical geographers, pointed out that settlement pattern was a 
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strategic starting point for the interpretation of archeological cultures, 
because these patterns "ref1ect the natural environment, available 
technology, and various institutions of social interaction and control 
which culture maintained" (Willey 1953: 1). Understanding the full message 
the artifact of landscape is carrying therefore contributes to understanding 
the people that made that artifact. . 
That an analysis of settlement pattern can lead from physical data 
to social behavior and ideology has been confirmed with studies of living 
societies carried out in many parts of the world by cultural geographers 
and less commonly by anthropologist. Of the latter, one of the more imagin-
ative may be that of Claude Levi-Strauss. In his examination of 1ifeways 
among various Indian groups of Brazil, Levi-Strauss was able to trace the 
theme of bilaterality and complementary opposition throughout the social 
organization of the Borororo (Levi-Strauss 1974: 215-229). This bilaterally 
was repeated in their village layout, two semicircular arcs of huts set down 
in mirror image to each other. The pattern of settlement of the village 
did indeed reflect, in Wi11ey's words now over a quarter of a century old, 
"various institutions of social interaction and control" (\~i11ey 1953: 1). 
The artifact of the landscape becomes a complex one when it is remembered 
that the landscape of the late 20th century of course consists of the evidence 
of a series of patterns of settlement. Indian, fur trapper, pioneer, railroad, 
and suburbanite patterns are collapsed figuratively and often literally into 
a fantastic blanket. 
In order to make sense of this blanket, research problems can be organized 
on three expanding geographical and social levels, the site, the community and 
the region. These levels may be defined as follows (cf. Trigger 1968). 
The site is a location where physical evidence reflects a spatially bounded 
occupation by the smallest unit of landscape occupation or by contiguous 
multiple units. In Arkansas after 1810, the bounded occupation will usually 
consist of a house and a set of service buildings on the farmstead of a nuclear 
family. It may be more complex, such as a mill complex with residential and 
service structures. It may even be a village, where nucleation of residential, 
political, commercial and other group functional behavior has resulted in an 
ease of physical and ideational communication that ties the area into an 
integrated bounded whole. An example reported from Arkansas is the early 19th 
century village of Davidsonville, established by Anglo-Americans on the Black 
River in northeast Arkansas in 1815 but abandoned in the 1830's (Smith 1973; 
Smith and Davidson 1973; Abernathy 1980). 
The community consists of a landscape of several separate social sites, 
along with discrete public locations such as church and cemetery complexes, 
fortifications, market corners and roads. A county or a township may contain 
several communities depending on density of settlement and the homogeneity of 
the settlers. A reported example lay along Cypress Creek in Conway County in 
central Arkansas (Standeford 1980). In this case, an original community of 
white occupied farmsteads settled beginning in the 1820's was replaced by a 
community of black occupied farmsteads after the 1870's. 
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.Fi~ally, the region is a social landscape of indeterminate dimensions 
consls~l~g of several to~ographical communities of social validity, organized 
by p~11tlca1 o~ geographlcal means into a larger unit. A region may therefore 
conslst of a rlver system many miles in length, or it may be the side of a 
mountain. Such a region has been described in east central Arkansas along the 
lower White River, existing for most of the 19th century (Holder 1964). . 
.These three levels are familiar from various theoretical and empirical 
studles of settlement pattern and they have validity for historic settlement 
analysis as well. Moreover, it is these three levels that will corresoond to 
the varying dimensions of project areas during contract work for exampie, during 
surveys for waste water management projects, flood control and recreation lakes· 
and for areas to be effected by strip mining. A single farmstead found durino a 
contract effort or reported by an informant may be fascinatinq, and \'Iorthy of-' 
deta~led ex~mination. Eventually, however, its relationships with its community 
and ltS reglons must be understood. In spite of the conclusions one might draw 
from examining the archeological literature, every site is not unique, but perhaps 
only a little more visible as a result of accidents of preservation or focus. 
Activity Periods 
The third part of this discussion is the delineation of roughly synchronic 
units that permit in turn roughly chronological subdivisions of the last 450 years 
of Indian and Post-Indian presence in Arkansas (Figure 2). These units have been 
named lIactivity periods." The emphasis of the scheme is not on chronology but on 
the organization of problem domains. If settlement pattern provides a spatial 
context to sites and assemblages, activity periods provide a context based on 
temporal discontinuity and synchronic continuity. 
It will be observed that several of the activity periods overlap. This is 
deliberate and reflects an appreciation of several circumstances, including the 
untidiness of historical events a-nd the emphasis on defining problem domains for 
research and not assembling syntheses of calendar events. The specific beginning 
and ending dates have been thought out however and should prove useful. Possible 
extensions of these periods have been indicated in the form of parenthetical 
suggestions. 
These activity periods have three interrelated characteristics, among others, 
that should effectively relate this classification of behavior and chronology to 
the working definition of anthropological historical archeology given above. 
First, the activity periods further emphasize an holistic context for any site, 
permitting specific observations to be related to general concerns about human 
behavior. General concerns of particular interest to Arkansas include discus-
sions about the frontier, culture contact and acculturation, markets and trade, 
social organization at different levels of complexity, changing manifestations of 
symbology, evolving subsistence patterns in the context of a world economy, the 
adaptation of cultures to varying physical and social environments, and the 
transformation of the preindustrial world into the industrial one. This holistic 
context will also serve to suggest questions about behavior patterns that 
specifically generate artifacts or archeological patterning, including ceremoni-
alism, military affairs, subsistence, production, status differentiation, 
exchange, vernacular architecture, and general domestic activity. 
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Second, each activity period provides a relative and comparative context 
within each time frame for individual sites and components. These synchronic 
sets have a validity to the extent that they contain behavior classified 
according to rough commonalities of experience. The behavior can therefore 
be compared with possibly analogous circumstances anywhere in the world and 
in time to understand variability in cultural behavior and variability in the 
preservation of the archeological record of that behavior. For example, the 
displacement of commercial activity from areal dispersion to a sharply linear 
distribution pattern that occurred during the Railroad period 1855-1950, was 
paralleled by the changes brought about as a result of dramatically increased 
individual mobility during the Automobile period 1920-2000. Similar changes 
from areal to linear distribution occurred elsewhere in the world with the 
introduction of the railroad, and in the American Southwest between 1100 and 
1300 A.D. with movement of pueblos to river valleys. Although timing and 
exact circumstances differ, comparison of the situation may prove enlightening, 
particularly as living informants exist for the more retent of the railroad 
dislocations. 
Third and last, presence of the activity periods assists in assessing 
significance of sites and assigning research priorities as a result of sub-
dividing the universe of sites according to temporal and behavioral parameters. 
On the one hand, although to some degree the older an activity period is, the 
more significant are its sites, this does not mean that an immediate effort 
should be made to locate the oldest sites. One reason for this is that it may 
well be nearly impossible to deliberately locate sites of the periods of 
Indirect Contact, 1500-1660; Direct Contact, 1660-1720; and Spanish, 1500-1700. 
As these sites are not accessible through the documentary record, locating them 
except in the context of contract projects or general intensive surveys may 
involv.e enormous effort that would be better directed at more recent but little 
known sites as from the Pioneer period 1780-1850, or for exploiting the fragile 
body of oral history concerning sites occupied in or into the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries. On the other hand, construction of synchronic sets will 
help to assign significance to individual sites as it will be possible to objec-
tively judge the extent of the archeological record of the behavior classified 
in the set. Thus, while there are several antebellum plantation houses still 
standing, and others whose sites are relatively well known, a miniscule number 
of slave cabin locations have been identified. Both types of sites are 
important for understanding the Plantation period, 1800-2000, and yet the latter 
sites are drastically under represented. 
Of nineteen activity periods so far constructed, one subdivision of the 
Anglo-American era 1780-2000 may be used as an example. First of all, the 
Anglo-American era is defined as that time when people with a British heritage 
plus an amalgamation of Eastern seaboard traditions transform the pre-existing 
Indian and French cultural landscape into one roughly stable for over a century 
and keyed to agriculture. By the mid 20th century this rural condition is 
further transformed into the metaurban landscape of post-World War II America. 
The activity period summarized is Pioneer, 1780-1850 (cf. Thompson 1973). 
This is the period when the first wave of Anglo-American landscape organization 
occurred. By the end of the period, nearly all of the usable land surface, 
defined in terms of contemporary levels of technology and production, in every 
part of the state is occupied. This occupation is marked by at least medium 
density mixed farming as well as established political judicial, and commercial 
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institutions geared to the support of an overwhelmingly rural and yeoman 
population. Aside from sticky definitional and conceptura1 problems about 
the "frontier," one point that must be emphasized for the Pioneer period, 
and for those following, is that this activity occurs in its entirety in 
the context of the Industrial Revolution. The most obvious reflection in 
the archeological record of this integration into a world information system 
are the British factory-produced ceramics, found in all quarters of the state 
before 1825 and included in the list of field survey diagnostics prepared for 
the Pioneer period (Figure 3). 
State Wide Research Problems 
The final part of this consideration of research design derives from the 
commonplace observation that several research problems crosscut time and 
region. These research problems can be considered therefore as collections of 
hypotheses related to general areas of concern about people. It is expected 
that these collections of hypotheses will serve as an umbrella or guide for 
thought so that integrated research designs may provide unifying themes for 
projects conducted in various parts of the state. 
Of several general problems we have developed, I will point out three 
and describe a fourth. First, oeneral concerns about culture contact and the 
concept of part cultures may be-examined by studying the frontier in Arkansas 
primari 1y as a locus of contrasts (cf. ~1cDermott 1967). \~hat do we mean by the 
"frontier" if the tableware in a loq house in the backwoods in the 1820's 
includes English factory-made ceramics familiar on contemporary urban English 
sites around the world? Second, the interaction between Redfield's Little 
Tradition and Great Tradition (Redfield 1956; 40-59) may be investigated in 
the context of the Industrial Revolution by studying the integration of local 
craft production with the world manufacturing economy. Why did people continue 
to make quilts and support local stoneware potters when the textile mills and 
ceramic factories were flooding the world with industrial goods? Third, the 
relation between myth and reality in the modern world can be illuminated by 
examining the archeological variability between Ozark and Delta material culture 
patterns. Why is the presence in the Delta (actually alluvial plain of the 
r~ississippi River) of log construction, moonshine stills, and mule agriculture 
ignored in concentration of 1ifeways of the hillbilly? 
The fourth problem will provide an example. This problem, social organi-
zation in a sedentary agricultural society, can be studied by researching the 
utility of an hierarchaica1 model for 19th century Arkansas. This hierarchy, 
adapting terminology commonly found in British tradition, consists of four parts, 
laborer, husbandman, yeoman and gentry (Homans 1941 and 1953; Campbell 1960; 
Las1ett 1971). 
These positions may be defined as follows. A laborer, as either a slave or 
a hired farm worker, does not have access to land. The husbandman has access to 
land but only through rental. He is a tenant farmer whether in the plantation 
system or as a hill farmer. The yeoman owns his farm. He may call himself a 
"planter." The position he holds has in the past been glossed as pioneer, 
frontiersman, and "salt of the earth." Except under extraordinary conditions 
the yeoman will provide the majority of people dependent directly on farming, even 
in the cotton land of the Delta. The position of gentry is defined by a level of 
wealth and status based on large landholdings on which agricultural activity is 
directly controlled either by the owner, an overseer, or a manager. 
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Among other interesting problems, the model may help to better understand 
the various meanings of the ubiquitous IItwo front door" house, or abutted pen 
house as I choose to call it (Kniffen 1936; G1assie 1968: 102 and fioure 30' 
Rafferty 1973; and Rapoport 1969). This structure is a box with a gable rO~f, 
one to two rooms deep and two rooms wide, and one to one and one half stories 
high. It generally has a rear shed or lean-to addition and front and rear 
porches. It may have an ell located on the rear at right angles to the roof 
line. Chimney columns for fireplaces or stoves may be located at one or both 
ends, or a single column may pierce the roof at the center of the roof axis 
where the two pens abut. The most visible characteristic is the two front 
doors symmetrically arranged on the front, one per room. Construction materials 
are irrelevant, las it is found in logs and various types of framinq and even 
brick and stone. Houses of this design are found throughout the varied 
topography of the state, and its range extends eastward throuoh the South and 
west into Ok1 ahoma and Texas. . 
One reason for its ubiquity may be that the spaces provided by this house 
form are useful in two different settings. One setting .is as a tenant house and 
therefore most frequently found in the plantation system. The husbandman or 
tenant farm family reached their peak of usefulness between 1870 and 1941 as a 
solution to labor recruitment after slavery was abolished (Agee 1966; Daniel 1972; 
r·1itche11 1979). This was accomplished by transferring some production responsi-
bility and the prime motive power to subunits on plantation holdings (Prunty 1955). 
At best the tenant could hope only for the status and wealth of the stereo-typical 
forty acres and a mule. Given these limited objectives and resources, the tenant 
farmstead will resemble any rural laborer's quarters. A small abutted pen house, 
a garden, a privy., a dooryard for scraggly dogs and kids, and a shed for the mule 
and a few tools are all the architecture the tenant farm family requires. A 
common pattern particularly in the Delta is to find several of these steads 50 to 
100 meters apart a10n~ a road. 
The other setting is as a yeoman house. The yeoman farmer, an independent 
businessman, has a farmstead that must serve as the center of a diversified 
agricultural enterprise. This farming family can be prosperous or poor, or both 
in turn throughout the mu1tigenerationa1 occupation of the stead. As long as 
this farmstead is the successful center of a basic production unit, the various 
buildings will be renewed or replaced. The farmstead will therefore show a more 
substantial abutted pen house, with a garden, privy and dooryard for scraggly 
dogs and kids, and also buildings for animals and the storage of animal food, 
people food and tools. There will be barns, animal sheds or lean-tos, wagon 
sheds, a corn crib or corn barn and a smokehouse. These two separate settings 
for the same house plan should be visible. On the one hand hundreds of these 
structures still stand. On the other hand, they should be recoverable if one 
does area excavations or controlled sampling, with further differences arising 
from associated profound differences in sociocultural behavior. Then we may 
understand more about the abutted pen house. As Henry Gl assi e i ndi cated ·i n hi s 
book on fold housing in Virginia (G1assie 1975), the occupants of all those 
abutted pen houses may have been mute, and thus they are under represented in 
the history books. However, there are all those houses they built. 
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Conclusion . 
Finally, let me add three brief points. First, this paper has not been 
a research design per se, although the paper most certainly provi·des guidance 
on several levels for the examination of any number of research problems. 
Second, if the guidance offered here is of value, it will be so partly 
because it is flexible so that all manner and levels of research may be 
enhanced, and not because this is a rigid pronouncement. Third, the sugges-
tions in this paper are not intended as nostrums to be used offhandedly to 
justify sloppy work during contract projects. It is irresponsible to make 
vague pronouncements of significance or insignificance even when done in the 
language offered by federal guidelines. And we are all too fam~liar with cases 
in which the historical archeological record has been treated irresponsibly. 
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HISTORICAL ACTIVITY PERIODS 
IN ARKANSAS 
1. CONTACT 1500-1840 
a. Indirect Contact 1500-1660 
b. Direct Contact 1660-1720 
c. Coexistence Contact 1720-1710 
d. Resettlement Contact 1770-1840 
2. EUROPEAN 1500-1825 
a. Spanish 1500-1700 (18251) 
b. French 1700-1825 (18501) 
3. ANGLO-AMERICAN 1780-2000 
a. Pioneer 1780-1850 
b. Maximum Occupation 1840-1930 
c. Civil War 1860-1875 
d. Plantation 1800-2000 
e. Tenant Farm 1870-1880 
f. Riverine 1780-1880 (19301) 
g. Railroad 1855-1950 
h. Extractive Industry 1880-2000 
i. Resort 1840-1930 (20001) 
j. Automobile 1920-2000 
k. Urbanization 1890-2000 
1. Localized Industry 1780-1930 




FIELD SURVEY DIAGNOSTICS 
(excerpt) 
3. Anglo American 1780-2000 
a. Pioneer 1780-1850 
settlement pattern: farmsteads, hamlets, villages, service nodes 
such as churches and schools. 
processing stations including horse, water, 
and steam powered sawmills and grist mills, 
salt making, lead and iron ore quarrys. 
transit camps along riverine and land lines 
of communication. 
fields cleared, identified on GLO plats, and 
used to the present day. 
vernacular architecture constructed of hewn 
log (highest quantity), post and beam frame 
(not as many), and brick (few, high status), 
(no ballon frame until after 1850), with heat 
and coo~ing in a fireplace. 
formalized system of major land routes. 
artifacts: flintlock and percussion firearm parts, gunflints in 
honey brown (French) and gray to black (English), white 
clay tobacco pipes (are not kaolin), hand forged metal 
goods, locally produced stoneware, blown-in-mold dark 
green glass bottles, miscellaneous products of the 
Indust~ial Revolution. 
wrought nails (tapers on 4 sides, to 1800); wrought/cut 
transition nails (1800-1830); cut nails (1820-1900). 
English factory made cream ware (greenish gather of glaze) 
and pearlware (bluish gather of glaze) types, including 
blue and green shelledge, handpainted polychrome, hand-
painted monochrome blue, transfer printed in blue, black 
and brown as single colors, finger trailed. 
note: few marks on factory made ceramics before 1825. 
note: marker for pre 1800 occupation is presence of 
tin glazed earthenware, with English delft (usually 




SOCIAL STATUS AS REFLECTED BY FAUNAL REMAINS FROM AN 
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY BRITISH COLONIAL SITE 
Nick Honerkamp 
INTRODUCTION 
A major goal for many archeologists is to relate differences in 
the socioeconomic levels between two or more populations or population groups 
to differences apparent in the archeological record. Miller and Stone (1970) 
and South (1972) have suggested that this might be accomplished through 
distributional analysis of ceramic artifacts. At a nineteenth century planta-
tion site, John Otto was able to successfully test a number of inferences 
concerning observerab1e differences in the ceramic assemblages associated with 
people who differed in status during the same time period (1975, 1977). 
Otto also noted differences in the faunal assemblages from the contemporaneous 
slave, overseer, and planter refuse deposits that he excavated, for instance 
differential dependence on wild versus domestic animals, differential bone 
element distributions, and distinct butchering techniques (1975). Similarly, 
the present study is an attempt to relate known status differences between 
eighteenth century British colonists with measureable differences in associated 
faunal remains from three contemporaneous sites. 
To accomplish this it will be necessary to control for other variables 
that could influence the archeological record. A high degree of control has 
been achieved for the sites examined through the combined use of documentary, 
archeological and a~chitectural evidence. 
SITE BACKGROUNDS 
The sites are located at Fort Frederica National Monument, St. Simons 
Island, Georgia (Figure 1). The fort and associated town of Frederica were 
established in 1736, primarily as a defensive stronghold against Spanish 
Florida and secondarily as a potential contributor in the mercantilistic 
scheme envisioned for the Georgia colony. Besides a regiment of nearly 700 
soldiers, the settlement was occupied by 60 civilian families who were 
expected to aid in the construction and defense of the town in exchange 
for a town lot, farmland on the island, and supplies, including food. By 
the early 1740's the combined population of Frederica was estimated at 1200 
(Candler 1914: 488). After an unsuccessful Spanish invasion attempt on 
St. Simons in 1742, peace was declared and the British Regiment was disbanded 
in 1749 (Cate 1956). 
Most of the town's settlers were urban derived craftsmen and tradesmen 
ill-suited for the primary exploitation activities needed in the frontier 
environment of the Georgia coast (Coulter and Saye 1949; Deagan 1972). The 
majority of Frederica's inhabitants were engaged in the tasks for which they 
were trained and were directly dependent on the constant flow of military wages 
into the town economy; once the Regiment left, the economic basis of the 
town collapsed. By 1750 Frederica was largely abandoned. 
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THE DOBREE SITE 
Elisha Dobree fled to Savannah from South Carolina in 1734 in order 
to escape his creditors. Although trained as a merchant/bookeeper, he wrote 
several letters to the colony's proprietors in England describing his efforts 
at clearing land, farming, and preparing naval stores for export to the Mother 
Country (Candler 1937: 24-30, 103-110, 377-380). By his own" admission, 
however, he was in "greatly reduced circumstances" after less than a year in 
Georgia (Candler 1937: 377-380). He had moved to Frederica by 1737 when he 
was listed as clerk of the town store, living at Lot 31 of the South Ward 
(Coulter and Saye 1949: 71). A single servant may have resided with him, but 
his wife refused to join him, saying that Dobree was a "whimsical man, and not 
able to maintain" her and their three children (Egmont 1923: 377). Almost 
as soon as he arrived in the frontier community Dobree was complaining about 
the harsh conditions he had to endure, and sometime prior to 1743 he had sold 
his lot and departed (Candler 1904: 424). There is no documentary evidence 
that the two subsequent owners of the lot ever resided there. 
Although the documentary information is not extensive, it appears 
that Dobree had a difficult time as a colonist. His short-lived and inauspici-
ous stays in Carolina, Savannah, and Frederica indirectly indicate a lack of 
success in exploiting the natural and social environments in each location. 
Certainly his wife's opinion of his abilities as a family provider and his 
own admission of economic hardship are not inconsistent with the inference of 
Dobree's low socioeconomic position in the colonial society. 
Analysis of archeological data from the site which is presently being 
carried out by the author also lends indirect support to this inference. The 
architectural artifacts and features recovered have been interpreted as the 
remains of a small clapboard hut built on sills that were laid directly on 
the ground, with at least some of the interior walls plastered in tabby. This 
type of house is clearly associated with non-affluent families at Frederica, 
in contrast to the more expensive houses constructed of brick or poured tabby 
(Manucey 1960: 20). In view of the foregoing evidence, it is suggested that 
the artifact assemblage recovered from the Dobree Site should reflect the low 
socioeconomic level and associated low status of the site's occupants that 
resulted from an inefficient adaptation to the natural and social environments 
at Frederica. 
THE HIRD SITE 
In contrast to Dobree, the occupants of the Hird Site appear to have 
prospered during their stay at Frederica. Thomas Hird was listed as a dyer, 
but he also is known to have served as town constable, lay preacher, and farmer 
exemplar, having established a "plantation" on an island he ai-scovered. In 
addition, he was also an astute businessman who frequently ma~e trips to 
Savannah and Charleston to attend to his "affairs" (Coulter and Saye 1949: 23; 
Candler 1906: 337, 568; Candler 1907: 202; Candler 1908: 98; Candler 1913: 17, 
19). He lived with his family and one servant at Lot 12, North Ward from 1736 
until his death in 1748 (see Figure 2). Contemporary sources are unambiguous 
about Hird's success during his 12 year residence at Frederica. Descriptions 
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such as "one of the principle Improvers" (Candler 1906: 73) and "a very 
knowing and industrious manll (Candler 1913: 92) support the contention that 
the Hird occupation was characterized by a successful adaptation to 
Frederica's conditions. This success is thought to result from a strategy 
of exploiting diverse facets of the natural and social environments on the 
Georgia coast (Honerkamp 1975). As with the Dobree materials, the faunal 
assemblage recovered from the H;rd site ;s assumed to reflect the status of 
the occupants -- in this case, a relatively high status. The type of house 
Hird owned was not evident from the architectua1 remains recovered at the 
site. 
THE HAWKINS-DAVISON SITE 
Lying between the "adaptive success" extremes exemplified by Dobree 
and Hird, the Hawkins-Davison site provides a third body of data pertinent to 
understanding resource utilization at Frederica. Both the Hawkins and Davison 
families arrived at South Lot 1 and 2, respectively, in 1736 (Figure 2); 
Hawkins apparently stayed seven years while Davison stayed five. They lived 
in one of Frederica's most impressive residences, a substantial three-story 
brick duplex with a common wall on the line between the two lots. Hawkins 
served as bailiff, surgeon, and apothecary, while Davison ran a tavern in 
his home and was appointed as Second Constable and Searcher of Ships; by 
training he was a craftsman (Cate 1956: 208-211). Both of the site's inhabi-
tants· have been described as well-to-do middle class residents on the basis 
of documentary, architectural, and archeological evidence (Fairbanks 1956; 
Deagan 1972). Although they initially may have enjoyed relatively high 
status at Frederica, neither is believed to have made an entirely successful 
adaptation there, as evidenced by their comparatively short occupation spans 
and their frequent written criticisms and complaints about frontier life. 
Therefore, the socioeconomic level for this site's inhabitants is believed to 
have been considerably higher than Dobree's and equal to or possibly slightly 
less than Hird's. The faunal assemblage, which is expected to be a reflection 
of this status position, should contrast in marked ways with the faunal remains 
of the Dobree Site while exhibiting similar characteristics with the Hird Site. 
By necessity the faunal material from the Hawkins and Davison collections will 
be treated as a single component since the provenience information that would 
have allowed separate analysis of the bone was not retained during the 20 
years between excavation and analysis of the artifacts. Because the documentary 
evidence allows attribution of similar social status to the two families, 
combining the data sets should not affect the conclusions. 
STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESIS 
In summary, the various lines of evidence reviewed above allow 
control over the following variables: 
1. temporal: the sites were occupied within the same 15 year period 
(1936 through c.a. 1750). 
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2. spatia~: the sites are located within the same settlement, with 
potentlally equal access by the occupants to the natural resources 
of the surrounding environments. 
3. cultural: the occupants of the sites were all derived from the 
same British urban tradition with each male head of household 
having received training in a craft or trade. 
4. social: the relative status positions of the site's occupants 
in the eighteenth century mileau at Frederica can be ranked in a 
hierachical manner as shown: 
a. Hird ------------ Hawkins-Davison 
b. Dobree 
Thus, differences in the archeological assemblages recovered from the three 
sites can be correlated with differences in socioeconomic position since the 
other variables that are thought to effect the archeological record are held 
constant. This assertion can be presented as a hypothesis from which a number 
of implications can be derived and tested. Only faunal data will be used 
to test the hypothesis since analysis of non-faunal artifacts is still in 
progress by the author. The hypothesis and its associates test implications 
are as follows: 
HYPOTHESIS 
Access to faunal respurces differed according to the socioeconomic positions 
of the British colonial residents during Frederica's primary occupation. 
IMPLICATION 1 
The Hird and Hawkins-Davison sites will be characterized by more diverse 
faunal assemblages than the Dobree Site. Since there was relatively equal 
access to domestic meat for the town's inhabitants (supplies of beef and 
possibly pork were distributed to the colonists from the town store according 
to Manucey 1962: 54-55), status differences would be reflected by differential 
access to more costly wild and domestic meat sources; low status occupants would 
be less able to afford a wide variety of resources, having to rely primarily 
on what was provided for them. 
IMPLICATION 2 
The high status sites will be characterized by relatively even utilization 
of the faunal resources than the Dobree Site. Again, this assumes a _higher 
dependence for Dobree on a small segment of the available resources -- the. 
domestic animals supplied by the town store -- than for the high status resldents. 
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IMPLICATION 3 
The Hird and Hawkins-Davison sites will show heavier dependence on wild 
fauna than will the Dobree site. The reasoning used in arriving at this 
implication has been discussed above. 
IMPLICATION 4 
The high status sites will exhibit evidence of heavier use of deer and 
less use of cattle and pig than the Dobree site. This implication stems from 
the assumption concerning the limited availability of deer compared to cattle 
and pig; as Otto (1975) has demonstrated, groups of differing status should 
show differential use of these species that is consistent with their socio-
economic rank (see also Cumbaa 1975 and Reitz 1979). 
IMPLICATION 5 
Differences in status should be reflected in differential butchering 
practices, particularly for the more scarce wild meat species. The high status 
sites will therefore show less use of undesireable meat (skull and feet portions) 
than the Dobree Site. 
IMPLICATION 6 
. Assuming that successful exploitation of aquatic resources would have 
required a specialized technology and expertise that were not possessed by most 
of Frederica's inhabitants (see Candler 1904: 447 for evidence of a fishing 
specialist at Frederica), differential access to fish and sharks will be 
exhibited by a heavier reliance on this taxa at the ·Hird and Hawkins-Davison 
sites than at the Dobree Site. 
MATERIALS 
The following discussion of the faunal samples recovered at each of 
the three sites will focus on the adequacy of the samples in terms of their 
representativeness and comparability. 
THE DOBREE SITE 
A total of 63 three by three meter squares (567 square meters) were 
excavated at this site using screens with quarter-inch mesh. Twenty-eight 
features dating to the second quarter of the eighteenth century contained 
faunal remains: Three barrel wells, 15 trash-filled pits or depressions, 
eight large postholes, a footing ditch for a fence, and a small midden deposit. 
Except for the midden deposit, all the features are believed to have short 
life spans and to have contained secondary refuse (see Schiffer 1972). The 
sample is considered to be representative of the faunal discards of the site's 
occupants due to the large number and variety of closely dated features that 
were excavated. 
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THE HIRD SITE 
. The excavated area at this site consisted of 12 ten by ten foot square 
unlts (111.5 square meters) that were screened with quarter inch mesh. A total 
of nine features containing discarded bone were defined for the site and are 
described by Honerkamp (1975: 74-87); all were trash pits containing secondary 
refuse, with the exception of a possible root cellar believed to be part of 
the Hird house. Primary and/or de factfr refuse may be represented in this 
house-related feature. The analysis of all the faunal remains from this site, 
including non-feature remains, was performed by Elizabeth Reitz and is included 
in her recent study of Spanish and British subsistence strategies in the 
southeastern U.S. (1979). Although the Hird assemblage is from a much smaller 
area than the Dobree assemblage, it is assumed to be repre~entative due to: 
1. the high diversity of closed contexts from which the much of the 
sample was derived, and 
2. the large size of the total faunal assemblage in terms of minimum 
number of individuals (235) and species (70). 
THE HAWKINS-DAVISON SITE 
Approximately 209 square meters were excavated at this site using 
screens with half inch mesh. Although the excavation centered on the founda-
tions t most of the artifacts were found in three trash-filled wells associated 
with the structu·re and in an"'area adjacent to the front door of the Hawkins 
home; both primary and secondary refuse is included in this sample (Fairbanks 
1952, 1956). Since the faunal assemblage is relatively small, with a minimum 
number of individuals (MNI) of 45 and a species count of 22, an assumtion 
of represtativeness is less confident for this site than for the other two, 
but for the sake of comparison this assumption needs to be made. Besides a 
relatively small size, two other characteristics about the sample that may 
introduce bias should be considered. The use of half inch screen probably 
resulted in the recovery of fewer small bone fragments than at the other sites. 
This would result in over-representation for large-bodied species such as 
terrestial mammals, and under-representation of small animals such as most 
species of locally available fish. A similar source of bias having the same 
effect apparently resulted from the discard of small fish and "scrap" bone 
fragments prior to the faunal anaylsis, as reported by Charles Fairbanks 
~persona1 communication). Since the direction of this large species bias is 
known, it can be taken into account when the implications of the hypothesis 
are tested. 
Another potential source of bias at all three sites -- differential bone 
preservation -- is felt to be insignificant due to the similar spatial and 
temporal characteristics of the samples. 
METHODS 
Under the direction of Dr. Elizabeth Wing, analysis of the Hird and 
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Hawkins-Davison material was carried out by Elizabeth Reitz while the Dobree 
material was examined by the author. Similar methodologies were used by both 
researchers. After being identified, all the bone was weighed, counted, and . 
MNI and biomass were calculated whenever possible. Comparability of the 
three faunal assemblages is enhanced by the use of the same comparative 
skeletal collection at the Florida State Museum, University of Florida, 
Gainesville. A species list containing common names, weights, and biomass 
for the Dobree Site is provided in Table 1. 
~1NI 
Determination of minimum number of individuals in the three collections 
was based on element pairing, relative age as determined by dental wear/eruption 
and bone fusion, and size. Each feature was treated as a separate analytical 
unit on the basis of evidence of short-term deposition. Due to lack of pro-
venience information, the Hawkins-Davison site had to be analyzed as a single 
unit, which may have contributed to the relatively small MNI for this site. 
BIOMASS 
Estimating the live and edible meat weight from archeological bone 
presents a number of difficulties for the zooarcheo10gist. White's method 
(1953) has been expanded upon by several researchers, but all the calculations 
that have been presented .invo1ve the use of a skeletal to live weight ratio 
to obtain a useable meat estimate which is multiplied by the MNI for the 
species represented. Several drawbacks are apparent with this technique, 
the most serious arising from the assumption made when multiplying the useable 
meat estimate by the MNI, i.e., that one element of an animal is equivalent 
to the entire animal being used and discarded at the site. More conservative 
and presumedly realistic estimates can be obtained when MNI is replaced with 
archeological bone weight (Wing 1976), but other problems remain, such as 
determining the average live weight of the species (which is not constant through 
time or space) and estimating what portion of the animal is or is not useable. 
Alternatively, it is possible to calculate biomass represented by the 
archeological bone without reference to MNI by using the total weight of the' 
bone in the allometric equation 
(Simpson et ale 1960: 397). In this equation X equals the skeletal mass 
(archeological bone), V is the biomass, a is the V-intercept of a log-log plot 
using the least squares regression method, and b is the slope of the line. This 
method is based on the fact that proportions of body mass to skeletal mass change 
with increasing size (Wing 1976; Casteel 1978; Prange et ale 1979). Some 
obvious advantages of this technique are that it is based on the skeletal weight 
actually recovered and is not dependent on the estimated live or useable weight 
of a species. 
The estimation of biomass is not without its own drawbacks, however. 
The main one is that it does not take the part of the body that is being weighed 
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into account, i.e., 10 grams of caudal fragments produce the same biomass 
value as 10 grams of a femur. In effect, the animal is assumed to have the 
form of "a saugage with a bone running through the middle" (Elizabeth Wing: 
personal communication). Depsite this problem, there seems to be more va;idity 
in using the biomass estimates than White's method with its potential for 
inflated live/useable meat weights, at least for the purposes of this paper. 
The most important source of bias in determining the biomass estimate 
is bone weight, which can be affected by preservation conditions at the site, 
recovery and storage techniques, cleaning procedures, etc. Due to the similar 
spatial and temporal characteristics of the sites used in this study, the 
bone weight bias is thought to be insignificant. The constants used for 
identifying the biomass of identifiable animals are based on measurements 
taken by Elizabeth J. Reitz on specimens in the collections of the Florida 
State Museum (Table 2). 
DIVERSITY AND EVENNESS INDICES 
A measure of faunal resource exploitation which can be used in comparing 
subsistence patterns through time (Wing 1963) or in comparing subsistence 
patterns of different groups at the same time (Cumbaa 1975) is the Shannon-
Weaver Index. This index was originally constructed for characterization of 
ecological diversity. Application in archeological contexts involves the 
use of a formula to generate a single value that is a measure of the number 
of species used at a site with relative abundance of each species taken into 
account. The derived value can be used to make relative comparisons with 
other sites where the same index was used. The formula is 
H I = Pi· (log Pi) 
where Pi is the number of the ith species divided by the sample size (Shannon 
and Weaver 1949). Values range from 0 to 4.99 with the upper range indicating 
greater diversity. Equitability is a measure of the proportional use or 
dependence on individual species. The Sheldon Index, denoted by 
E = HI/Hmax 
was used in this paper, where HI is the Diversity Index and Hmax is the log 
of the number of observed species (Sheldon 1969). Values range from 0 to 1, 
with a low value indicating heavy use of one species and a high value 
suggesting an even distribution of species in the sample. Natural logs were 
used in both formulas. The results of diversity and evenness determinations 
using both biomass and MNI for all the sites are presented in Table 3. 
OBSERVATIONS 
As indicat~d above, the biomass calculation is thought to be a more 
sensitive indicator of faunal use at a site than simple bone count, bone weight, 
MNI, or useable meat estimates incorporating average weight assumptions. 
Whenever possible it has been used for making comparisons that are applicable 
for testing the hypothesis of differential access to meat resulting from 
social status differences. 
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IMPLICATION 1 
As expected, the Dobree Site diversity is lower than the Hird and 
Hawkins-Davison sites using both biomass and individuals in the calculations 
indicating a less varied diet for the lower class colonist (Table 3). The ' 
difference between the diversity values obta~ned with biomass as opposed 
to MNI is quite large for all three sites. This is related to the differences 
that exist between the biomass versus the MNI percentages for each species. 
At the Hird site, for instance, wild birds comprise 21 percent of the 
individuals but less than one 1 percent of the biomass. 
IMPICATION 2 
Equitability values calculated for the sites, presented in Table 3, do 
not follow the expected pattern when either biomass or MNI is used. Apparently 
for all three sites, one species (Bos taurus) was used so heavily that differ-
ences in the amount of dependence on other species are obscured when measured 
in terms of equitability. The Hawkins-Davison values may be artificially 
high due to sample bias, although it is difficult to explain how the absence 
of small species could raise the eve ness value. 
IMPLICATION 3 
It is obvious from a comparison of the bone weight ratios of identifiable 
to nonidentifiable bone at each site (Table 4) that the Hawkins-Davison 
assemblage is not fully representative of small and/or unidentifiable fragments. 
Using total site biomass for computing biomass percentages for various taxa 
would therefore result in misleading values for the biased sample. In order 
to reduce this error the biomass percentages were calculated using the total 
biomass of identifiable species only (species for which MNI could be 
determined), under the assumption that identifiable bone was less likely to 
have been affected by the second "culling process" that was applied to the 
Hawkins-Davison collection. This was the procedure used in obtaining the 
percentages shown in Tables 1, 4 and 5. 
It should also be noted that the total biomass figures listed in Tables 
1, 3, 4 and 5 were found by summing the biomass weights for each species by 
provenience. This procedure yields higher total figures than simply plugging 
the total bone weight from all proveniences into the biomass formula, but it 
is felt to be justified since each feature is considered to represent a separate, 
relatively short-term depositional event. 
As expected, the percentages of wild versus domestic animal biomass 
that are presented in Table 4 are consistent with the relationship predicted by 
this test implieation: the Dobree Site has higher values for domestic animals 
than do the Hawkins-Davison or Hird sites (87.4, 8214, and 77.8 percent, 
respectively). These figures indicate that access to wild resources was strongly 
related to social status at Frederica. 
IMPLICATION 4 
The use of low and high status foods, as already defined, is indicated 
for the three sites in Table 5. Marked contrasts in the use of cattle and deer 
apparent, while the differences in biomass percentages for swine are small, 
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suggesting that Frederica's residents had fairly even access to this particular 
source of meat, :egard1ess of soc~al class. The contrast between the high 
st~tus use of s~lne at St. August1ne and the less differentiated use of 
sW1neat Freder1ca may reflec~ the degree of difficulty in procuring a scarce 
hunted versus a common domest1c resource, respectively (see Reitz 1979· 144 160) . . , 
A1t~oug~ the biomass data for swine does not overwhelmingly support the 
hypothes1s, 1t does follow the predicted relationship. Increased use of 
cattle and dec:eas~d use of deer by low status individuals in eighteenth 
century Frederlca 1S strongly suggested, indicating differential access to 
these resources resulting from differences in socioeconomic position. 
IMPLICATION 5 
. Tables 6 and 7 summarize the element distribution infonnation for cattle, 
SWlne, and deer. In general, the Dobree Site exhibited lower rather than higher 
percentages of the non-desirable skull/teeth portions of these animals when 
compared to the other sites; the hypothesis is not supported by the results 
of this test implication. It should be noted, however, that these percentages 
are derived from element count rather than biomass. Unfortunately the biomass 
of individual elements of each species was not recorded during the analysis. 
Until the more sensitive measure of biomass is used, the results of this test 
implication should be considered as inconclusive. 
IMPLICATION 6 
The predicted relationship between the fish and shark taxa, derived from 
Table 4, seems fo support the hypothesis if the Hawkins-Davison bias is taken 
into account. This faunal category obviously was not prominent in the diets 
of any of the three sites' inhabitants, and due to the small percentages 
observed it is considered to be a less reliable indicator of differential 
access to wild meat based on social status. 
In summary, I~plicat;ons 1, 2, and 6 support the hypothesis, and Implica-
tions 2 and 5 are inconclusive at present. The hypothesis is therefore not 
rejected. 
CONCLUSIONS 
By holding constant temporal, spatial, and cultural variables it has 
been possible to succe~sfully test the hypothesis that access to faunal 
resources varied according to the socioeconomic positions for at le~st some. 
of colonial Frederica's inhabitants. It logically follows that SOC10economlC 
status can be predicted at other sites from the analysis of faunal remains if 
the samples are representative and other variables are controlled. Thus, 
what has been demonstrated in this paper is that the zooarcheological study 
of subsistence patterns is a potentially powerful tool for answering questi~ns 
concerning the social structure and social relationships that.pertained d~rlng 
the colonial period at Frederica. Although the results of thlS study.obvl~usly 
are tentative, it is suggested that the social paramenters of other hlstorlc 
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sites can be profitably explored throug~ the application of zooarcheological 
techniques and rigorous control of variables affecting the archeological record. 
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~ahle 1. Species List. for the Dobree Sit.e, Lot 31 Sout.h', 
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28 77.0 1.56 0.7 
2~8 21 16.4 7220.2 97.57 46.5 
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2 2.0 









































Uniden tified reptile 1 0.2 0.01 0.004 
liligator mississippiensis 1 1 0.8 9.7 0.12 0.05 
--tmer1can-ar.rrgator 
Unidentified turtle 35 14.4 0.33 0.1 
Kinosternon 
mud tuttle 
sp 1 1 0.8 1.4 0.03 0.01 
Ter~aptne carolina 1 1 0.8 2.3 0.05 0.02 
--00 x urtle ---
aalaclem!i terra2in 8 4 1. 1 J.J 0.10 0.04 
d~amoD aCX-Yerrapin 
cf Cbrysemys scri~ta 1 0.5 0.01 0.004 
yeIIov-bellteduftle 
ChrYj!m~ scttpta 1 1 0.8 1.5 0.04 0.01 --Ve ow bel ed turtle 
cf QOHherus ~lyphemus 2 2.8 0.07 O.OJ 
gop error 015e 
Gop!erus rollPhemus 1 1 0.8 0.3 0.01 0.004 
gopIier or 0.1 se 
Colubridde 2 0.5 0.006 0.002 
Colubrids (snakes) 
Rana/Bufo 9 0.3 0.002 0.0004 
---U:oqO'r toad 
Carcharinus sp 2 2 1.6 0.4 0.06 0.02 
--requ'Iemshark 
Unidentified fish 1347 165.8 2.63 1.2 




26 3.7 0.01 0.03 
Art us felis , 91 10 1.8 34.5 0.60 0.2 
sea caff1sh 
Bagee marinus 34 5 3.9 11.5 0.20 0.09 
galft:opsa1.1 catfish 
ArchosacHus ~rQbatoceEhalus 1 1 0.8 0.6 0.01 0.004 
-slieeps ead 
Scianidae 12 10.3 0.30 0.1 
drums 
cf to~~nias cromis 1 0.9 0.03 0.01 
b a Qfim 
pogypi:s cromis 22 6 4.1 41.3 0.72 0.3 ac -drUm 
~ia30Ss ocellata 49 8 6.2 81.8 1.51 0.7 re rum 
Mugil St 13 5 3.9 1.2 0.03 0.01 lIu'Ile 
TOTALS 7282 128 15989.5 209.73 
-~-----------~~----~--------~-~---------~--------------~---
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Table 2. lllo.etric Constants Osed in BstiaatiDg Bio.ass of 
lniaals Represented ia This Study. 
---------~-~~~~~-~--~----~---~~-~~---~-------~~~~~~~-
Biollass 
Taxa N Slope (b, Y-intercept (log a) r 
Kammal 91 0.90 1.12 0.94 
Bird 307 0.91 1.04 0.91 
Turtle 26 0.67 0.51 0.55 
Snake 26 1.01 1.11 0.97 
Chondrichthyes 17 0.86 1.68 0.85 
Osteichthyes 393 0.81 0.90 0.80 
tion- Perciformes 119 0.19 0.85 0.88 
Siluriforlles 36 0.95 1. 15 0.81 
Pleuronectiforaes 21 0.89 1.09 0.95 
Perciformes 274 0.83 0.93 0.76 
Sparidae 22 0.92 0.96 0.98 
Sciaenidae 99 0.74 0.8" 0.73 
*lccording to Elizabeth J. Reitz (personal communication). 
Estimates made for the amphibians and alligator, for which 
the a and b constants are unknown, vere found using the 
formula 
skyletal wei~ht _ bone weight 
1. ve ve1.9 - X 
and the weight ratios mention,a by Reitz in her dissertation 
(1919:123,: 4.4 to 28.5 (amph1biansl and 95.3 to 1240.0g. 
(alligator). The uniden~ifl.ed rept11e vas calculated using 
the constants for turtles. 
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Table 3. DiYersity and Bvenaess Values £or Three Sites, 



































rable 4. Su .. arr of six Paonal Categories. Dobree Site. 
Port Frederica lational SODu.eDt 
------~~~~--~~~------~~--~~--------~-~--~-~~~--~------






Domestic Animals 46 36.2 108.8 81.4 
Wild Te rrestri a I 27 21.2 8.1 6.5 
Wild Birds 5 3.9 0.05 0.04 
Aquatic Reptiles 8 6.2 .3 0.2 
Pish and Sharks 37 29.1 3.1 2.5 
Commensals 4 3.1 3.8 3.1 
TOTALS 127 124.3 
Biomass of Taxa for Which HHI !A§ Not Determined 
Taxa Biomass 
kg I 
flallaals 81.35 95.3 
Birds 0.45 0.5 
Reptiles 0.42 0.4 
ADlphibians 0.002 0.002 




fable 4 (continued): Hawkins-Davison Site, Fort frederica 
Rational BODo.ent 










































~able Q (continued): Bird Site, Port PEederica latioDal 
lIonu.eDt 
































flammals 163.68 18.8 
Birds 1.33 0.6 
Reptiles 0.21 0.1 
Amphibians 0.01 0.005 
Pish and Sharks 42.59 20.5 
TOTAL 207.82 
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Table 5. Su •• ary of ~hree Species Pro. Three Sites, 
Port Prederica latioaal SODu.ent. 
---~-----------~---~-~----~--~--~~~-~----------~------------
Site Species fill Biomass 
t I kg I 
-~-----~--~-~-----------~---~---~~-~----~-----~-~----------
Dobree Cattle 21 16.5 91.5 18.4 
Hawkins-Davison Cattle 5 11.1 61.4 65.3 
Hird Cattle 15 6.3 163.3 67.2 
Dobree Swine 17 13.3 10.1 8.6 
Hawkins-Davison Swine 6 13.3 10.1 10.7 
Hird Swine 14 5.9 24.0 9.8 
Dobree Deer 15 11.8 7.2 5.8 
Hawkins-Da vison Deer 8 17.1 14.3 15.2 
Hird Deer 18 1.6 35.8 14.7 
*Values for the Hawkins-Davison and Bird sites are based OD 
recalculations made by Elizabeth J. Reitz on the data 
p.resented in her dissertation (1979: 276,280,300-301). 
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~able 6. Prequency of BODe Kle.eats, Dobree Site, Fort 
Frederica lational Bono.ent 
.. C 
'd • • .: as ~ til ... r-t ~ .., r-t 0 M 
~ t) l D 
.., • i i 






Procyon !~ 10 13 1 10 " 1 
Didelphis ~upialis 2 6 1 1 
Sylvilaqu~ sp 1 1 
Feli~ s~ 5 3 14 2 4 4 6 2 
Bos tay.I!!§ 29 3 42 7 53 11 21 46 
~ scrofa 96 14 " 4 13 5 14 1 Odocoileus virgini anus 25 23 3 " 14 1 17 
Capr~Qvis sp 3 2 
Gall.!!!! gallus 3 3 6 1 5 
Othe I birds. 1 2 l 3 
Ariidae 22 10 S4 65 
Sciaenidae 2 22 54 65 
!lugi! 7 1 5 
----~~~----~----~~~------~---~--~----~--~----------~------
*Identified to faai1y_ 
The categories "Fish Skull 11- aDd "Pish Skull 12" are 
composed of the following elements: 
pish Skull '1: ftax,lla, premaxilla, de~tary~ quadrate, 
art1cular, vomer, palat~De, ~rontal 
opercular, preopercular,.hYQmandibular, hyoid 
bones, post-temporal, gr1na~ng platforms, and 
ethmo~d cornu. 
Pish Skull' 2: Cleithrum, coracoid! scapula, pectoral spine, 
dorsal sp~ne, otoli h, basiooc~pitals, 
spheno~ic, basipter9in~s, pteryqlophores, 
pterot1c, and supraocc1p1tal. 
These tvo categories are exclusive of the "Skullj!eeth tl 
(miscellaneous fish skull bones) and "Vertebra" cateqories. 
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Table 1. Su •• ary of IIe.ent Distribution for Three Species 










68 21.4 110 72.9 
97 53.9 59 76.6 
101 31.9 241 79.0 
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334 79.0 
rigure 1. Viciaity Map, Fort lrederiea lfatioDal MODWIeat. 
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FIGURE 1: 'Vicinity Map, Fort Frederica National Monument. 
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ri~e 2. Site LoeatioD8, Fort Frederica Katioaal Moauaeat. 
Key: 1 -- Bird Site 
2 -- Bawkias-DaTiaoa Site 
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"EYE" BEADS IN THE SOUTHEAST 
Marvin T. Smith 
"Eye" beads are glass trade beads decorated with circular elements, 
or lIeyes,1I usually of mi11efiori cane. In the northeastern United States, 
where eye beads are more plentiful, they are often referred to as "f1ush-
eye ll beads, since the decorative eyes 'are usually marvered flush into the 
surface of the bead. Whi1€ eye beads were made in the ancient Mediterranean 
world (Eisen 1916), no serious study of them has been made in the New 
World. This paper will discuss eye beads in the southeastern U. S. of 
the Early Historic Period (pre 1670), when eye beads are most common and 
can be used as valuable chronological indicators. This paper will assemble 
the present evidence for the dating of Early Hi·storic eye type beads and 
present a classifica;tion scheme that is also expandable to include eye 
beads of later periods" Finally, a catalog of eye type beads in the South-
east is presen~ed, a-long with distributional data~ . 
Eye Beads as Ch"ronologica1 Indicators 
While different. varieties of eye beads are known, all appear to date 
from the same·, rather narrow time span,· since sites producing eye beads 
freq uent ly produce several va ri eti es ., They have been found in South Ameri ca, 
the southwestern U. S., th·e southeastern U. S., and in the northeastern U. S. 
Indeed they appe.~r tb constitute a horizon style, and as such can provide 
excellent chronological . control for contact period Indian sites. It is the 
contention of the author that eye beads were traded in the second half of 
the sixteenth century. 
Since eye beads have not been found on historically documented sites, 
their dating rests on .seriation studies of historic sites in the northeastern 
U. S., their association with other European objects, their absence from 
certain sites of known date, and inferences derived from studies of their 
distribution. First, e?{ternal (non-southeastern) evidence for the dating 
of eye beads is discussed, then the internal evidence for dating eye beads 
in the Southeast is presented. 
Perhaps the·· best 1 i ne of evi dence for the dati ng of eye beads comes 
from established archaeological sequences of Seneca, Oneida, and Susque-
hannock archaeological sites in the northeastern U. S. These towns moved 
peri odi ca lly and th us a 1 J ow rathe r accurate seri at i on of a rti fact types, 
including glass trade beads, even though exact calendar dates of occupation 
are unknown. Sites that produce eye beads are listed in Table I along 
with the published estimates of the occupation spans. Estimates for most 
sites range from A.D. 1575 - 1600, with a few sites believed to be occu-
pied as early as 1550, and at least one as late as 1637. The mean date 
for the sites is 1592.3, and only two sites have an occupation believed 
to originate in the seventeenth century. The Late Thruston Site, 1625 -
1637, has produced eye beads, but their presence may be the result of 
heir100ming (Pratt, personal communication). Omitting the Thruston site 
dates, the mean date would be 1586.8. Thus the evidence from the North-
east is reasonably consistent with a sixteenth century placement for eye beads. 
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TABLE 1 
Eye Beads in the Northeast 
Seneca 1550 1575 1600 1625 1650 References 
• 
Cameron Wray 1973 
Factory Hollow [ Wray 1973 
Dutch Hollow Wray 1973; Pratt 1976 
Oneida 
Cameron Pratt 1961; 1976 
Thurston D Pratt 1961; 1976 
..... 
..... Susguehannock '-J 
Blue Rock Heisey and Witmer 1962 
Funk Smith and Graybill 1977 
Kellar Fenstermaker 1974 
II Eye II Beads in the Southeast - Smith 
European evidence, although circumstantial, is none of the less also 
suggestive of a sixteenth century placement for eye beads. Karklins 
(1975) has made an extensive study of the glass bead industry in Holland, 
and has produced evidence that beads were manufactured there as early as 
1597. In his study of 550 classifiable glass beads representing 226 
types, no eye beads were present. Since Venetian craftsmen were imported, 
it is assumed that the technical expertise to produce eye beads was 
present. This suggests to this author that eye beads had gone out of 
style by the beginning of the seventeenth century. Obviously, a larger 
sample of Dutch beads would be desirable. 
Finally, one South American site has produced eye beads. At the 
Va1entim cemetery (Site A-4 in Meggers and Evans 1957: 58-59), two eye 
beads were found along with a Nueva Cadiz Plain bead. This latter bead 
type is known to date from the earliest periods of the Spanish conquest 
of the New World (Fairbanks 1967). This lends additional credance to a 
sixteenth century placement for eye type beads. The general absence of 
eye beads from Spanish contact sites that produce abundant Nueva Cadiz 
type beads suggests that these distinct styles overlapped very little in 
time, and that eye beads are generally later in time. 
Evidence for dating of eye type beads from the Southeast is also 
circumstantial. In Florida, at least three burial mounds and one other 
site have produced eye beads. These sites include the Mu'berry Mound 
(Smith 1956): Seven Oaks (Smith 1956; Fairbanks, personal communication), 
Philip Mound (Benson 1967), and Bishop's Hammock (Williams & Mowers 1979). 
The Philip mound collection also contained · the earlier Nueva Cadiz types. 
Seventeenth century Spanish mission sites in Florida have not produced 
eye beads (Penman 197.2; Boyd, Smith, and Griffin 1951; Deagan 1972). This 
suggests that eye beads date to the late sixteenth century, since I suspect 
that the use of burial mounds decreased rapidly in the late sixteenth 
century with the arrival of Spanish missionaries. Again, the sample size 
of published beads from the missions is small. Increased samples could 
alter the interpretation. 
In the interior Southeast, eye beads have been found in one site in 
Georgia, two sites in Tennessee, and three sites in Alabama (See Fig. 1 and 
below). Elsewhere I have interpreted the distribution of these beads in 
the interior as suggestive of trade or gifts from the Deluna expedition of 
1560 and the Pardo expedition of 1566-1568 (Smith 1976; 1977). These 
beads invariably form portions of necklaces of a variety of glass beads, 
and we know specifically that the Pardo expedition distributed necklaces 
as gifts (DePratter and Smith 1979). At the Bradford Ferry site in Alabama, 
eye beads have been found in direct association with Clarkesda1e bells, a 
type which Brain (1975) believes dates to the . mid-sixteenth century . 
Eye beads apparently went out of style in the late sixteenth or early 
seventeenth century. Although a few eye type beads with drawn cane bodies 
are known from late seventeenth or early eighteenth century contexts in 
New York (Wray 1973) and South Carolina (Storey n.d.: Type 198), these 
beads are unlike those I have attributed to the sixteenth century. The 
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FIGURE 1. Distribution of Eye Beads in the Southeast. 
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unique specimen is a long tubular bead with a stripe and an eye. Eye 
beads agai n become popu1 ar in" the 1 ate ei ghteenth and ni neteenth centuri es , 
but these types are constructed of wire wound bead body with added eyes, 
and are readily distinguishable from the early types. It thus appears that 
drawn cane type eye beads can be used as excellent time markers for the 
last half of the sixteenth century. Perhaps excavation at Santa Elena or 
St. Augustine will provide beads in an historically dated context to confirm 
this analysis. 
Classification of Eye Beads 
The classification of eye beads is based largely on the bead classi-
fication scheme devised by Lyle Stone (1974) with a few changes. Definitions 
of all terminology utilized to describe manufacturing techniques and bead 
strucuture can be found in Stone (1974), except for the Fused Class described 
below. Figure 2 graphically illustrates the four level classification scheme. 
At the Class level, eye beads are divided according to the manufacturing 
techniques of the main bead body. Class I contains all beads formed by the 
drawn cane technique. These beads are invariably tumbled. Class II con-
tains all beads formed by the wirewound technique. Class III is newly defined 
to include beads constructed entirely of millefiori canes fused together into 
a tubular mass and is called Fused beads. Class II and III beads are common 
on sites of the late eighteenth through twentieth centuries and will not be 
discussed further in this paper. Class III beads are typically found in the 
nineteenth century African trade. 
The next level of classification, the Series, refers to the structure 
of the body of the bead. Series A refers to beads of ,complex construction, 
that is, beads with bodies of simple construction with impressed decoration. 
Series B refers to beads with composite construction, that is, beads with 
bodies of several concentric layers of different colors of glass (compound 
construction) with impressed decorations. 
The third level of classification, the Type, refers to the type of 
eye decoration. Eye types (Fig. 3) include the Sunburst eye, which appears 
like a flower, five pointed star, or dot surrounded by rays; the Circular 
Eye, made up of .concentric circles of two or more colors of glass; the 
Chevron Eye, made up of multilayered, toothed chevron cane; the Star Eye, 
consisting of a central star surrounded by rays; and the Dot Eye, made up 
of simple monochrome dots. This latter eye type has not been observed 
in Early Historic samples, but is included for later use in classifying late 
historic samples. Other types of eyes may eventually be noted, and can easily 
be added to the list of types. It should be noted that virtually all early 
historic period eye bea~s have three equally spaced eyes per bead. 
Finally at the Variety level, beads are classified according to color. 
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FIGURE 2 
EYE BEAD CLASSIFICATION 
CLASS SERIES TYPE VARIETY 
(Manufacturing Technique) (Structure) (Eye) (Specific Color Combinations) 
I. Drawn Cane Sunburst 
A. Complex Star 
II. Wirewound Dot 
B. Composite Circular 
}-I 
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Catalog of Eye Beads from the Southeast 
Class I, Series A, Type--Sunburst, Variety 1. Turquoise blue body 
with red and white eyes (Fig. 4). This type is found at the Taskigi 
site, Bradford Ferry site, and Terrapin Creek site in Alabama (Smith 1976; 
1977) and the Philip Mound in Florida (Benson 1967). Two Beads of this 
type were apparently found by C. B. Moore at the Mulberry Mound in Florida 
(H. Smith 1956), but the description by Hale Smith does not allow a 
positive identification. This is the most common eye bead in the Southeast. 
Class I, Series A, Type--Sunburst, Variety 2. As above but also 
has white stripes parallel to the perforation between eyes (Fig. 4). This 
type was -found at site 9Ge948 in Georgi a (Smi th 1979), the Phi 1 i p Mound 
in Florida (Benson 1967), and at the Bradford Ferry site in Alabama 
(Smi th 1976). 
Class I, Series A, Type--Sunburst, Variety 3. Translucent turquoise 
blue body with two eyes consisting of a black dot surrounded by red and · 
white "rays.'" Only one bead of this variety is known. It was found with 
a burial on Williams Island, Tennessee (Smith 1976). 
Class I, Series A, Type--Circu1ar, Variety 1. White body with three 
blue and white eyes (Fig. 4). This bead was found in the Southeast at 
the Bradford Ferry and Terrapin Creek sites in Alabama (Smith 1976; 1977). 
This specific type also occurs in the northeast at the Seneca Cameron site 
(Wray 1973) and the Susquehannock Blue Rock (Heisey and Witmer 1962) and 
Funk sites (Smith and Graybill 1977). This is another relatively common 
eye bead type in the Southeast. The presence of this bead in the Northeast 
and Southeast suggests a Venetian origin to me, since Venice was the major 
bead producer in the sixteenth century. 
Class I, Series A, Type--Circu1ar, Variet 2. White body as above 
but with eyes made up of three concentric rings inside to outside) of 
red, white, and blue glass. This type has been reported from a site near 
a tributary of the Tennessee River east of Knoxville (Gene Wright, personal 
communication). 
Class I, Series A, Type--Chevron, Variety 1. Opaque navy blue olive 
shaped body with four chevron eyes composed of four concentric zig-zag 
layers of glass (inside to outside): blue, white, red, and white. This 
bead was recovered on Williams Island from the same burial mentioned above 
(Smith 1976). 
Class I, Series A, Type--Chevron, Variety 2. Opaque medium blue 
olive shaped bead with four, unequally spaced chevron eyes composed of 
concentric layers of glass (inside to outside): translucent green, 
opaque white, brick red, and white; with red, white, and blue stripes 
placed in the teeth. A final layer of clear glass covers the circum-
ference of the eye cane (Fig. 4). This bead was found at the Seven Oaks 
site, Florida (Smith 1956, Fairbanks, personal communication). A bead 
which appears similar was found at the Bishop's Hammock site, Broward 
County, Florida (Williams and Mowers 1972: 25). 
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Series A, Type - Sunburst, Variety 1 
A Sunburst 2 
A Circular 1 
A Chevron 2 
FIGURE 4. Selected eye beads from the Southeast. 
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Class I, Series B, Type--Sunburst, Variety 1. Compound layered 
bead body of translucent blue over opaque white over a translucent blue 
core. The eyes are red and white sunburst eyes and are identical to 
those on Class I, Series A, Type--Sunburst, Variety 1 above. This 
variety has been found in the Southeast at the Terrapin Creek site in 
Alabama (Smith 1976; 1977). 
Conclusions 
Eye beads are excellent chronological indicators for the second 
half of the sixteenth century. To date, eight varieties of eye beads 
have been identified from ten sites in the southeastern U. S. The 
author is interested in collecting additional information on the dis-
tribution of early bead forms. 
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.McC~rthyls paper "Itls in the Can" (1977), and its subsequent 
publl:atlon as part of "Regularity and Variability in Contemporary Garbage 
(RathJe ~nd McCa~thy 1977: 278-284), has been one of the first archaeologi-
cal studle~ to dlrect1y confront the problem of analyzing historic metal 
food contalners that lack very diagnostic functional attributes such as 
paper or embossed labels and distinctive shapes. In many site reports 
~nly these readily diagnostic items are described, dated and functionally 
lnterpreted: 
Numerous rusted and badly decomposed cans were observed, but 
few were collected. Some of these yielded manufacturing dates, 
but the vast majority could not be identified. Except for a 
few highly characteristic containers (baking powder, coffee, 
evaporated mild, lard, meat, sardines and similar cans), con-
tent analysis rested solely upon label preservation. These 
items, therefore, seemed generally unworthy of much consider-
ation. Known tin can temporal indicators, regardless of this 
built-in sampling bias, were 'consistently sought out and 
·collected whenever encountered (Ward, Abbink and Stein 1977: 
268) . 
In other words, often the largest and most functionally meaningful part 
of the tin container sample is neglected and underuti1ized: fruit and 
vegetable containers, and ,less distinctively shaped meat and fish cans. 
A somewhat more complete and less biased descriptive and interpretive 
analysis of the metal container sample from the Silcott site was carried 
out, but again, in numerous cases, no functions were felt to be ascertain-
able for many of the less diagnostic containers (Adams, Gaw and Leonhardy 
1975: 99, 138-141, 196-7, 217-8, Adams 1977: 51-4). The main difficulty 
in analyzing metal food containers therefore seems to be that an adequate 
functional typology based on the attributes of the containers, regardless 
of additional label information present, has not been developed. By 
employing the Monte Carlo simulation technique, McCarthy uses can size 
to try and infer the functions or contents of food cans with less diagnostic 
attributes. His applications of the technique, however, are lacking in 
rigor in certain areas mainly as he is not familiar enough with existing 
historical food comments or with food canning technology for the 1800's 
and early 1900·s. It is to these matters and to several others that 
the following comments and additional considerations are directed. 
Relative Significance of Canned Foods 
. Although the dietary patterns at historic sites usually include 
foodstuffs packages in metal containers, and although these tinned foods 
have tended to be overlooked or poorly sampled in site excavations to date, 
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i~ is ~ery unlikely that such packaged foods were a major component of 
~lets 1n the late 19th or early 20th centuries in North America. McCarthy's 
1ntroductory paragraph in each publication implies that food in tin cans 
constituted "a significant portion of all foods consumed in the United 
States" (McCarthy 1977: 69; Rathje and McCarthy 1977: 278), and cites as 
an example vegetables in which 39-percent of the 1939 crop was canned. One 
must then take into account, however, both the percentage of the total 
diet consisting of vegetables and the 6l-percent of the vegetable crop 
that was uncanned. 
Historical documents which have been examined in conjunction with 
our excavations at Fort Walsh, a Northwest Mounted Police post in 
Saskatchewan (1875-1883), and at Dawson City, a gold-mining town in the 
Yukon (1897-the present) strongly suggest that the staple foods brought 
in were items such as flour, rice, beans, and hardtack, which came 
packaged in barrels and sacks. Fresh meat, such as beef and moose, plus 
bacon, dried fruits, such as apples and raisins, dried vegetables, tea, 
coffee, sugar, and salt were important secondary subsistence items, but 
none of these except for the beverages and some of the bacon were packaged 
in metal containers (Archibald and Carter 1973: 15, 22-30, 139-169; Canada. 
Parliament 1879). Thus, the variable of nutrition from non-canned foods, 
whether they are imported to the site or locally procured, is extremely 
critical and must be controlled for at historic sites when trying to 
reconstruct the diet or economic food patterns that existed and to assess 
the relative importance of anyone type of food such as canned goods. 
It is only on the final pages of his report (1977: 80-81) that 
McCarthy partially addresses this critical problem, yet it greatly affects 
the utility of his study: 
It is unfortunate that the site data does not allow explicit 
hypotheses to be tested, as the information on sUbsistence 
components other than tin cans is not available. 
One variable in the sUbsistence base of an historic site may 
now be quantified. By itself this method is of minimal utility, 
but combined with other controlled subsistence-related variables, 
important questions concerning economic and dietary factors in 
such sites may be tested. 
While historical documents can provide a lot of information on sub-
sistence items whose packaging is not found archaeologically, it is only 
by developing much more rigorous sampling and analyses methods for all 
faunal and floral remains that either historic or prehistoric archaeologists 
will be able to put together a more complete sUbsistence resource picture 
for any site and to calculate the relative importance or nutritive importance 
of various foods to the overall diet. 
Monte Carlo Simulations and Known Canned Food Population 
The Monte Carlo technique is first used by McCarthy to simulate the 
unknown distribution of food products in a past can population by utilizing 
probabilities determined from the make-up of a known analogous recent 
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population (1977: 69). With a bit more intensive historical research 
into past food pack statistics for the 1800 ls and the early 1900 1s, 
however, the relative proportions of these various past canned foods 
could be accurately derived, and thus not have to be II simu1ated il by 
using the Monte Carlo process. McCarthyls statement (1977: 73) that 
"furthermore, no data on foods in cans is available before 1904" is 
very incorrect and yet it is this supposed lack of information about the 
past can population that prompts him to use the Monte Carlo statistical 
techniques in this first step of a two step application. The data 
is not centralized in one source, but it is available in various 
documents, such as government reports of the fishery and agriculture 
departments, and in publications of The Canning Trade. 
Goodels edited volumes on fisheries in the United States provide 
an incredibly detailed amount of information on early canning packs 
for foods such as lobsters, oysters, sardines, and salmon. Several 
examples will suffice: 
In 1880 about 2,000,000 pounds of canned lobsters, valued at 
$238,000, were put up on the coast of Maine. These included 
1,542,696 one-pound cans, 148,704 two-pound cans, and 139,801 
of other brands (Rathbun 1887: 695). 
A table by Earll (1887: 521) gives a detailed break-down of the sardine 
packs in the United States for each year 1875 to 1880 by both can size 
and type of sardine, i.e. packed in oil or packed in tomato sauce. 
Another good reference is by Cobb in which Pacific Coast salmon pack 
statistics are given for 1866 to 1928, and in which packs by both 
can size and salmon species are given for the years 1913 to 1920 (1930: 
553-5, 578-9). Although The Canning Trade's pre-1904 publications are 
not easily obtainable, a fairly recent issue of the Almanac provides 
an informative table with pack, can size, and price information on 
tomatoes, corn, and peas for the United States between 1890 and 1931 (1931: 
63-64). These are just several of many historical references that could 
be compiled to enable food pack statistics by both product and can size 
to be accurately reconstructed for the 1800's and the early 1900 ls 
in North America. 
Also, for his "known" population, imported canned food items 
such as French sardines, and French peas and mushrooms, were not included 
in McCarthy's calculations of relative food proportions. Such imports, 
however, could alter quite markedly the relative frequencies of various 
canned foods consumed by a particular group. Sardines, for example, were 
totally imported until around 1880 when American packs of this item were 
perfected: 
It will be further seen that of the entire importation of 
sardines and anchovies during the period covered by the 
above table (1858-1880), over 81 per cent. came directly 
from France, .... (Earll 1887: 520,522). 
Earll further notes, regarding American sardine production and imported 
sardines, that: 
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Even if we place the total products of the American 
canneries for the entire season of 1880 against those 
imported for the year ending June 30, it will be seen 
that imported goods exceed those of home manufacture by 
$284,756 (1887: 522). 
Schwaab also points out that the monetary value of imported canned fruits 
outweighte~ exported can~ed fruits, or in other words, that imported 
canned frults formed an lmportant part of all canned fruits consumed 
in the United States: "In 1889 the exports of canned fruits amounted 
to $915,340.00; imports, $1,042,846.00 11 (1899: 51). 
High exports of certain North American products such as salmon 
likewise would affect the relative proportions of food cans that could 
expect to be found in sites excavated here. The market for canned salmon, 
especially in the 1800s, was industrial Europe, and especially Great 
Britain (Jordan and Gilbert 1887: 752; Ralston 1969: 40, 42). Rathbun 
mentions that for the 1880 Maine lobster pack lIabout one-half of the 
canned goods was exported to Europe and a large part of the remainder 
was shipped to the Western and Southwestern States ll (1887: 695). 
Thus, even though the "stochastic element" of the Monte Carlo 
technique (1977: 69-71) helps McCarthy to compensate for possible 
deviations in relative canned food frequencies of the unknown site can 
population with the known canned food pack population, it does not 
allow for factors, such as imports and exports of canned foods, that 
would have produced marked deviations to the relative food frequencies 
within his known population of cans. Any important variables such as 
these which alter distributions within the known population should 
be taken into account whether the known population data is compiled 
from historical documents or derived from recent pack statistics. Thus, 
in the very first steps of his Monte Carlo technique where percentages 
of occurrence of classes and technique where percentages of occurrence 
of classes and subclasses in the known pack population are calculated 
(1977: 70, 73), McCarthy should have obtained such import/export data 
and ascertained their effects on the United States pack figures in terms 
of altering the frequencies of the various canned foods that then would 
have been available for domestic consumption. In other words, a question 
arises about the accuracy of the canned food frequencies in McCarthy's 
"known" can food pack population which he is using as a basis for 
simulating class and subclass frequencies in his archaeological can sample. 
McCarthy himself notes (1977: 74) that central to the use of the Monte 
Carlo simulation is the assumption that national pack figures can accurately 
reflect local distributions. 
Monte Carlo Simulations and Nutritive Values of Can Contents 
McCarthy's second step in the application of the Monte Carlo 
simulation involved calculating "a range of nutritive values for the 
probable contents of the cans" (1977: 69). It is this second step that 
is more innovative and that has more applicability than the first step 
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i~ terms.of contribut~ng to the funct~onal and nutritive analysis of less 
d1agnost1c archaeolog1cal metal conta1ners. For instance, more than one 
c~ass of food, such as vege~ables or fish, often comes packaged in the same 
~lze and shape of can, but 1f the pack/availability frequencies of each food 
1n that can type are known then the frequency percentages can be used to 
calculate both the probable type of food and the probable nutritive value 
of t~e food in the archaeological cans of the same type. McCarthy 
has 111ustrated this type of application for subclasses of vegetables 
(1977: 71-72) that come packaged in the same can types and for multiple 
food cla~ses, such as fruits and vegetables, packed in can size #1 (1977: 
78, Tact1c 3). 
Application to Jackrabbit Mine Site 
McCarthy states that "all of the relevant artifacts in the sample 
(96) were ho1e-in-cap cans" or the style of can which had food put through 
a hole left in the top end of the container and then had the hole sealed 
shut with a small cap (1977: 77). Does this statement mean that McCarthy 
selected only ho1e-in-cap cans from his total can sample, i.e. they were 
defined as the II re1evant" ones, or does it mean that all of the food cans 
in the sample fram Locus 15 were of the hole-in-cap type? If the latter 
situation applies, McCarthy's can sample is very atypical of the period 
as several types of hermetically sealed food cans only had a small soldered 
vent hole on the top end and did not have a "cap" piece at all. Foods such 
as salmon and meat often were solidly packed into the cans before a one-
piece top end with a vent hole was put on, and were not put into the can 
through a hole after the top end was soldered on. The cans then were almost 
totally immersed in a water bath to cook the food and to force out excess 
air through the vent hole. After this process, the cans were removed 
from the bath to have their vent holes quickly soldered shut before being 
reimmersed into a second bath for a final cooking (Cobb 1930: 517; Inter-
national Tin Research & Development Council '1939: 29,62). Evaporated milk 
cans with small vent holes (Hunziker 1914: 90-91), for example, are 
noticeably absent from the Jackrabbit site sample which is uncommon for 
food can samples from historic sites (Adams 1977: 52; Teaque 1980: 109; Ward 
1977: 249, 267-8). One wonders whether they were present along with others 
such as beef cans but inavertent1y excluded from the "re1evant ll sample of 
hermetically sealed food cans because they lacked the ho1e-in-cap style of 
top end closure. 
A detailed table on can sizes and related foodstuffs published by The 
Canning Trade (1919: 240-241) seems to indicate that the 1914 Census of 
Manufacturers statistics on foodstuffs by can size used to calculate 
frequencies for the Jackrabbit Mine cans were oversimplified. Thus, by 
relying on this one source, McCarthy has not included the full range of 
major food products that could have been contained in the different sizes 
of archaeological cans. For example, only one foodstuff supposedly was 
packed in each of the can sizes 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, l-pound flat, and 1-pound 
salmon (McCarthy 1977: 78, 90). The Canning Trade, however, lists the 
following products in each of these can sizes: sardines, lobsters, and 
tuna in the 1/4's; lobsters, salmon, and tuna in the 1/2's; lobsters and 
sardines in the 3/4's; salmon in 1-pound flats; and salmon and fruits in 
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l-pound salmons or No.1 Ta11s (1919: 240-241). Both The Canning Trade 
(1919: 36, 139-147) and Schwaab (1899: 47, 113-116), plus more contemporary 
references (Sacharow and Griffin 1970: 27) also list meat as a product 
packed in can sizes 1, 2, 2 1/2, and 300 or 1 1/2, that were found at 
Jackrabbit Mine. McCarthy though, has not included meats in the calcula-
tions of either his class or subclass food matrices. Several additional 
~iscr~pancies relate to the can sizes #8 and #300 mentioned in McCarthy's 
Tactlcs 4 and 5" (1977: 79, 90). The Canning Trade (1919: 240-241) has 
can size #8 being used to pack both vegetables, such as asparagus, beans, 
and tomatoes, as well as fruit, yet McCarthy has allocated this size totally 
to the fruit class. Similarly, for size #300, or 1 1/2, which McCarthy has 
allocated totally to juice, most references list vegetables and fruits, 
along with some soup, meat and seafoods, as products packed in this size 
(The Canning Trade 1919: 240-241; Sacharow and Griffin 1970: 26-27; 
Schwaab 1899: 113). In summary, the use of such simplified, or imprecise, 
distributions of food types by can sizes for the known 1914 population 
will only result in simplified and imprecise probable canned food distribu-
tions and nutritional values being created or simulated for the unknown 
population of Jackrabbit Mine site cans of 1906 to 1911. 
Conclusions 
Although historic sites usually include large numbers of nondiagnostic 
metal food containers, and although these artifacts have been largely 
overlooked or poorly sampled in site excavations to date, such packaged 
foods were not a major component of diets in the late 19th or the early 
20th centuries in North America as McCarthy suggests. Non-canned foods 
packaged in more perishable containers formed the major staples of the 
diet instead. Historic archaeologists, therefore, must not only sample 
and analyze metal food containers more rigorously, but they must do the same 
for non-canned floral and faunal remains so that more complete subsistence 
resource histories can be established for various sites and so that the 
relative importances of various foods to the overall diet can be calculated. 
McCarthy's application of the Monte Carlo technique is relatively 
innovative and his study is one of very few that has directly confronted 
the problem of analyzing nondiagnostic metal food containers from historic 
sites. The compilation of various food pack statistics from historical 
documents, however, will lessen the necessity of using such procedures except 
for the steps used to calculate nutritive values for the known canned 
food pack distributions. 
The distributions of food classes and can sizes that McCarthy calculated 
for his known populations were not rigorously arrived at for the following 
main reasons. Firstly, the importation and exportation of large quantities 
of various canned foods were not controlled for and yet such factors would 
have produced marked deviations to the relative food frequencies and can 
sizes within his known population. Secondly, major food classes such as 
meat were not included when can sizes were allocated to various food classes 
and subclasses for the Jackrabbit Mine Site even though there is documentation 
that the various can sizes in question were used for packaging such products. 
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The atypical absence of evaporated milk cans from the Jackrabbit 
Mine site can sample makes one wonder if McCarthy inadvertently excluded 
milk and other hermetically sealed food cans from his sample by selecting 
"hole-in-cap" tin cans and not including "vent hole" tin cans that has 
no "cap" pieces. Certain food classes, such as milk, meat, and salmon, 
may be under-represented or not represented at all in the can population 
that McCarthy examined for Jackrabbit Mine if such can types were 
unknowingly excluded. 
Statistics that McCarthy used from the 1914 Census to calculate 
distributions of food types by can sizes for his known popluation were 
quite imprecise so that the simulated canned food distributions and 
nutritional values created for the Jackrabbit Mine site are likely quite 
inaccurate as well. 
In summary, McCarthy's application of the Monte Carlo statistical 
technique has some potential with regards to analyzing nondiagnostic metal 
food containers from sites, but there are quite a few areas in which 
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A CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND TEST OF 
STANLEY SOUTH'S ARTIFACT PATTERNS 
Stephen G. Warfel 
Traditionally American archaeologists have confined their efforts 
to the mere description of the archaeological record, often treating 
each excavated site as if it were a unique phenomenon with regards to 
temporal, spatial, and cultural dimensions. At best, such particu-
laristic undertakings address only two of the three aims of archaeology, 
namely, the reconstruction of culture history and the reconstruction of 
past 1ifeways (see Binford 1968: 5-32). Since the 1960's, however, 
increasing attention has been given to the long-neglected third aim of 
archaeo10gy--the delineation and explanation of culture process. Assuming 
that archaeological remains are the product of a past cultural system 
which consisted in patterned human behavior, many archaeologists now feel 
that the key to understanding culture process lies in pattern recognition 
(cf. South 1977: 31; Watson, Le Blanc, and Redman 1971: 34-50; Longacre 
1968: 91; Hill 1970: 104). 
Stanley South has recently proposed in his text, Method and Theory 
in Historical Archaeology (1977), two artifact patterns which are thought 
to be representative of the 18th century British-American colonial cul-
ture system. Both patterns, one characteristic of "mainstream" Colonial 
sites and the other characteristic of frontier Colonial sites, are based 
on · comparative quantitative analyses of an extremely small sample of 
historic site artifact assemblages. 
The intent of this paper is to present the results of a recently 
conducted study in which South's patterns were critically evaluated and 
then applied to an 18th century artifact assemblage retrieved during pre-
liminary archaeological invetigations at Fort Butts, a Revolutionary War 
fortification located on Butts Hill, near Portsmouth, Rhode Island. The 
conceptual framework within which South's research and the present study 
lies will first be discussed, followed by a statement of theoretical 
justification and definition of research problems. The nature of South's 
operational models and the assumptions underlying them will then be 
critically examined. Finally, results of the application of South's 
models to the Fort Butts materials will be discussed and conclusions 
drawn. 
Conceptual Framework 
A concern with the delineation of patterns in culture and society 
is as old as American anthropology itself. Nineteenth century evolu-
tionists attempted to identify broad schemes of sociocultural develop-
ment which characterized all phases of human evolution. Their derived 
schemes, however, were substantively so weak and speculative that inad-
vertently a backlash, founded in early 20th century scientific positivism, 
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was.generate~. Consequently, the principal aim of American anthropology 
dur~n~ the flrst ~a1f of the 20th century was to objectively gather 
e~plr1:a1 ~ata wh~c~ wou1~ contribute to the understanding of cultural 
d1verSlty 1n speclflc env1ronmental settings and not provide universal 
formulas of developmental cultural processes. 
By the 1950's, a new look at sociocultural evolution became possi-
ble as large quantities of empirical data, collected earlier in the 20th 
centur~, revealed ~e~ular patter~s of development. Theories of specific 
evolutlon and mu1tl11neal evolutlon, based on parallels in specific 
evolution, were developed in an attempt to explain identifiable sequences 
of cultural stability and change. At the end of the decade the search 
f?r sociocultural laws had been revitalized, guided by a new emphasis 
dlrected toward the statement of empirical generalizations. 
The "exp1icit1y scientific" anthropology of the 1960's and 1970's, 
in which South's work is embedded, represents the desire to combine the 
19th century evolutionists' quest for general evolutionary laws with the 
20th century empiricists' reliance on factual evidence. The hypothetico-
deductive method, i.e., deducing and testing hypothetical theories from 
empirically based, inductively derived generalizations, is considered by 
the "New Anthropology" to be the acceptable procedure by which the present 
and past should be investigated. 
Stanley South's research represents an attempt to establish an induc-
tive base through the recognition of artifact patterns abstracted from 
empirical data. Once the lawlike regularity and variability assumed to 
characterize the archaeological record of 18th century British-American 
colonial sites is known, explanations as to why they exist can be for-
warded for testing, leading to an understanding of the processes governing 
past human behavior. South's procedures of investigation and epistemo-
logical orientatio'n are representative of current method and theory in 
American archaeology. 
THEORETICAL JUSTIFICATION 
If one accepts the position that pattern recognition is the first 
step which must be taken in order to understand and explain culture pro-
cess operative in the past, South's work is significant. It represents 
the initial attempt made by an historical archaeologist to delineate the 
patterned regularity and variability of the 18th century Brit~sh-~merican 
colonial culture system. Furthermore, the endeavor to recogn1ze total 
cultural patterns" {cf. Kroeber 1948: 316-328} compels the anthropologi-
cal archaeologist to go beyond specific site analysis and viewing the 
site as a unique phenomenon. The extent of uniformity imposed on each 
site as a consequence of its existence in a cultural system can only be 
known as a result of comparative qualitative and quantitative analysis. 
In terms of practical applicability, once recognized patterns, tested 
for reliability, are known, predictable ranges can be establ~shed to a~d 
in the interpretation of undocumented or poorly documented sltes. Ultl-
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mately,.it is hoped that reliable historic site methods and theory can 
be applled to the analysis of prehistoric remains as well. 
In conclusion, if archaeology is to produce more than a mere inven-
tory of a past society's material remains, it must address the cultural 
processes responsible for the regularity and variability evident in the 
archaeological record. Stanley South's work and further research related 
to his findings are seen to be consistent with the realization of all 
three of American archaeology's professed aims. 
STATEMENT OF RESEARCH PROBLEMS 
As previously mentioned, South's pattern delineation was based on 
a very small sample of 18th century historic site assemblages. 1 The 
"mainstream" pattern was derived as a ,result of the comparative quanti-
tative analysis of only five artifact assemblages, all of which were 
retrieved from archaeological sites in North and South Carolina. This 
pattern has been dubbed by South as the "Carolina Artifact Pattern" and 
will be referred to hereafter as the C.A.P. The frontier pattern was 
derived from the comparative quantitative analysis of only three arti-
fact assemblages retrieved from sites located in Pennsylvania, South 
Carolina, and Florida. Dubbed by South as the "Frontier Artifact Pat-
tern", this pattern will be referred to hereafter as the F.A.P. 
The primary objective of the present study was to determine the 
applicability of South's patterns, construed to represent descriptive 
models, to an 18th century Rhode Island site--Fort Butts, which also 
existed in the British-American colonial cultural system. The Fort 
Butts excavation,.conducted and reported on by L.E. Babits in 1978, 
produced an artifact assemblage which had been collected by methods com-
parable to those used by South in the recovery of data from which his 
artifact patterns were abstracted. Since the Fort Butts collection 
represented a comparable sample and the site was not located in a fron-
tier setting, it was hypothesized that there should be a better fit be-
tween the Rhode Island military fort site assemblage and the C.A.P. than 
with the F.A.P. Specifically, the study sought to determine the extent 
to which Fort Butts' empirical artifact profile compared with the empiri-
cal and predicted artifact profiles delineated by South for the C.A.P. 
and F.A.P. 
Additionally, the study was designed to test particular artifact 
group and class ratio relationships identified by South and hypothesized 
to be characteristic of military sites existent within the 18th century 
British-American culture system. These included: arms to furniture , 
group ratio relationships; wine bottles to ceramics to nails class ratio 
relationships; and independent class ratio relationships, such as, mili-
tary object and bone ratio relationships. 
As South's pattern recognition procedures were evaluated, several 
methodological inconsistencies were observed which prompted the author 
to modi fy the c. A. P. Hence, the modi fi ed C. A. P. \'Ias app 1 i ed to the Fort 
Butts materials with respect to the above-stated research problems as well. 
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OPERATIONAL MODELS 
The purpose of this section is to describe South's models--the 
C.A.P. and the F.A.P., their underlyin.g assumptions, the means by which 
they were abstracted from empirical data, and the analytical techniques 
used to identify various artifact group and class relationships. Modifi-
cation of the C.A.P. will also be discussed. . 
Underlying Assumptions 
The C.A.P. and the F.A.P. are descriptive models, designed to iden-
tify patterned regularity and variability extant in the material remains 
of the 18th century British-American colonial culture system. Both pat-
terns are based on a variety of related assumptions pertaining to the 
nature of culture and the processes responsible for the formation of the 
archaeological record. They include: 
1) Culture is patterned, and the material remains of culture are 
patterned as well. 
2) " ... each household in an eighteenth-century British colonial 
society represents a sy~tem within a much larger system of com-
plex variables, with the larger system imposing on each house-
hold a degree of uniformity in the relationship among its be-
havioral parts" (South 1977: 86). 
3) "British colonial behavior should reveal regularities in pat-
t:rning in the archaeological record from British colonial 
sltes ... (South 1977: 88). 
4) " ... specia1ized behavioral activities should reveal contrasting 
patterns on such sites" (South 1977: 88). 
5) "These patterns will be recognized through quantification of 
the behavioral by-products which form the archaeological record" 
(South 1977: 88). 
6) " ... given the British colonial cultural system, generalizing 
archaeological formation processes will tend to produce similar 
artifact ratios when artifact groups are compared, unless, of 
course, special behavioral activities ske\-I the general picture" 
(South 1977: 88). 
South's view of culture is difficult to classify as either normative 
or systemic. In that his recognition of artifact patterns emphasizes the 
relations between and among groups and classes of artifacts as well as 
the discovery of the range of variation in the archaeological record, it 
is consistent with a systemic view of culture (cf. Watson, Le Blanc, and 
Redman 1971: 64-65; Binford 1972a: 127-128). Yet, throughout his text 
he intimates that regularity is to be expected in the behavioral by-products 
of the British-American colonial culture system as a result of shared norms. 
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Concerning the above-listed assumptions, South writes: 
These postulates regarding broad culture process are 
related to the assumption that a British family on the 
way.to America in ~he eighteenth-century would bring a 
baS1C set of behavlora1 modes, attitudes, and associated 
artifacts that would not vary regardless of whether their 
ship landed at Charleston, Savannah, or Philadelphia. 
Since a middle class laborer in Charleston would contribute 
his per capita, per year procurement-use-breakage-discard 
record in a ratio similar to his counterpart in Savannah 
or Philadelphia, some uniformity in the record would cer-
tainly be expected (1977: 86-87). 
Such a view of culture has been criticized by members ·of the "systemic 
schoo111 for its inability to see culture as an adaptive system which is 
participated in differentially (see Binford 1972a: 127). In the state-
ment quoted above, South does not consider the possibility that the British 
immigrant settling in Charleston, Savannah, or Philadelphia could encounter 
a variety of different social and environmental influences which would 
substantially alter the expected similarity of the "per capita, per year 
procurement-use-breakage-di scard record rati 011 •. 
Le\oJi s Bi nford call s the i nterpretati ve framework adopted by the 
"normative school" the "aquatic view of culture", for culture is viewed 
as ·a vast flowing stream with minor variations in ideational norms con-
cerning appropriate ways of doing things (Binford 1972a: 126-127). Ironi-
cally, South notes that the one trait shared by all of the sites from 
which the C.A.P. was derived is the "fact that they are in the mainstream 
of a colonial cultural system" (1977: 124; emphasis added). 
Abstracting the Pattern 
Both the C.A.P. and F.A.P. were abstracted from "reasonably compara-
ble samples" of consistently gathered data (South 1977: 88, 90, 143). The 
pattern-yielding collections were recovered from domestic and military 
sites, sampled or totally excavated. Each of the procedures employed to 
define the patterns, accompanied by critical evaluation, follow. 
1) Selection of materials for analys~s. The entire collection of 
artifacts recovered from an occupation site, not selected proveniences, 
is used for comparative analysis (South 1977: 88) since the object of 
pattern recognition is to identify broad regularities in the archaeo-
logical record reflective of generalized, non-specific behavioral activ-
ities (South 1977: 86, 102). This procedure has the effect of stripping 
the material remains of their specific temporal and spatial relation-
ships, thereby suggesting that observed similarities and differences are 
attributable to cultural factors alone. A reductionist approach of this 
sort grossly oversimplifies the causes of cultural variation as well as 
denies the possibility that culture is multivariate, i.e., "its operation 
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is to be understood in terms of many causual1y relevant variables 
which may function independently or in varying combinations (Binford 
1972a: 128). 
2) Definition of artifact classes or groups. Although South uses 
an lIincreasingly generalized type-ware-class-group classification" (South 
1977: 92; see Table 1) throughout his text, the C.A.P. and F.A.P. are pri-
marily concerned with artifact relationships at the class and group levels. 
"Classes are based on form and sometimes function" (South 1977: 93), with 
forty-two classes being used to delineate each pattern (see Table 2). The 
classes are then combined into nine groups, including bone, which are 
/lbased on functional activities related to the systemic context reflected 
by the archaeological record" (South 1977: 93). Regarding the analytical 
implications of this classificatory scheme, South writes: 
The organization of data long these classificatory lines should 
produce results varying with the level of generalization at which 
the analysis takes place. It is expected that broader cultural 
processes will likely be revealed at the group level of organiza-
tion due to the functional relationship between the group and 
generalized behavioral. activity in the cultural system (1977: 93). 
Attention is focused on different levels of the classificatory scheme 
according to the type of questions being asked. 
The forty-two classes and nine groups do not represent mutually 
exclusive categories into which the material remains retrieved from 18th 
century sites can be neatly placed; hence, it is difficult to precisely 
duplicate South's method of classification when applying the scheme to 
new data. South argues that since many types and classes of artifacts 
may have functionea in different systemic contexts, /lit is foolhardy to 
attempt to arrive at a classification that has no exceptions" (1977: 96). 
It is inexcusable for an historic site archaeologist to derive a 
classificatory scheme based on intuition alone, especially when a rich 
documentary record is available which could be used to define the appro-
priate subsystem, e.g., social, technological, and ideological, of the 
total cultural system to which the artifact's primary functional context 
was associated {cf. Binford 1972b: 20-32}. Interestingly, South cautions 
that "analysis of archaeological patterning is not done w-ith the view of 
satisfying our preconceptions about past cultures by imposing our expec-
tations, as programmed into us by our own culture, on the datal! (1977: 
190). Yet, by excluding the valuable information stored in the documen-
tary record, he commits the very error he cautions against: While South 
recognizes that patterning will vary with the functional role of the 
site in the social system and suggests that the primary role of the hi·s-
torical record in the future of historical archaeology will be to control 
for such variability while pattern is defined (South 1977: 125), it should 
be just as obvious that the historical record can be used to control for 
the variability of the artifact's functional role in the cultural system 
as well. Historical archaeology must use the entire record' of past be-
havior to understand culture process, not just the archaeological record. 
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TABLE 1 South's Classification Format. 
(South 1977:93. Table 3). 
Ar1ifid Classificalion Formal 
Type Ware Material Class Group . 
Blue painted pearlware J 
Polychrome painted pear/ware Pearlware ~ \. 
Annular pearlware ~ r CeramIcs 1 
Edge decorated pear/ware Earthenware. 
etc. Crcamware 
WhitewJre Wine Bottle 
etc.) CJse Bottle 
Stoneware Tumbler 
















Tobacco .. Pipe 
Activities 
TABLE 2 South's Artifact Groups and Classes. 
Ar1;r~d Oasses and Croups (South 1977: 95-96" Table 4) 
Class no: 
1. Ceramics 
2. Wine Bottle 
3. Case Bottle 
4. Tumbler 
Class name 
Kitchen Artifact croup 
(over 100 types) 
(several types) 
(several.types) 
s. Pharmaceutical Type Bottle 
(p~ai~' ~ngraved, .enamelled) 
(se'{eraI1ypes) 
(stemmed, decanter, dishes, misc.) 6. Glassware 
7. Tableware 
8. Kitchenware 
9. Bone Fragments 
10. Window Glass 
11. Nails 
12. Spikes 
13. , Construction Hardware 
14. Door tock Parts 
1S. Furniture Hardware 
'(cutlery, knives, forks, spoons) 
(pots, pans, pothooks, gridiron, trivets, metal 
teapots, w~ter kettles, coffee pots, buckets, 




(hinges, pintles, shutter hooks and dogs, 
staples, fireplace backing plates, read window 
carnes, etc.) 
. (doorknobs, case lock parts, keyhore 
escutcheons, locking bolts and brackets) 
Furniture group 
(hinges, knobs, drawer pulls and locks, 
escutcheon plates, keyhole surrounds, 
handles, rollers, brass tacks, etc.) 
Arms group 
16. Musket Balls~ Shot, Sprue 
17. Gunffints, Gunspalls 





23. Straight Pins 
24. Hook and Eye Fasteners 
25. Bale Seals 




29. Personal Items 
30. Tobacco Pipes 
31. Construction Tools 
32. Farm Tools 
33. Toys 
34. Fishing Gear 
35. Stub-stemmed Pipes 
36. Colono·lndian Pottery 
37. Storage Items 
38. Ethnobotannical 
39. Stable and Barn 
40. Miscellaneous Hardware 
41. Other 
42. , Military Objects 
Clothing group 
(many types, shoe, pants, beft) 
(several t)'pes) 
(many types) 
(from bales of cloth) 
(many types for wearing or sewing onto 
clothing) 
Personal group 
(wig curlers, bone brushes. ;"irrors, rings, 
signet sets. watch fobs, fob compass. bone fan, 
slate pencils, spectacle lens, ~\Yeezers, watch --
key, and other "person abies") 
Tobacco Pipe group 
(ball day pipes, many types) 
!tctivities group 
(plane bit, files. augers, gimlets, axe head, 
saws, chisels, rives,-pu'nch, hammers, etc.) 
(hoes, rake, sickle.; spade, etc.) .• 
(marbles, jew·s·harp, don 'parts, etc.) 
(fishhooks, sinkers, gigs, harpoons) 
(red clay, short stemmed tobacco pipes) 
(or types clearly associated with the historic 
occupation) 
(barrel bands, brass cock, etc.) 
(nuts, seeds, hulls, melon seeds) 
(stirrup, bit, harness boss, horseShoes, wagon 
and buggy parts, rein eyes, etc.) . 
(rope eye thimble, bolts, nuts, chain. andiron, 
tongs, case knife, flatiron, wick trimmer, 
washers, etc.) 
(button manufacturing blanks, kiln wilster 
furniture, silversmithing debris, etc., reflecting 
specialized activities) 
(swords, insigna, bayonets, artillery shot and 
shell, etc.) 
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Finally, it is important to note that three of the artifact groups--
bone, furniture, and tobacco pipes, consist in a single artifact class 
thereby rendering the classificatory scheme asymmetrical in design. ' 
South notes that "in this sense these three groups are not entirely com-
parable to the more generalized groups made up of a number of classes" 
(1977: 96-97), but he does not discuss the implications of this charac-
teristic in terms of the abstracted patterns. It is obvious that dif-
ferent patterns would result if, for example, the bone class/group was 
included within the kitchen group or the tobacco class/group was included 
within the activities group., for each contains a relatively high fre-
quency of items. 
3) Construction of empirical artifact profiles. Empirical artifact 
profiles are constructed by determining the percentage relationship be-
tween artifact groups (South 1977: 102; see Table 3). liThe bone group 
is not inc1uded ... since it requires specialized analysis, and is not the 
same type of by-product of human behavior represented by the other groups' 
(South 1977: 97). The exclusion of the bone group from patter delineation 
is curious, for the simple quantification of bone pieces requires no 
specialized analysis at the group level. Furthermore, bone found in the 
archaeological record does represent the same type of human behavior by-
product represented by other groups, especially the kitchen group, con-
cerning which South writes: 
The term "kitchen" is appropriate in that the classes in-
volved not only reflect the behavioral activity primarily 
centered on the kitchen, but they also characterize midden 
deposits thrown from British colonial kitchens (1977: 99). 
Again, it seems likely that different patterns would result if the bone 
group was also included in the artifact pattern. 
4) Artifact profile adjustment. If the percentage for an artifact 
group varies dramatically from that of other sites when artifact profiles 
are compared, such contrasts should be removed in order to abstract a 
pattern resulting from generalized, non-specific activities (South 1977: 
102). South notes that when such contrasting frequencies occur, the 
question "Why?" must be asked, often leading to the discovery of special-
ized behavior which may have otherwise gone unnoticed. He maintains 
that "This process of data manipulation, this free exploration of the 
regularity and variation in the archaeological record, is a major part 
of pattern recognition aimed at understanding the dynamics of past cul-
tural systems" (1977: 84). While it serves as a useful tool and plays 
a major role in the abstraction of the C.A.P. and F.A.P., it is unfor-
tunate that no criteria is provided to determine how much variation is 
considered to constitute "dramatic variation", warranting adjustment. 
The lack of an objective measure to determine when an artifact profile 
should be adjusted makes it most difficult to duplicate South's method-
ology when attempting to expand or test his patterns. 
Mechanically, adjustment demands that the deviant artifact class(es) 
or those portions which are known to represent specialized activity be 
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Empirial Ar1lfid Profiles for five C~rolini Sites 
Sitc 
Brunswick Brunswick C..mbridge Ft. Moultrie ft. Moultric 
S2S 510 96 A B 
Croup Count % Count % Count % Count % Count % Total 
Kitchen 22,479 S2.9 6795 51.8 12,854 61.& 4185 60.1 1208 56.9 47,521 
Architecture 9(,20 22.6 4116 - 31.4 5006 25.2 1510 21.7 344 16.2 20,596 
Fumiture 83 .2 h2 .6 15 .2 6 .1 2 .1 208 
Arms 1262 $ 45 .J 27 .1 39 .& 20 .9 1J93 Clothing 5574 72 .6 1069 5.4 136 1.9 69 3.3 6920 
Personal 71 .2 20 .2 108 .5 4 .1 4 .2 207 
Tobacco Pipes 2Q30 &.7 1829 13.9 ]49 1.8 167 2.4 50 2.4 5225 
Activities 578 1:3 159 1.2 4]2 2.2 91b c:::JID 425 G:D 2510 
-- -- ...L.---. -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
42,497 100.0 13,118 100.0 19.880 100.0 b%3 100.0 2122 100.0 84.SUO 
- .. . - ........ - . .1_-. . -~ ~ ~ .-
Adjusted SiJe Profiles with Known Deviin! S4lmpl~s MCftlovcd i.t., Tail .. r Shop, Dulton Industry, and Colono-Indian Pottery 
Brunswick 525 Brunswkk SlU C.unbridgc 9b ft. M. (A) ft. M. (8) Total 
.. Count OX, Cnunt f}U CUllnt .tI ("uunl % Count % Count 'u 
Kirchen 2i,479 bl.1 h7'15 Cjl.n 12,8r;4 M.b 41ne; 68.& 1208 &9.2 47.1)21 
AlChitl'ctu~ %20 26.2 411(' 11.4 5U1J(, 1'l.2 I~ IU 24.6 344 19.7 20,5% 
furniture 83 .2 U2 .(, IS ."J. b .1 2 .1 20B 
Arms 14- .1 45 .J 27 .1 JCJ .6 20 1.2 1(,5 
Clnthing (1070)·· 3.0 72 ,(, ll1ft'l S.4 11(, 2.2 &9 4.0 2416 
P(:f!iuftitl 71 .2 2() .1. ll1H .'l 
"' 
.1 .. .2 2(J7 
T ubarw Pipes 2830 7.7 lH2fJ 1 .. fJ '·N 1.8 Ih7 2.7 ';0 ~.') C;2!5 
Al·tlvit;l!s 578 1.5 15'.1 1.2 ·H! 2..1. :.5-· • . " 411"· • 2.7 un 
-- --~ -- --- ---- -- -- .- -.-- -- -- --I 
36.76S l()O.O 1i.1l8 HIli. II 1",IUIt) JUn.D blll1. 100.1) 174:' lUU.O 77.610 
• less 111ft. 1228 !>molll shol. whith llIolY have hold oS Iolilurill~ fUlUlltI" . 
•• I~'')!o ~504 lolilnring ilt.'m!>; ]~. uf the lul .. 1 wilhuut ClOt/lillg Wol!> "roiL" It·" h"II' In .It/iu"l fur IIII! I.film .. hup hiols . 
••• I.·!>!> !>p.~nalilf ... d lu·h.wiur.tI dt·t;\·ity ro·\,,·,.I,·d h~' t-.:u. 1ft IC,.llIIu.·lnrli.ln ""Ih·,y ••• ,,,,.1 Nn. 41. n .. 11,· lIullun ISI.HlLs frOnl oJ hull"n "inchf"lry." 
Warfel - A Critical Analysis 
deleted. A new profile, "exc1usive of the bias" is then constructed 
and compared with other site artifact profiles. Should an artifact 
group be faced with deletion, South suggests that the average percentage 
represented by that group for the remaining sites be used to project a 
Inorma1" group count based on the total artifact count of the site under 
consideration (1977: 104). There can be no doubt that this procedure 
has the effect of creating an artifact pattern, rather than discovering 
one. 
S) Abstraction of the pattern. The pattern is abstracted once 
adjustments have been made by determining the mean percentage for each 
artifact group (South 1977: 106). The percentage range for each group 
represents the parameters of the artifact group frequencies from which 
the pattern was derived. 
6) Determination of the predicted range. In order to determine 
the statistical range within which there is a 9S% chance of the next set 
of data falling, the following formula derived from Mendenhall (1971: 27S-
276; cited in South 1977: 118) is used. 
where 
-+ X - t.OS 
x = % mean for the artifact group 
t.OS = table value for a two-tailed t-distribution; 
d.f. :: n-1 
~ = standard deviation for the artifact group 
n = number of sites 
"Although the predicted ranges ... are statistically related only to the 
next set of data, they may provide a suggested range for sites having 
the same pattern as the model II (South 1977: 119). The present study 
south to test this proposition. 
C.A.P. and F.A.P.: Empirical Artifact Profiles, 
the Patterns, Predicted Ranges, and Modification 
Table 3 provides the empirical artifact profiles, before and after 
adjustment, from which the C.A.P. was abstracted. The C.A.P. is depicted 
in Table 4, and its predicted range (the 9S% confidence interval) is shown 
in Table S. Calculation of the predicted range was based on five North 
and South Carolina site artifact profiles in addition to two early 19th 
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.TABLE 4 .The Carolina Artifact Pattern. 
(South 1977:107, Table 7). 











Mean % % Range 
63.1 51.8-69.2 
25.5 19.7-31.4 
.2 .1- .b 
.5 .1- 1.2 
3.0 .6- 5.4 
.2 .1- .5 
5.8 1.8-H.9 
1.7 .9- "2.7 
lOO.() 
The Carolina Artifact Pattern's Predicted 
Range. (South 1917:117; Table 10). 
Predicted Range for the Nell Sil~ 
Carolin.) Panern Suggested range i site Standard deviation 
Artifact group mean (panem + S.t-fill) me.1n inr the 7 .. i' .. · .. 
Kitchen 63.1 "7.S to ;"8.0 62.8 5.83 
Architecture .,.. -.o.~ 12.91035.1 2".0 4.24 
Fumiture .::! Oto .7 .2 .20 
."rms .5 Olol.S ..a 040 
C/~th;nR 3.0 o to 8.5 1.0 1.% 
Personal .2 010 .6 . .! .n 
Tob.1CCO PiPl'!o "in 01010.tI :'.~ ;.1)1, 
Actn"",es 1.:- .1 10 1.7 loC) .hi 
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century Newfoundland site profiles. Having applied the C.A.P. to 
artifact collections recovered from the ca. 1800-1360 military 
occupation at Signal Hill, Newfoundland, South found that the new 
data fell "within the empirical arnage of the C.A.P." (1977:114), 
and consequently used them to calculate the predicted pattern range. 
The empirical artifact profiles, before and after adjustment, 
from which the F.A.P. was abstracted are shown in Table 6. Table 7 
depicts the F.A.P. and its predicted range. 
Close inspection of the procedures used to abstract the C.A.P. 
revealed a glaring inconsistency in South's methodology. For some 
unknown reason the artifact collection from Fort Moultrie, South 
Carolina, was divided according to provenience, i.e., according to 
whether the materials came from an American or British midden deposit. 
This action is in direct violation of South's own dictum -- "In this 
study we are dealing with the entire collection of artifacts recovered 
from an occupation site, not selected provenience" (South 1977:88). 
Furthermore, when the Signal Hill, Newfoundland, data were compara-
tively tested against the C.A.P., they were also divided according 
to provenience (see Table 8). 
Due to the detection of this unexplained procedure, a decision 
was made to "redefine" or modify the C.A.P. and its predicted range 
by recombining the Fort Moultrie and Signal Hill data respectively. 
All methods (profile adjustments, pattern delineation, range predic-
ti"on) originally used by South to abstract the C .. A.P. were followed 
in its modification. Additionally, the Signal Hill nail count, not 
included in the Signal Hill site report, was projected by the same 
methods used by South. The combined Fort r·10ultrie artifact profile, 
the modified C.A.P. based on four sites, the combined Signal Hill 
artifact profile, and the modified C.A.P. predicted range based on 
the four modified pattern sites plus Signal Hill are shown in Table 9. 
In order to determine if the difference between the original and 
modified C.A.P" group means was statistically significant, a small 
sample t test for comparing two means was conducted. The test assumes 
that both populations possess roughly the same amount of variation and 
that they are normally distributed (f4endenha1l and Ott 1976: 225-228). 
The following test statistic derived from Mendenhall and Ott (1976: 
228) was used. 
Ci1 V2) t = ____ _ 
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.TABLE §. Frontier Artifact Pattern Profiles. 
(South 1977.:144-145; Tables 14 and 15). 
Empirinl Artifact Profiles for Three frontier Sites 
Spalding's 
fort Ligonier, fort Prince lower Store, 
Pa. George, S.c. Fla. 
Count % Count ftI Count % ,.. 
Kitchen 5566 25.6 16;9 1&.8 5789 34.5 
Architecture 12.112 55.& 4252 42.& nn 43.0 
Furniture oW .2 6 .1 51 .3 
Arms 1820 8.4 471 4.7 227 1.4 
Clothing 833 3.8 70 .7 S1 .3 
Personal 99 .4 9 .1 10 .1 
Tobacco Pipes 411 1.9 851 8.5 2343 14.0 
Activities 893 4.1 2633 C[D 10n 6.4 
-- -- - -- -- --
21,778 100.0 9971 100.0 1&,770 100.0 Total: 48.519 
Adjustment for Removing Known Deviant Sample, i.e., Cherokee Pottery 
Spalding's 
Fort Lignonier, Fort Prince lower Srure, 
Pa George, S.c. Fla. 
:II 
Count 0.' 0 Count It· Count "' ... u 
K.itchen 5566 25.1, 1&79 22.7 5789 14.5-· . 
Architecture 12,112 55.& 4252 57.5 7222 43.0 
Furniture oW .~ & .1 S1 .3 
Arms 1820 8.4 471 6.4 227 1.4 
Clolhinl\ 833 3.8 70 1.0 51 .3 
Personal 99 .4 9 .1 10 .1 
Tobacco Pipes 411 1.9 851 11.5 2343 14.0 
Activities 893 4.1 50 .7 (less no. 36) 197i 6.4 
-- -- -- -- -- --
21,i78 100.0 7388 100.0 16,770 100.0 Total: 
45,936 
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TABlE 1 The Frontier Artifact Pattern. 
(South 1977:145; Table 16). 
Adjusted Frontier PaHem Mean and Range. wi.h Standard DeYiation and Predided R~nge 
for the Nelli Sit't' 
Predicted range 
Artifact group Mean ~;, Pattern range % CT (9S~.) 
KItchen 27.6 22.7-34.5 6.15 10.2 to 45.0 
Atehitecture 52.0 43.G-Si.5 7.88 2'1.; to 74.3 
Fumiture .2 .1- .3 .10 0 10 .3 
Arms 5.4 1.4- 8.4 l .bO 0 fO 15.6 
Cloth; '8 1.7 .3- 3.8 1.85 0 to 6.9 
Person.J1 .2 .1- .4 .17 0 to .7 
Tobacco Pipt?s 9.1 1.9-14.0 6.39 0 tl127.1 
Activities 3.7 .7- 6.4 2.87 0 to 11.8 
100.0 
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.i'ABLE §. Signal Hill Artifact Profiles as Constructed 
by South. (South 19771117; Table 10). 




Signal Hill Carolina P:lttern Carolina 
Pattern 
Artifact group Count .. ~ .0 Mean Range Range 
Comparison of the Signal Hill #~ fLower Queen's Battery) with the C."o/in.l Artifact Pattern 
~"chen 3188 61 . .! 63.1 51.8-6'1.2 o · 
~rchitecture 180 
Projected Nails (866) 1~ 20.;- 25.5 19.7-31.4 0 
furniture - - .2 .1- .b - .1 
-\rms n .5 .S .1- l..! u 
Clothing 59 1.2 :to .b- 5.4 0 
Pl"rsondl 8 .2 .2 .1- .S () 
Tob.1CCO P;P~!i 605 12.0 5.8 1.3-H.C) 0 
Activities 11& 2.2 1.7 .9- '1.7 0 
-- -- --
5045 100.0 100.0 
Comparison of the Signal Hill 9 (Structure 111 with the ClfO/ina Artifact Pattern 
'Kitchen 5i95 61.3 6.1.1 51.3-69.2 0 
~chitecture 324 
Projected Nails (560) 1"84 19.9 .,~ -_.l.:> 1').7-J1'" 0 
FlIrniture - - .2 .1- .6 -.1 
~rms 5 .1 .5 .1- 1.2 U 
Clothing ~~l 4.:- L() .b- ;.4 II 
ip&.¥sonal 11 .1 .2 .1- .5 0 
T abacco PIpes 10.'\2 11.5 5.8 1.8-13.9 0 
~cti\,ities 226 ~.4 1.; .9- 2.; 0 
-- -- --
94-18 100.0 1(}(t.O 
Comparison of the total Signal Hill Data (Jelks' Tables ~-1O) with the CJro/ind Artifact 
Pattern 
Kitchen 1~1R8 57.2 , bl.l Sl .~9.2 0 
Architecture 1103 
Projpcred ~ails (5310) 6413 25.8 ' 2'j.~ 19.:-ilA 0 
Furn'tu,~ - - .2 .1- .h .1 
Arms 57 .2 .5 .1- 1.2 tJ 
Clothing 0.52 2.6 .1.0 .6- 5,4 U 
Pf!f!>onal .1& .1 .2 .1- .5 n 
T obacCD Pipes 2762 11.1 5.6 1.8-11.9 0 




Modified C.A.P. - . Modified C.A.P. -
based on 4 sites based on 5 sites · 
(mod. pattern & Signal Hill) 
Empirical . Predicted .Standard 
. Artifact Group ~tean% " Range" Range% ~Mean% Deviation , -
Kitchen 61.5 51.8 - 6tj.7 41.5 - 80.3 ·60.9 .6.39b 
Architecture 26.6 23.6 - 31.4 16.7 - 35.5 26.1 3.09H 
Furniture 0.3 0.1 - 0.6 0.0 - 0.9 0.2 0.228 
Arms 0.3 0.1 - 0.8 0.0 - 1.2 0.3 0.292 
Clothing .2.9 0.6 - 5.4 0.0 - . 8.1 2.9 1.708 
Personal 0.3 0.1 - 0.5 0.0 - 0.7 0.2 0.164 
.' 
Tobacco pipes 6.5 1.8 - 13.9 0.0 ~ 23.5 7.5 5.262 
Activities 1.6 1.2 - 2.2 0.0 - 4.1 1.9 0.719 
100.0 100.0 
Recombined Recombined Ft. 
:Ft. "~oul trie Moultrie A&B 
A&J3 adjusted 
·Artifact Group Count % Gount % 
.Kitchen 5393 59.4 5393 68.7 
Architecture IH .. S4 20.4 1854 23.6 
Furniture 8 0.1 8 0.1 
Arms 59 0.6 59 0.8 
Clothing 205' 2.3 2'OS -2'.6 
Personal 8 0.1 ' a 0.1 
Tobacco pipes 217 2.4 217 2.8 
Activities 1341 14.7 103 1.3 















%. deviation from modified 
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where 
Vl = % mean for . the original C.A.P. artifact group 
V2 = % mean for the modified C.A.P. artifact group 
n1 = 5 (3 pattern sites plus Fort Moultrie A&B) 
n~ = 4 (3 
~ 
pattern sites plus recombined Fort Moultrie A&B) 
and 2 2 s (n1 - l)sl + (n2 - 1)s2 = estimated common = 
n1 + n2 - 2 
population standard 
deviation 
where s2 = sample variance for the original C.A.P. artifact 1 group 
s2 = sample variance for the modified C.A.P. artifact 2 9roup 
The test was a two-tailed test with a = 0.05, a = 0.025, and 
(n1 + n2 - 2) degrees of freedom. Table 10 depicts the pertinent calcu-
lated statistical data. For each group the computed value of twas 
neither greater than 2.365 (the table value) nor less than -2.365, hence 
the null hypothes~s -- (~1 - ~2) = 0, was not rejected. In other words, 
the difference between the original and modified C.A.P. group means 
was not statistically significant. This result is not surprising, since 
both the C.A.P. and the modified C.A.P. were abstracted by the same 
procedures, using essentially the same data. 
There were no methodological inconsistencies observed in South's 
derivation of the F.A.P. However, attempts to duplicate the predicted 
F.A.P. ranqe, i.e., the ranqe within which there is a 95% chance of the 
next set of data falling, proved fruitless. South indicates that he 
used the same formula derived froM Mendenhall (1971:275-276), previously 
used to calculate the C.A.P. predicted range, to calculate the F.A.P. 
predicted range (1977:145). Table 11 shows the predicted F.A.P. range 
calculated by the author using the Mendenhall formula. (The formula is 
cited on page 149 of this paper.) No explanation for the differing 
results can be offered, but it is believed that the recalculated results 
correctly predict the F.A.P. range. As recalculated, the predicted . 
F.A.P. range is significantly expanded (compare Tables 7 and 11). 
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. TABJ.E !Q statistical Data -- Comparison of Original 
and Modified C.A.P. Artifact Group Means. 
Original ltlodified Two-tailed t test 
Group C.A.P. C.A.P. elements and results 




52 ·s t.025 t 
Kitchen .63.00 .50.35 .61.55 51.90 .7.142 .2.365 ·-0.32 
Architecture 25.46 17.3~ 26.60 11.39 5.094 2.365 -0.33 
Furniture 0.24 0.04" O.2~ 0.05 0.507 2.365 -0.12 
Arms 0.46 0.21 0.33 0.11 0.636 2.365 0 • .30 
Clothing 3.04 3.29 2.90 . 3. tits 1.726 2.365 0.12 
Personal 0.24 0.02 0.25 0.17 0.494 2.365 -0.0.3 
Tobacco pipes 5.BO 2S.til 6.55 30.66 2.474 2.365 -0.45 
Activities 1.70 0.74" 1.55 0.20 1.279 2.365 0.18 
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.TABlE 11 Recalculated F.A.P. Predicted Range. 
Artifact Group r~ean % ~ ~redicted Range % 
Kitchen ·27.6 '. 6.15 0.0 - 5~.2 
Architecture 52.0 7.~B 12.H :- 91.2 
Furniture 0.2 0.10 0.0 - 0.7 
Arms 5.4 3.60 0.0 - 23.3 
Clothing 1.7 1.~5 0.0 - 10.9 
Personal 0.2 0.17 0.0 - 1.0 
Tobacco pipes 9.1 6.39 0.0 - 40.9 
Activities 3.7 2.B7 0.0 - 1~.0 
100.0 
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Analytical Techniques: Artifact Class and Group Ratio Relationships 
A number of artifact class and qroup relationships were identified 
by South using a simple comparison of artifact ratios. Those discussed 
below relate to hypotheses formulated by South with regard to relation-
ships believed to be characteristic of military sites once functioning 
in the British-American colonial culture system. 
Arms to furniture group ratio relationships. As a result of 
comparing and contrasting the arms and furniture group ratios in the 
Carolina and Frontier Patterns, South found that liThe furniture group 
ratios are tightly clustered for all sites from both patterns between 
the range of 0 and .3%11 (1977:l54), demonstrating a high degree of 
consistency between the sites relative to the furniture group of artifact 
classes (see Fig. 1). Regarding the arms group, South's data reflect 
a similar tight range between 0 and 1.5% for all sites except the F.A.P. 
itself, two British military sites of the French and Indian War period --
Fort Ligonier and Fort Prince George, and a Revolutionary War military 
site -- Fort Watson (see Fig. 1). He hypothesizes that a hi~her ratio 
of arms group artifacts will be characteristic of frontier military sites 
and Revolutionary War military sites on which a battle occurred, e.g., 
Fort Watson, as opposed to domestic sites, either IImainstream ll or frontier, 
and Revolutionary War military garrisoned sites at \'1hich no fighting 
took place (South 1977:154, 158-159). The significant concept suggested 
here is that military garrisoned sites of the late 18th century may not 
reveal a higher ratio of arms group artifacts in their middens than 
do domestic sites of the same time period. The present study, based on 
data recovered from Fort Butts, a late 18th century military garrisoned 
site, sought to test this hypothesis. 
Wine bottles'to ceramics to nails class ratio relationships. As a 
result of contrasting architecture and kitchen group ratio relationships 
characteristic of sites in both the C.A.P. and the F.A.P., South dis-
covered that there was an inverse relationship extant between those groups 
in the two patterns (see Fig. 2). In an effort to determine the cause 
of the inversion, he examined the three classes of artifacts exerting 
the greatest influence on the architecture and kitchen groups -- wine 
bottles, ceramics, and nails. The relationships between these variables 
were compared after each site's ratio was calculated with respect to the 
site's "working total ", i.e., the total adjusted artifact count minus 
the wine bottle, ceramic, and nail count (South 1977:149). The compared 
ratio relationships are shown in Figure 3. Recalculated ratios for wine 
bottles, ceramics, and nails classes based on the recombined Fort Moultrie 
artifact profile (discussed earlier) are for all intents and purposes 
comparable to those calculated by South (see Figure 3). 
The compared ratios depicted in Figure 3 indicate a stable wine 
bottles class ratio relationship for all sites except Fort Moultrie, 
IIregardless of whether a domestic or frontier site is involved" (South 
1977:149). South hypothesizes that the dramatic increase in the ratio 
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'FIGURE .1 Comparison of Carolina and Frontier 
Pattern Furniture and Arms Group Ratios. 
(South 1977:153; Fig. 30). 
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FIGURE 2 comparison of Carolina and Frontier Pattern 
Kitchen and Architecture Group Ratios. 
(South 1977:147; Fig. 2~) • 
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FIGURE 1 Comparison of Carolina and Frontier Patterns 
for Three Artifact Classes in Relation to 
All Other Artifacts. (South 1977:151; Fig. 29). 
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of wine bottles present at Fort Moultrie may be characteristic of other 
Revolutionary War period military garrisoned sites as well. The present 
study sought to test this proposition. 
Ceramics and nails classes appear to be responsible for the inversion 
between the kitchen and architecture groups, resulting in the distinct 
C.A.P. and F.A.P. (South 1977:151). Since the Fort Moultrie ceramics 
and nails class ratios are seen to lie almost midway between C.A.P. 
domestic site ratios and F.A.P. fort and trading post ratios (see Fig. 3), 
the present study also sought to determine if the Fort Butts ratios 
would lie in a similar position. 
Military object class ratio. liThe artifact class most sensitive 
to determining the difference between a military and a domestic or non-
mi 1 i tary fronti er site is C1 ass 42, t1i 1 i tary Objects II (South 1977: 175). 
South notes that since the arms group of artifact classes did not serve 
to distinguish mi1ita~y from nonmilitary sites, the calculation and 
comparison of this class ratio stands as the only critical means by 
which the distinction, based on the archaeological record alone, can be 
made (1977:176). The ratio is calculated by subtracting the total for 
the military ob .. iects class from the entire artifact count for the site, 
and dividing the military objects ·c1ass count by the resulting artifact 
total. The military object ratios calculated by South for eleven 
different sites are compared in Table 12. 
As previously discussed, South1s classificatory scheme is fraught 
with problems, one of which potentially affects the military object 
class count. There are no sorting criteria which determine whether 
distinct military buttons, i.e., buttons with regimental or departmental 
markings, are to be classified within the buttons class of the clothing 
group or within the military objects class of the activities group. 
The situation is further complicated by the fact that numbered or inscribed 
buttons were not introduced to military uniforms until 1762 and 1768 by 
the French and British respectively (Ca1ver and Bolton 1950:82). Further-
more, even after "marked" buttons were introduced, plain buttons, 
identical to those used on civilian garments, were continuously used on 
military clothing (L.E. Babits; personal communication). 
The present study attempted to test the military object ratio range 
delineated by South, believed to be applicable to lIa11 known military 
sites" (see Table 12). 
Bone class/group ratio. Assuming that bone discard behavior can be 
monitored by rankin~ pieces of refuse on an lIodorimetric sca1e", South 
postulates that lIa higher ratio of bone to artifacts thrown from the 
house would be found at a distance peripheral to the structure, where~s 
that refuse thrown adjacent to the house would have a low bone-to-artifact 
ratio" (1977:179). Regarding such activity on a fortification site, 
South writes: 
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TABLE g Comparison of i~li1i tary Object Ratios. 
(South 1917:176; Table 26). 
The Military Objecl Ratio for 11 Sites 
Adjusted 
Military total less Military 
Site objects military ratio Resulting site grouping 
Brunswick S25 0 36,765 0 
} Brunswick S10 0 13,118 0 No military activity Brunswick 57 0 .- 8183 0 revealed on domestic sit~ 
Cambridge 96 0 19,sao 0 
Signal Hill 4 70 + 5038 
.01 I Sisnal Hill 9 9 ... 9439 .0009 
Ft. Moultrie A 5 6097 .0008 Military activity revealed on 
Ft. Moultrie B 1 1744 .0006 all known milH lry sites 
Ft. ligonier 170 + 21,608 .008 
Ft. Prince George 4 + 7384 .005 
~ } 
No military activity 
Spalding's Store 0 ..:. 16,770 = 0 revealed on trading post 
site 
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A fort moat would be a good example of peripheral 
midden since a moat filled with refuse is an 
obvious result of behavior designed to remove such 
trash from the' immediate vicinity of the occupied 
area of the fort. It is expected that artifacts 
recovered from inside a fort will reveal a far 
lower bone-to-artifact ratio than midden thrown into 
the moat, where a high bone-to-artifact ratio would 
result from attempts to get the refuse beyond the 
occupied area as far as possible without going too 
far out of one's way. 
(1977:179) 
The present study also sought to test this proposition using the Fort 
Butts data which were recovered from proveniences located both interior 
and to the fort walls. Furthermore, the overall Fort Butts bone ratio 
was calculated for comparison with the ratios depicted in Table 13. 
Conclusions 
The C.A.P. and F.A.P., their underlying assumptions, and methods 
of delineation have been critically examined, leading to the conclusion 
that Stanley South has literally abstracted the patterns from empirical 
data, i.e., the relationships identified between and among the artifact 
'groups and classes are as much a product of his classificatory scheme 
and data manipulation as they are characteristics inherent to the 
archaeological record of the 18th century British-American colonial 
culture system. South's predominantly normative view of culture coupled 
with a heavy emphasis on the identification of cultural by-product 
regularity allows for the delineation of patterns which would most likely 
be very different if assumptions predominantly based on a systemic view 
of culture and cultural by-product variability guided pattern recognition. 
To a certain extent South recognizes his role in the creation of the 
results when he writes: 
The groups and classes used here dictate to !. degree 
the results of our comparisons .... 
(1977:183; emphasis added) 
The Carolina and Frontier Artifact Patterns represent relationships 
extant in conceptual or abstracted spaces (cf. f1i 11 er 1978: 10), and 
as such, the extent to which they relate to physical space is yet to 
be determined. As distinguished by James t·1i11er 1.n his text, Living 
Systems (1978), living systems employ two types of spaces in which they 
may exist -- "physica1 or geographic space and conceptual or abstracted 
space" (Miller 1978:9).2 Physical space is a common space in which all 
concrete systems exist. It is shared by all scientific observers, and 
all scientific data must be collected in it (Miller 1978:10). Abstracted 
or conceptual space, on the other hand, is the space in which living 
systems are often conceptualized by scientific observers to exist 
(Miller 1978:10). 
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TABLE II Comnarison of Bone-to-Artifact Ratios. 
(South 1977:1~O; Table 27). 
The Bone Ratio 
Adjusted 
Bone total less Bone 
Site fragments bone ratio 
Ft. Ugonier 44,547 21,778 2.04 ) High bone ratio 
Ft. Prince George 2644 7388 .36 , 
Ft. Moultrie A 4057 6102 .bb ~ 
indicating a 
Ft. Moultrie B 1020 1745 .58 
peripheral secondary 
Spalding's Store 8214 16,770 .49 
midden is involved. 
Cambridge 96 11,187 19,880 .56 J (Range: .36 10 2.0·n 
Brunswick 523 5497 36,765 .15 ) 
Brunswick S10 519 13,118 .04 low bone ratio 
Brunswick 57 222 8183 .03 
~ 
indicating an 
Sq. 1-8 Brunswick 525 front Yard 
adjacent secondary 
66 1110 .06 midden is involved. 
5q. 16-18 Brunswick 52S Rear Yard 2165 13,570 .17 (Range: .03 to .17) 
Sq. 22-26 Brunswick 52S Inside Ruin 5~6 n20 .Oi ) 
Sq. 21-23 Brunswick 57 Front Yar,P 2 1181 oOO2} Extremely low bone. 
Sq. 7-14 Brunswick 5i Rear Yard 51 4047 .01 ratio indicating 
Sq. 11 Brunswick 57 Midden Area 16 915 .02 adjacent secondary 
midden; paTallels a 
decrease in Kitchen 
artifacts. 
(Reflecting special 
anti refuse disposal 
behavior around this 
structure.) 
(Range: .002 to .02) 
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The location and arrangement of artifacts in the ground represent 
the physical space in which the cultural by-products of a past living 
system are found to exist \\lhen unearthed. The relationships observed 
among and between the cultural by-products deposited in the archaeo-
logical record, however, may vary according to how the scientist chooses 
to conceptualize or abstract the data with which he deals. The C.A.P. 
and F.A.P., then, are examples of once existent living systems viewed 
in abstracted space. Understanding how abstracted space relates to 
past and present physical space is the challenge confronting current 
archaeological method and theory. 
Miller cautions that: 
Scientists who make observations and measurements 
in any space other than physical space should attempt 
to indicate precisely what the transformations are 
from their space to physical space. Other space is 
definitely useful to science, but physical space is 
the only common space in which all concrete systems 
exist. 
(1978:10) 
Although observations and measurements made in abstracted space in no 
way limit the value of a study, II science will not be complete and 
unitary until transformations can be made from any given space to 
another ll (Miller 1978:10). Should a classificatory scheme founded in 
all available knowledge of the artifacts' primary functional context, 
i.e., constructed from the ethnographic, historical, and documentary 
records, be utilized in comparative quantification studies, it is likely 
that the transformations required to relate the abstracted patterns to 
those existing in· physical space will be better understood. 
In spite of the several problems identified in this section, the 
applicability of South's patterns and hypothesized artifact group and 
class relationships to other British-American colonial artifact assemblages 
remains to be demonstrated. Assuming that observations made in common 
space can be compared, the fo11o~/ing section presents the results of 
the application of South's models to data recovered from Fort Butts. 
All of South's methodological procedures were followed in order to insure 
comparability. 
TESTING THE PATTERNS 
The present study was designed to test the applicability of South's 
artifact patterns and specific artifact group and class ratio relation-
ships against the 18th century Fort Butts artifact assemblage recovered 
during preliminary archaeological investigations by L. E. Babits in 1978. 
A brief summary of the history of Fort Butts will first be presented, 
follO\'1ed by an enumeration of the hypotheses formulated for testing. 
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The test results as related to each hypothesis will then be discussed. 
Finally, inferences and conclusions regarding the applicability of 
South's work to the Fort Butts data, as well as behavioral charac-
teristics specific to the Fort Butts occupation will be drawn. 
Brief Summary of Fort Butts I History 
The military occupation of Fort Butts extended from March 1777, 
when the British constructed a battery and redoubt on Butts Hill, to 
June 1781, when the last occupants, the French Army, left to commence 
their summer campaiqn (Babits 1978:10,79). During the Revolutionary 
War period the site served only as a military garrison, experiencing a 
history of continuous occupation and abandonment by the adversaries. 
Fort Butts \aJas occupied twice by the British bet\"/een ~1arch 1777 and 
October 1779, with an intermittent American occupation during the month 
of August 1778 (Babits 1978:77). Fo110\·ling the final British occupation, 
the Americans reoccupied the site and were .joined by the French in the 
summer of 1780 (Babits 1978:10). Throughout its four year and three 
month military history Fort Butts garrisoned British, Hessian, American, 
and French soldiers. The fortification's physical plan was frequently 
modified. 
In June 1783, authorization for the sale of the gates, timbers, 
and etc., on Butts Hill was granted, thus ending the fort's official 
military history. The only significant alterations made to the site 
since that time include cutting a "Farmer's Gate" into the south wall 
in the 19th century and construction of a softball field in the parade 
ground in the 1930's (Babits 1978:10). 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses, many of which are based on the assumptions 
underlying South's research (see pages 140-141 of this paper), were 
formulated for testing. 




There should be a better fit between the Fort Butts 
artifact assemblage and the C.A.P. than with the F.A~P. 
There should be a better fit between the Fort Butts 
artifact assemblage and the modified ~A.P. than with 
the F.A.P .. 
As a result of comparison with the t.A.P., contrasting 
artifact group frequencies should indicate specialized 
behavioral activity at Fort Butts. 
As a result of comparison with the C.A.P., comparable 
artifact group freauencies should indicate "normal" 
or typical 18th century British-American colonial 
behavioral activity at the fort. 
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5). The ratio of Fort Butts furniture group artifacts 
should lie between 0 and 0.3% 
6). The ratio of Fort Butts arms group ar~ifacts should 
~lie between 0 and 1.5%. 
7). The Fort Butts'wine bottles class ratios should 
lie well above the .48 level. 
8). Fort Butts ceramics and nails class ratios should 
lie between 0.36 and 1.92 and 0.70 and 1.82 
, respecti ve ly. 
9). The Fort Butts military object class ratio should be 
greater than 0-. 
10). Thebone-to-artifact ratio of all artifacts recovered 
from excavations interior to the walls of Fort Butts 
should lie between 0.03 and 0.17, indicating an 
adjacent secondary midden. 
11). The bone-to-artifact ratio of all artifacts recovered 
from excavations exterior to the walls of Fort Butts 
should lie between 0.36 and 2.04, indicating a 
peripheral secondary midden. 
12). The overall Fort Butts bone-to-artifact ratio should 
be comparable to other frontier and "mainstream" 
military fortification site ratios, i.e., lie between 
0.36 and 2.04. 
Test Results 
Since the analytical techniques by which South~s artifact patterns 
and various group and class ratio relationships were derived have been 
previously discusse~ in detail, only the results and pertinent discussion 
relative to eacn of the formulated hypotheses will be presented in this 
section. 
One important characteristic of the Fort Butts data requires 
discussion before the test results are presented, however. Depending 
on how one interprets the Fort Butts artifact assemblage, five different 
artifact profiles can be constructed. Interpretive problems are related 
to the recovery of unusual fine red paste earthenware sherds (325) and 
exceedingly thin-walled amber glass sherds (629) found in a cormnon 
provenience on the site. At the time Babits wrote the Fort Butts site 
report he speculated that both classes of artifacts may represent 
Hessian influence on the archaeological record (Babits 1978:50). Since 
then he has suggested alternative hypotheses to explain their conjunc-
tive existence. The fine red paste earthenware sherds and thin-walled 
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amber glass sherds may represent the remains of clay pigeons and glass 
target balls, or it is speculated that the earthenware sherds are 
just the remains of ceramic vessels, while the amber glass sherds 
represent fragments of glass witches balls (L. E. Babits; personal 
communication). Each hypothesized interpretation and its implications 
relative to the Fort Butts artifact profile is summarized below. 
H#l. The fine red paste earthenware sherds and thin-
walled amber glass sherds represent ceramic vessels 
and bottle glass respectively; hence, both are 
included in the kitchen group, yielding the artifact 
profile shown in Table 14 labeled FB-l. 
11#2. Both the earthenware and glass sherds represent 
"target objects", i.e., clay pigeons and target 
balls; hence, they are included in the "other class" 
of the activities group, yielding the artifact 
profile shown in Table 14 labeled FB-2. 
furthermore, 
If either H#l or H#2 is valid, the artifact profile 
adjusted to eliminate both items from the total 
artifact count in order to reveal generalized 
activity at the site is that shown in Table 14 
labeled FB-3. 
H#3. If the earthenware sherds represent ceramic vessels 
and the glass sherds represent witches balls, the 
artifact profile placing the earthenware sherds 
furthermore, 
in the kitchen group and the glass sherds in the 
"other class" of the activities group is that shown 
in Table 14 labeled FB-4. 
If H#3 is valid, the artifact profile adjusted to 
eliminate only the glass sherds representing 
specialized behavior associated with witchcraft is 
that shown in Table 14 labeled FB-5 
Test results related to these interpretive hypotheses are considered 
in the following discussion. 
Test results -- hvootheses #1, #2. In nearly every instance a 
better fit exists between the Fort Butts data and the C.A.P. The 
inverted kitchen and architecture group ratio relationships observed 
by South to be characteristic of C.A.P. assemblages when compared 
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, " Artifact 'Profiles F.t:S.;l through FB-5 Compared 
. ,with the C.A.P ." F.A.P., and the Modified 
'C .A~P. ~ 
( . 
~ote: 'This table consists ~n th~ next five pages. 
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FB-l -c ~·A.P. F'.A.P. Modified 
Profile C.A.P. 
% deviation % deviation % deviation 
. " Emp. Pre. Emp. Pre. Recal. Emp. Pre • Artifact Group Count Range Range Range Range Range Range Ranee 
Kitchen 3147 82.4 13.2 1~.4 L~7. 9 37.4 29.6 13.7 2.1 
Architecture 601 15.7 -4.0 0.0 27.3 -11~. 0 0.0 -7.9 -1.0 
Furniture 0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 
Arms 17 0.5 0.0 0.0 -0.9 0.0 ro.O 0.0 0.0 
Clothing 9 '0.2 -0.4 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.4 0.0 
Personal 5 0.1 0.0 0.0. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tobacco pipes 35 0 '.9 -0.9 0.0 -1.0 0.0 0.0 -0.9 0.0 
Activities 7 oi.2 -0.7 0.0 -0.5 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 
3H21 100.0 
FB-2 C.A.P. F.A.P. Modified 
Profile e.A.p • 
. % deviation .% deviation .% deviation 
Artifact Group Count % 
Emp. Pre. Emp. Pre. Recal. Emp. Pre. 
Range Range Range Range Range Range ' Range 
Kitchen 2193 57.4 0.0 0.0 22.9 12.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Architecture 601 lS.7 -4.0 0.0 -27.; -14~0 0.0 -7.9' -1.7 
Furniture 0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 
Arms 17 0.5 0.0 0.0 -0.9 0.0 0;0 0.0 0.0 
Clothing 9 0.2 -0.4 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.4 0.0 
Personal .5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tobacco pipes 35 0.9 -0.9 0.0 -1.0 0,0 0.0 -0.9 0.0 
Activities 961 25.~ 22.5 21.5 18.8 13.4 0.0 23.0 21.1 
3821 100.0 
FB-3 C~A.P. F.A.P. Modified 
Profile C.A.P. 
% deviation % deviation % deviation 
Artifaot Group Count "% 
Emp. Pre. Emp. Pre. Rec'al. Emp. Pre. 
Range Range Range Range Range Range Range 
Kitchen 2193 76.5 7.3 0.0 42.0 31.5 18.3 'l.e 0.0 
Architecture 601 21.0 0.0 0.0 -22.0 -8.7 0.0 -2.6 0.0 
-Furniture 0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 
""" 
Arms ", 17 0.6 0.0 0.0 -0.8 0.0 "0.0 0.0 0.0 
Clothing 9 0.) -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.3 0.0 
Personal 5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Tobacco pipes 35 1.2 -0.6 0.0 -0.7 0.0 0.0 -0.6 0.0 
Activities 7 01.2 -0.7 0.0 -0.5 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 
2m? 100.0 
FB-4 -C.-A.P. l" .A.P. Modified 
Profile C.A.P. 
%. deviation ?u deviation ~ deviation 
Artifact Group Count % 
Emp. Pre. Emp. Pre. Reca1. Emp. Pre. 
~Range Range Range Range Range Range Range -
Kitchen 251ts 65.9 0.0 0.0 31.4 20.9 7. ·1 0.0 0.0 . . 
Architecture 601 15.1 -4.0 0.0 -27.3 -14.0 0.0 -7.9 0.0 
Furniture 0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 
Arms 11 0.5 0.0 0.0 -0.9 0.0 d.o 0,0 0.0 
Clothing 9 0.2 -0.4 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.4 0.0 
Peroonal 5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
i'obacco pipes 35 0~9 -0.9 0.0 -1.0 0,0 0.0 -0.9 0.0 
Activities 636 16. "I 14.0 13.0 10.) 4.9 0.0 14.5 12.6 
jt121 100.0 I - -- _. 
. 
FB-S -C;A.P. ,.A.P. r~odified 
Profile C.A.P. 
% deviation ~ deviation % deviation 
Artifact liroup liount ~% 
Emp. Pre. Emp. Pre. Recal. Emp. Pre. 
,Range Bange I Range Range Range Range Range 
~-.- -
Kitchen 251t$ '/H.9 9.7 0.9 1.,11-.4 33.9 20. rl 10.2 0.0 
Architecture 601 18.~ -0.9 0.0 -24.2 -10.9 0.0 -/.,..8 0,0 
~ 
Furniture ". 0 0.0 -0.1 0,0 -0.1 0.0 0,0 -0.1 G.O 
. 
Arms 17 0.5 0.0 0.0 -0.9 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 
Clothing 9 0.3 -0.3 0,0 0.0 '0.0 0.0 -0.3 0.0 
, 
Personal 5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 
Tobacco pipes 35 1:.1 -0,7 0.0 -O,B 0.0 '0.0 -0.7 0.0 
I 
Activities 7 0.2 -0. '1 0,0 -0.5 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0 
3192 100.0 
.... ~.-~---. -
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with F.A.P. assemblages are supported by each Fort Butts profile when 
compared to the F.A.P. empirical range (see Table 14). The only 
exception to the "F.A.P. no fit finding" is the FB-2 profile in which 
the kitchen group count is so diminished by the removal of both 
problematic artifact classes that it indicates no deviation of its 
artifact group frequencies from the recalculated F.A.P. predicted 
range (see Table 14). Because the recalculated F.A.P. predicted is 
so broad, however, its utility as a sensitive indicator of frontier 
site characteristics is questionable. 
A better fit also exists between the Fort Butts data and the 
modified C.A.P. than with the F.A.P. This is to be expected since it 
has previously been determined that there is not a statistical dif-
ference between the original and modified C.A.P. artifact group means. 
Test results -- hypothesis #3. When each Fort Butts profile is 
compared with the C.A.P. and modified C.A.P. empirical ranges, con-
trasting artifact group frequencies are observed. Assuming that 
profiles FB-3 and FB-5 represent postulated "nonnal" behavioral 
activities at Fort Butts, it is tempting to suggest that either H#l 
or H#2 is a more plausible interpretation of the functional role of 
the earthenware and glass artifacts than is H#3. This suggestion is 
based on the observation that FB-3, the adjusted profile for FB-1 and 
FB-2, shows less variation from both the C.A.P. and modified C.A.P. 
empirical ranges than does FB-5, the adjusted profile for FB-4 (see 
Table 14). Both FB-3 and FB-5, however, indicate a perfect or near 
p~rfect fit with the predicted C.A.P. and modified C.A.P. ranges; 
hence, it is difficult to eliminate anyone of the three hypotheses 
explaining the problematic artifacts' roles. 
Interestingly, all three hypothesis-related profiles -- FB-l, 
FB-2, and FB-4, indicate a sizeable deviation in the architecture 
group when contrasted with the C.A.P. and modified C.A.P. empirical 
ranges (see Table 14). The deviation, -4.0% and -7.9% respectively, 
suggests that activities have occurred at Fort Butts which have 
created an unusually low architecture group count. This finding is 
consistent with documentary evidence indicating that many of the 
structural elements of the fortification were salvaged after military 
abandonment (Babits 1978:40-43, 80). 
Test results -- hypothesis #4. "Normal" or typical behavioral 
activity related to the furniture, clothing, and tobacco pipes groups 
is demonstrated as each group indicates less than 1.0% deviation from 
C.A.P. and modified C.A.P. empirical ranges (see Table 14). The 
greatest stability is found in the arms and personal group ratio 
relationships where no deviation is demonstrated for anyone of the 
artifact profiles when compared with the C.A.P. and modified C.A.P. 
empirical ranges. 
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At the group level the kitchen and architecture group frequencies 
demonstrate a relationship to one another that is consistent with the 
C.A.P. model (see Fi9. 2) even though the actual artifact count in 
each group varies according to the specific nature of the artifact 
profile. The Fort Butts data, then, demonstrate comparability with 
both the C.A.P. and modified C.A.P. 
Test results -- hypotheses #5, #6. The ratio of the Fort Butts 
furniture group is demonstrated to lie between 0 and 0.3% as hypothe-
sized (see Fig. 1 and Table 14). This result is consistent with 
South's findings relative to the high degree of consistency exhibited 
by this group for all sites for both patterns. The Fort Butts arms 
group ratio is also found to lie within the hypothesized 0 to 1.5% 
range (see Fi9. 1 and Table 14), lending credence to South's suggestion 
that military garrisoned sites of the late 18th century may not reveal 
a higher ratio of arms group artifacts in their middens than do 
domestic sites of the same time period. A larger base of comparative 
domestic site and military site data should be tested, however, before 
this proposition is accepted as a predictive law. 
Test results -- hypotheses #7, #8. The Fort Butts wine bottles, 
ceramics, and nails class ratios vary according to whether the proble-
matic fine red paste earthenware sherds and thin-walled amber glass 
sherds are included in the analysis or are deleted, for the calculated 
ratios are dependent on the total adjusted artifact count. Assuming 
that FB-3 and FB-5 represent valid adjustments to the hypothesis-related 
pr~fi1es -- FB-1, FB-2, and FB-4, hypotheses #7 and #8 were tested 
using ratios calculated from FB-3 and FB-5 profiles exclusively (see 
Table 15). 
All of the ratios were extremely high, and consequently were not 
directly comparable to South's data. The incomparable results can 
only be attributed to the unusually low Fort Butts "working tota1" 
(n = 184 for both FB-3 and FB-5) which, in turn reflects the influence 
exerted on the total artifact count by the problematic artifact 
classes. The fine red paste earthenware sherds and amber glass sherds 
account for 24.97% of the total artifact count. 
Test results -- hvpothesis #9. The military object class ratio 
is also dependent upon the nature of the adjusted total artifact count; 
consequently, once again calculations were based on FB-3 and FB-5 
data. The same ratio, .0003, resulted from both calculations. This 
result is comparable to South's observation that all known military 
sites will reveal military activity (South 1977:176). The ratio is 
lower, however, than those compared in Table 12. Apparently the low 






\'/ ine Bottles 
Cer8..t.llics 
Nails 
Fort Butts Wine Hottles, Ceramics, and 
Nails Class Ratios -- Based on FB-3 and 
F~-5 Data Characteristics. 
FB-J FB-5 
Count Ratio Count Ratio 
1391 7.56 1391 -/.56 
801 4.35 1126 6.12 









Fort BUtt3 Bone-to-Artifact Ratios Relative 
to Proveniences Excavated Interior and 
Exterior to the Fort's Walls. 
FB-3 Fli-5 
Int. Ext. Int. Ext. 
577 173 577 173 
Count 155ti 1309 160ts 1584 
- .370 .132 .3.59 .109 
Bone-to-Artifact Ratios for All r,:aterials 
Recovered from the Southern Five Meters of 
Test ~rench #2. 
FB-J FB-5 . 
2~4. 284 
Adjusted Artifact Count 217 219 
Ratio 1.309 1.291 
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Test results -- hypotheses #10, #11. All bone-to-artifact 
ratio calculations are based on FB-3 and FB-5 data characteristics, 
as the ratios are depende~t upon the nature of the adjusted total 
artifact count. 
In order to test Southls propositions regarding differential 
bone-to-artifact ratios relative to materials recovered from 
proveniences located both interior and exterior to the walls of a 
military fortification, exact wall locations must first be ascer-
tained. Since Fort Butts underwent frequent expansion and 
refurbishment during its Revolutionary War period occupation, 
singular wall locations are not extant in the archaeological record. 
Areas that were once exterior to the fortis walls were later enclosed 
within new walls as modification occurred. Table 16 depicts the 
calculated bone-to-artifact ratios of all artifacts recovered from 
excavations exterior and interior to Fort Butts I walls as they stood 
in the early Fall of 1780, the date of the fortis final modification 
by its French and American occupants. The calculated ratios do not 
conform to Southls predicted ratio ranges indicating adjacent secondary 
and peripheral secondary middens interior and exterior to the forti-
faction's walls respectively (cf. Table 13). Interestingly, the 
calculated ratios represent an inversion of South's predictions. 
During excavations at Fort Butts, Babits noted that the southern 
five meters of Test Trench #2 revealed a siqnificantly different soil 
profile and artifact population (Babits 1978:47). He postulated that 
at that location the test trench crossed a portion of the original 
redan and fortification wall which had been filled in as a consequence 
of remodeling during the Fall of 1780 (Babits 1978:47). Furthermore, 
he believed that the excavated fill represented a tertiary deposition, 
i.e., secondary refuse fill had,been brought in from an exterior-to-
the-wall location on the site. The specific bone-to-artifact ratios 
calculated relative to only the southern five meters of Test Trench 
#2 are depicted in Table 17. The ratios, 1.309 (FB-3) and 1.296 
(FB-5), are within the range predicted by South to be characteristic 
of a peripheral secondary midden. 
The interior and exterior bone-to-artifact ratios were then 
recalculated so as to include the bones and artifacts found in the 
southern portion of Test Trench #2 with all other materials excavated 
from proveniences exterior to the fortis walls. The resulting ratios 
are depicted in T~b1e 18. Although the results are closer to South's 
predictions than those illustrated in Table 16, they still do not 
conform to predicted ratio ranges. 
In summation, the bone-to-artifact ratios calculated for all 
materials recovered from excavations interior and exterior to the 1780 
walls of Fort Butts do n,ot confirm South's predictions regarding the 
bone to artifact characteristics of adjacent secondary and peripheral 
secondary middens expected on 18th century British-American colonial 
military sites. The bone-to-artifact ratios calculated for one 
particular provenience, however, hypothesized by Baits to represent 





Fort Butts Bone-to-Artifact Ratios 
Recalculated so as to Include Materials 
from the Southern Five Meters of Test Trench 
#2 with ~~terials Recovered from Proveniences 
Excavated Exterior to the Fort's 1780 Walls. 
~'B-3 FB-5 
Int. Ext. Int. Ext. 
355 .395 .355 J95 
Count 1.355 1512 140.3 17~9 
.262 .261 .25.3 .221 
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suggestions are offered in explanation of the aforementioned results. 
1). Babits' preliminary test excavations did not yield a 
representative sample from which a prediction of Fort 
Butts refuse disposal activity can be made with confi-
dence. 87.23% of the total area excavated at Fort 
Butts lies within the documented 1780 fort walls, while 
only 12.77% of the excavated area lies exterior to the 
fort walls. The bone-to-artifact ratios calculated for 
the southern five meters of Test Trench #2, found to 
conform to predicted ratio ranges characteristic of 
peripheral secondary middens, may very well be more 
representative of 18th century refuse disposal behavior 
than those calculated for other excavated areas. 
2). The relatively short term occupation of Fort Butts by 
four distinct nationalities -- British, Hessians, French, 
and Americans -- may have exerted influences on the 
archaeological record which are responsible for producing 
a typical 18th century British-American colonial refuse 
deposits. South (1977) and others (see G1assie 1968); 
Hall 1969; Trewartha 1946; Deagan 1975) have recognized 
that peoples of various national origins exhibit distinct 
behavioral characteristics which most certainly exert 
variable effects on the nature of material culture, the 
spatial organization of material culture, and archaeological 
deposits. The multitude of ways in which these behavioral 
distinctions are manifest in the archaeological record, 
however, are yet largely un~nown. 
3). South's. bone-to-artifact theory, based on the assumption 
that bone discard behavior can be monitored by ranking 
pieces of refuse on an 1I 0dorimetric scale", does not take 
into account the complex factors responsible for the 
formation of refuse deposits on a military fortification 
site which has been structurally modified during and/or 
after its period of occupation. Areas, for example, which 
may have originally been exterior to the walls of a fort 
might later have been enclosed within new walls by virtue 
of expansion, refurbishment, etc., and vice versa. Such 
activities over time would have the effect of blending 
archaeological deposits and the explicit identity of past 
behavioral practices unless diagnostic stratigraphic 
evidence (if preserved) and bone-to-artifact ratios are 
calculated relative to strict vertical as well as horizontal 
spatial controls. 
4). South's bone-to-artifact theory is not founded in contempo-
rary 18th century documentation, and as such, runs the risk 
of being based more on intuition and 20th century attitudes 
towards the disposal of refuse than on 18th century attitudes. 
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While the test of hypotheses #10 and #11 did not solidly confirm 
South's propositions for anyone of the above reasons, the bone-to-
artifact ratio model does appear to represent a means by which oast 
behavioral activities can be fruitfully explored. The assumptions 
and theory underlying such analytical techniques should be well-founded 
in historical and ethnographic data as well as archaeological data, 
however. 
Test results -- hypothesis #12. The overall Fort Butts bone-to-
artifact ratio was also calculated using FB-3 and FB-5 data. The 
ratios were .261 (FB-3) and .235 (FB-5). These results lie between 
the two ranges characteristic of either adjacent secondary middens 
or peripheral secondary middens (see Table 13). This finding is some-
what surprisin9, for five of the eight Fort Butts excavation units 
(representin9 87.23% of the total area excavated) were located interior 
to the fort's walls, leading one to expect an overall bone-to-artifact 
ratio that would approximate the adjacent secondary midden range, .03 
to .17. As discussed in the previous section, it is not knO\tJn whether 
the Fort Butts artifact sample recovered by Babits during preliminary 
excavations is truly representative of the site's total artifact population. 
Conclusions 
Accepting Stanley South's assumptions regarding the nature of 
culture and archaeo109ica1 site formation processes, the 18th century 
Fort Butts artifact assemb1age has been found to compare favorably with 
many, but not all, of the C.A.P. model characteristics. It may be 
postulated that Inorma1" or typical 18th century British-American colonial 
behavior is reflected in Fort Butts' furniture, arms, clothing, personal, 
and tobacco pipe group ratios. Only the kitchen, architecture, and 
activities group ratios indicate specialized behavior characteristic 
of the fort's past occupation. Interestingly, comparison with the C.A.P. 
model did result in the identification of deviant artifact types and 
classeSIPreviously suspected by Babits to be unusual. The observation 
that only FB-3 and FB-5 artifact profiles demonstrated a perfect fit 
with the C.A.P. and modified C.A.P. predicted ranges suggests that either 
the fine red paste earthenware sherds and thin-walled amber glass sherds 
are not typical 18th century British-American colonial artifacts, or 
only the thin-walled amber glass sherds are a atypical. 
It would be convenient to sugqest that the C.A.P. represents a 
reliable model of 18th century British-American colonial culture behavior, 
for it accurately predicts many relationships among and between 13th 
century data. It must be emphasized, however, that the model deals with 
relationships in abstracted space, and as such, the transformations 
required to relate the C.A.P. to physical space are yet to be determined. 
Other models delineating relationships in abstracted space and based on 
different assumptions and theoretical perspectives may very well be con-
structed which would better predict 18th century artifact group and 
class ratios. 
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Several of the artifact class ratio relationships identified 
by South and tested in the present study, e.g., wine bottles to 
ceramics to nails class ratios and bone-to-artifact ratios, were 
not comparable to those calculated from the Fort Butts data. It 
has been suggested that these results may be due to the nature of 
the Fort Butts data itself, for the Fort Butts assemblage represents 
the product of an extremely small nonrandom sample recovered during 
preliminary archaeo1o~ica1 test excavations. Confidence in the 
present study's findings are dependent upon the accomplishment of 
more intensive archaeological and documentary research relative to 
the Fort Butts site. Additionally, multiple working hypotheses (see 
Chamberlin 1965; Platt 1964) must be entertained if reliable predictive 
models, not based on intuition and theoretical prejudice, are to be 
developed. 
At best, only preliminary confirmation can be claimed for South's 
artifact patterns. A larger base of comparative data, preferably 
drawn from 18th century domestic and military, "mainstream" and frontier 
sites needs to be tested against the C.A.P. and F.A.P. Furthermore, 
research directed towards explaining the variability and regularity 
found to be extant in the 18th century archaeological record needs to 
be accomplished in order to address the third aim of archaeology --
the explanation of culture process. South's work, however, does 
represent a positive. step towards the realization of this goal. 
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NOTES 
lSouth contends that his patterns are based on a small sample 
because there are few site reports which contain complete quanti-
fied artifact lists of data collected by comparable methods. He 
emphasizes that "Any pattern should derive from comparable samples 
of consistently gathered data ll (1977:88). Understandably, comparable 
data must be used to test the patterns as well. 
2A concrete system, as defined by Miller, is "a nonrandom 
accumulation of matter-energy, in a region in physical space-time, 
which is organized into interacting subsystems or components" 
(Miller 1978:17). 
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APPENDIX 
Fort Butts Artifact Class Frequencies 
For the sake of convenience, the Fort Butts artifact class 
frequencies depicted below include the two problematic artifact 
types -- fine red paste earthenware (325) and thin walled amber 
glass (629) -- in the ceramics and glassware classes of the kitchen 
group respectively. These artifact types may be included in other 
artifact groups depending on their functional interpretation. 
Artifact Class No. and Description 
Kitchen Group 
1. Ceramics 
2. Wine Bottle 






Total Kitchen Group 
9. Bone 
Architecture Group 
10. ~Ii ndow B1 ass 
11 . Nails ) 
) 
12. Spikes } 
13. Construction Hardware 
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15. Furniture Group 0.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Anns Group 
16. Balls, Shot, Sprue 11 
17. Gunflint, Spa11s 5 
18. Gun Parts 1 
Total Arms Group 17 o:s 
. . . . · . . . . . · · . . . · · . . . . · . · . . · 
Clothing Group 
19. Buckles 1 
20. Thimbles 
21. Buttons 5 
22. Scissors 
23. Straight Pins 
24 .. Hook and Eye 2 
25. Bale Seals 
26. Glass Beads ,. 




29. Personal 5 
Total Clothing Group --5 ([2 
. · . . · . . . · · · · · . · · · · · · · · · · · 
30. Tobacco Pipe Group 35 0.9 
. . · . . · . . . · · · · · . · · · · . · · · · · · · · . . · 
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Activities Group 
31. Construction Tools 
32. Farm Tools 
33. Toys 
34. Fishing Gear 
35. Stub-stemmed Pipes 
36. Co10no-Indian Pottery 
37. Storage Items 
38. Botanical 
39. Horse Tack 
40. f·1i sc. Hardware 
41. Other 
42. r1i 1 ; ta ry Obj ects 
Total Activities Group 
Grand Total (not including bone) 
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2 
4 
1 
7 
3821 
0.2 
100.0 
